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From theDesk ofthe Editor

tis a truth universally acknowledged that thhe whole world is running late due to COVID-19
pandemic situation in 2020; and hence,the

publication of the present issue ofAnudhyan, too,
has suffered the same tate. However, the stream ofknowledgealwaysflowsin spite of all odds.
The current issue of Amudhyan brings together a bunch ofnew

insightful papers on literature,
music, and social science. The reader, we think, will find their food for thoughtafter reading8
thefollowingessays

on poet Sankha Ghosh, playwright Manoj Mitra, partition literature, graphic
novel, Sri Aurobindo,gender discrimination in

higher education etc.
Partition dialoguesare always memories of lost home which remainsas a life-long

trauma for the survivors. Supromit Maiti studies the exercise of
'memory' and 'trauma'in

Urvashi Butalia's The OtherSide
of Silence: Voicesfrom the Partition ofIndiaafterexpoundinghow Butalia's work represents an alternative history of partition established mostlyon oral

history and narratives which were
previously unheeded.Graphicfiction is quite a new entry i

the digital ageofliterature.MedhashriMahanty'spaper mainlybased on two texts also observes
form, content and even illustration of graphic fiction Corridor. Dr. Sujoy Kr Maity and Dr.
Bipul Kr. Mandal have written on two stalwarts ofBangla poetry and drama -Sankha Ghosh
and Manoj Mitra- respectively from diverse aspects of life and

reality. 'Adda'(a company of
informal and friendly talkers countering the Westernconceptof Club) is an integral part of
Bangaleeculture. Interestingly, 'Adda'becomes a subject of academic discussion in the paper
of Biswajit Adhikary.Other papers on

master-disciple relationship in music,Sri Aurodindo's

philosophy and on social science are also research-oriented and thought-provoking.
The 'Anudhyan Team'heartily acknowledgesthe supports received from all corners-

especially the reviewers, the copy-editor, the printersand above all, Dr. Jayasree Laha,Principal,
Raja NL Khan Women's College (Autonomous).
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Adda $twt) and the Information Sociefy in Bengal
Dr. BiswajitAdhikary

ABSTRACT

Adda, an inseparable part of Bengali society anci culture , is the inlormal meeting and conversation among a ceftain
groups ofpeople. There arc vatious kinds ofrTddas and in such assemblages, lhrough an endless florv oftalks some

information trnd viervs arc also exchanged. This pap'er ainrs to give insight to those meetings and conversations and

tries to check the significance of such inlorrnation transactions in the inforn.ration behaviour olour society. More-
ovel it also tries to check tvhether such talks suits or fiis.,vith tlte notion of information Society or not. Lastly it
concludes rvith some probable research questions.

Keywords Ad(a,lrformation sources, Informaiion society, Kttott'leclge sociefv, Information smog, lttformatiott
bubbles, !nformatiott pollution, and lnfornntiott stakeltolde rs

Introduction
It is always said by the people associated rvitit
Library and Informatioi-r Science that rve ai.e

living in Information society norv" Some of
them are not even satisfied rvith the term
'Information', tirey discover themselves jn a
more advanced era of th* soeiety, i.e.
Knorvledge society" Flowever, besides suclr

kind of assertion, lve find tirat iirfbrmation
inequaiity still exists in our society. Tliere are

still information rich, ir-lformation poor, and

even information have-nots. A large porlion of
the population ofour country doesn't have any

kind of information consciousness even in this
new millennium. The Information industry of
developing countries failed to cover the entire
population. The coverage and availability of
the formal information channels like radio. TV,

newspaper, internet is inadequate. Reading

habits of, cornmon people are decreasing
rapidly and the public libraries are
practicing their old obsolete means and

therefore failing to attract newer generations.

So we see that the infonnation framework
is nr:t skilled and equipped enough to provide
service to tlie entire pcpulation of our country.
Moreover, on the otliei'hand, common people

do not recoglize the iinportance of information

in their daily lives. Now, the question is that,
hol can people maintain their livelihoods
r'vithout having adequate information in this
modern tirne? The fact is that, even if the flow
of information rernains blocked for some
portion ofpeople due to some social, economic

and technological divides, the infomration is
spreading out through some other unfamiliar

Librarian, Raja Narendralal Khan LVomenb College, Midnaltore, LVest Bengal
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and nonconventional channels. And those version of the Oxford English Dictionary

channels may not be safe and hygienic for the (English oxford LivingDictionaries) identifies

health of the information. the word Adda as an Indian noun rvord and

Adda, is one of such channels through describes as "A place, rvhere people gather for

which information may be transmittecl in conversatiotl" aud "Informal conversation

disguise. Ge,erally AAOa is a very favourite among a group of people".

zone for talkative people to pass their time (or

to kill their time). The Adda can be organised

anywhere and anytime with some topic or even

without any topic. This paper tries to highlight

the eharacters and feafures ofthese A4qas wittr

general perceptions. The main limitation ofthis

paper is that no extensive or intensive research

work has been conducted for it. However, it

tries to raise some research questions which

may be explored through some comprehensive

study in future.

The Ad{as: tl'efinition and fYPes

In "Bangiya Sh:ibtlakoSh" (a vidtage

dictionary of Bengali language) the wordAdda

in noun fornr is defined as 'meeting together'

or 'assembling together'; and to organise an

Adda or to participate an Adda the famous bqok

mgans "to have a gathering for some trivial

insignificant talks" or "to pass time having

some meaningless chdts and gossips"

@qndyopadhyay, lg33 - t9 46).

In "samsada Bangiria Abhidh4na'

@iswas, S.,20t06), Adda me.ans a meeting

place, talks and chats, the place ofchat etc.

According to the Wikipedia, the word

Adda was incorporated into the Oxford

Englislr Dictionary in 2004. Adda is a

prominent leisurely activity in India and

Bangladesh (Adda (South Asian)). A web

Whatever maY be the source book, the

copybook definitions are fail to describe the

true characteristics of aadda. It is only the

Addabai (participants of adda), who can

provide a'true definition ofthis word. It is daily

or frequont meeting may with some schedule

or without any schedule among a certain group

of people. Generally, some kinds of similarity

of socioeconomic status are found among the

participants. However, some kinds ofAddaare

there in which anyone can participate

irrespective of his or her social or economic

babkgrountls. The word means both the place

ahd the conversation of the meeting. In this

paper, we are only concerned about the talks.

Addas are generally organized to pass the

time with friends, colleagues or other close

associates. People make conversation at these

meeting for entertainment, not for serious

interactions. The talks are expected to be

trivial, sappy, casual and insignificant.

Talkativeness is one of the qualities to be a

good addabaT @articipanQ. Add it is knownto

all that too much talks are full of too much

untruth and half-truth.

Traditionally the Bengali people are

excellent addabaj.Thatis one ofthe athibutes

of Bengalese along with their affinity in
football or in fish. So whenever we have to

say something about Bengali people we cannot

12



Dr. Biswajit Adhikary

exclude the Adda.

The list ofthe different categories ofAdda
may be as following. However, those may not
be mutually exclusive. Moreover, the list is not

exhaustive rather illustrative.
. Adda in rock,
. Adda in tea stall,
. Adda in barber shop or saloon,
. Adda at morning walk,
. Adda at club
. Adda at the waiting hall of son's or

daughter's school,
. Adda over mobile or telephone
. Adda in virtual space
. Adda at house
. Intellectual addas

The lasttype ofadda, i.e. intellectual adda

is a special kind of association and interactions

among intellectual people. Authors, Editors,
Painters, Film makers, Musicians, Teachers,

Journalists, etc. are generally participate in
such meeting. 'olnvisible College" is an

example of such Adda, where a small
community of interacting scholars who often
met face-to-face, exchanged ideas and
encouraged each other (Invisible College). We

may also rememberthe Gymnasium in Ancient
Greece, which was a place for socializing and

engaging in intellectual pursuits, besides

functioning as a training facility for
competitors in public game(s) (Gymnasium
(ancient Greece)). There has been numbers of
such addas in Kolkata and other enlightens

parts of the state. Some prominent examples

are - Budhasandhya, Homseana, Desh
Patrikar Adda, Mitra Gosher Addae tc. But

those addas are very little in number and

especially confined within the elite portion of
the society. In this present article we are

concerned with the adda of common people.

Types of Information exchanged and
disseminated in Addes

As previously told, the addas are generally

organized for entertainment and to pass the

time. Therefor the conversations made there

are full of trivial insignificant talks, insincere

comments, misinformation, dis information,
untruth and half-truth, gossip, rumor, personal
judgments, etc. People talk about everything

they can, they preview or review films and

books, they make comments on different
decisions and activities made by Govt. and

administration, they criticize the captain of
Indian National Cricket for any infield
decision, and they even express their thoughtful
judgments on the Presidential election of the

United States.

Obviously, among lots of negatives there

are some positives also. A large portion of
common people of our soeiety are very much

dependable on different kinds of such
meetings. Tea stall, Saloon, or Haat (deekly
or semi-weekly market in rural or suburban

areas) are those places from where common

men receive different kinds of necessary

information of day to day life. Those who are

illiterate can get the news digest or the
contemporary social or political information
from such informal meetings.

Previously, the addas were organiz-edata
particular time of the day or week. But

13
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nowadays, due to the introduction of social

media like Facebook" twitter, WhatsApp, etc.

the virtual'addas do not have any time

limitation. These types of addas are never

finished. There are a huge numbers of people

who remain online (on for addas) all day long.

Actually we may call the addas in virtual space

as the round the clock adda.

In these addas, each bit of information

accompanied with lots of noise like
misinformation and disinformation. However,

the dangerous thing is that due to the

oommunication speed and the popularity of
such media a rumour or any half-truth insincere

comments may be outspread all over the

community within a few minutes.

Moreover, as the common men got the

connectivity irrespective of their educational

and socioeconomic status, a serious matter may

also be ill-treated. It is often seen that different

antisocial things and thoughts are also

exchanged o] .;r such virtual social media.

There are certain groups in virtual spaces who

promote communalism, racism, terrorism in

organized way.

Ad.{a and the Information Society

The definition of Information society and

Knowledge Society:

An information society is a society where

the creations, distribution, use, integration and

manipuldtion of infonnation is a significant

economic, political, and cdltural activity
(Information society).

A knowledge society generates shares and

makes available to all members of

the society knowledge that may be used to

improve the human condition. A knowledge

society differs from an information society in

that the former serves to transform information

into resources that allow society to take

effective action while the latter only creates

and disseminates the raw data (Knowledge

society).

In previous sections, the types and

characteristics of Addas has been describe4.

Now the question is that whether the notions

like the trivial talkative adda andinformation

society suites each other or not.

As we seen that with a single bit of
information the adda disseminates lots of noise.

Such types ofaddas creates huge amount of
information bubbles, information smog and in

such way they add some amount of information

pollution. Information pollution is being

defined as the contamination of information

supply with irrelevant, redundant, unsolicited

and low-value information (ORMAN, 1984).;

and the spread of useless and undesirable

information can have a detrimental effect on

human activities. It is considered one of the

adverse effects of the information revolution

(cAr & ZHANG lee6).

Adda is also another responsible institution

for the creation and c irculation of Information

pollution.

Concluslon

In E{dEs, among lots of negatives, of
coutse, there are few positives too. However

we havti to eliminate those negatives through

inclusive social movements. There are some

14
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Dr. Biswajit Adhikary

defi nite duties of Information profess ionals to

maintain the formal channels to disseminate

information for common men. However, not

only the Information Professionals, all the

information stakeholders have to take over

their responsibilities in this respect. As the

people become more information conscious

and more informed the adda they involve will
be more reliable as information channels. Only

through this process we can get a pollution free

and equitable inclusive Information Society.

Some Research Topics on the subject

1. Quality and quantity of information
disseminated in Addes.

2. The Information Input and Output of
common people of South Asian countries,

3. Relation between the socioeconomic status

of common people and the quality of
information disseminated by them,

4. Relation between the education of the

participants of A{{e and the subject(s)

talked about by them,

5. Relation betweenthe economic poverty and

the information poverty,

5. Information inequality among the people of
developing countries,

]. lo1iat 
jultice 

1f tnformation justice,

8. Information and happiness, etc.
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Positional differences of Biomotor ability among East Zone [nter
University Volleyball players

Dr. Krishnendu Pradhan

ABSTRACT

In the present study, an attempt has been made to compare the positional differences of biomotor motor ability among

east zone inter university male volleyball players. Fifty six male volleyball players (N=56, averag e age:23.21+1.56

years) from east zone inta university volleyball tbumament-2014 were purposively selected in this study. The players

were categorized as middle blockers (N=14), outside hitters (N=18), liberos (N:12) and setters (N:12) according to

their different playing positions in the court. The participants performed different body compositions as basic descriptive

sample indicators relative to their diflerent playing positions by Karada Scan; Body Composition Monitor. Biomotor

ability components ofvolleyball players were measured through standard tests as explosive leg strength by standing

broadjump, explosive shoulder strength by six pound medicine ball put speed by 50 meter run, endurance by 600

yard run & walk, flexibility by sit & reach test and eye-hand coordination by ball transfer test respectively. One way

analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) was used to observed differences of mean among the groups. The level of significance

was set at 0.05. The results showed that there were significant differences in explosive leg strength, explosive shoulder

strength, speed, endurance and flexibility among different playing positions. No sigriificant differences exist in eye-

hand coordination .nong diferent positional players ofthe court. The results ofthis study help the coaches and

trainersto set appiopriate training schedule that consider playing positions in relation to their biomotor ability in the

game ofvolleyball. Therefore, more researches must be conducted in order to understand better talent identification

and team selection that considers positional roles and demands in volleyball.

Key wotrds: Biomotor ability, middle blockers, outside hitters, setters, liboros.

Introduction ail tean: sports. fivery sport activity has

Biomotor ability refers to the description of dominant biomotor ability. However,

various capacities, or qtralities of movement contemporary research"suggests that sport

and performartce requirecl performing any activities can be affected by several biomotor

givenmotortask. The components ofbiomotor abilities. It can be clearly seen by the fact that

ability are critical factors in determining muscular strength appears to influence both

success in a wide variety of sports. For running speed and endurance at games and

example, muscular strength and power are sports. The three main biomotor abilities
generally acknowledged as being important in include: Force (strength), Speed, and

Associate ProJessor, Department ofPhysical Education, Garhbela College, Paschim l,ledinipur, ll'est Bengal, lndia
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Endurance. Because both speed and endurance

derive from strength, strength (force) is
considered to be the primary biomotor abilify.
Shength affects all other biomotor abilities.
All other biomotor abilities arise from strength

and may affect each other, but don't affect

shength. For this reason strength should be

considered as the crucial biomotor ability.

The performance of players is influenced
by many factors such as physical, physiological

and psychological variables, technique, tactics,
physique, body size, body composition and

application of biomechanical principles.r It is
clearly evident that special physical
characteristics or anthropometric profiles
predict whether an athlete is fit and ready for
competing in the highest levets in a specific
sport field.23 No doubt the performance of
player influenced by many factors but still
biomotor components is the primary factor
among these entire factors.a Thakur and Sinha
pointed out that, 'oworld's topmost sporting
nations are very much conscious on fitness

factors which are supposed to play a dominant

role in its future performance in sports and

games."5

A volleyball squad,comprises 12 players

with team positions broadly defined as setter,

hittel(outside hitter/left side hitter and opposite

hitter/right side hitter), middle blocker, and

libero. Each of these positions plays a specific
role in a volleyball match.6 Considering the

specialized role of the various positions in
volleyball and the specific tasks involved, it is
likely that differences exist in the physiologic

characteristics among the playing positions, but

this is not well understood.T Before the rule
changes, positional roles were not so obvious

and there were many universal players that
could play different roles. High-level
competition demands and evolving tactical play

strategies have led to an increase in the
specialization of player positions. Several

studies have comparedthe anthropomehic and

physiological profiles of volleyball players

according to their playing positions.8'e,r0

However, to the authors'knowledge no similar
studies that compare the biomotorability ofeast
zone inter university male volleyball players

in terms of their playing positions are available.

An understanding ofthe biomotor ability ofeast
zone inter university volleyball playen in terms

of their different playing positions may be

important for talent identification and player

selection for specific positions in volleyball
game.

Methods and Materials
Subjects: Atotal of 56 male (mean and SD of
age23,2l+1.56 years) east zone inter university

volleyball players from eight different
universities of east zone inter university
volleyball toumaments -201 4, held on 25th-3 00,

September, 201 4 at KIIT university, university

complex, Bhubaneswar, Orissa were purposively

selected as subjects in this study. The players

were categorized according to their playing
positions and roles. They were categorized as

middle blockers (N=14), outside hitters (N=18),

liberos (N=12) and setters (N:12).
Age, height, body weight, body mass index
(BMI) and body fat percent: Age of the
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players was measured accordingto date ofbirth
certificates. The body height was measured

with a GPM anthropometer (Siber & Hegner,

Zurich, Switzerland) to the nearest centimeter.

Body weight, body mass index (BMI) and body

fat o/o were measured with a Karada Scan; Body

Composition Monitor; HBF-375, (OMRAN),

Japan, by individual setting of respective

personal data ofdate ofbirth, gender and height

respectively

Measurement of performance indicators:
The study was conducted on the biomotor

ability components by using standard tests as

explosive leg strength by 'standing broadjump'

in meter, explosive shoulder strength by 'six
pound medicine ball put' in meteq speed by

'50 meter run' in second, endurance by '600

yard run and walk' in minute, flexibility by 'sit

and reach test' in centimeter and eye-hand

coordination by 8ball transfer test' in second

units respectively.

Statistical analysis: The Statistical Package for
Social Studids, (Version 19, SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, Illitlois) was used for statistical

analysis. A one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used to determine significant

differences among different playing positions

characteristics. In order to determine which

group was different from other group Tukey

post hoc test applied. The statistical
significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results

The basic descriptive sample indicators of
positional differences of biomotor ability
among east zone inter university male

volleyballplayers are presented in table 1.

Tablc I
Basic descriptive sample indicators of east zone inter university male volleyball players

The results in table 2 present the demographic components of biomotor ability among east zone

inter university male volleyball players in terms of their playing positions.
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Playing
Position

N Body
Heisht (cnl)

Body
Weieht (ks)

BMI
(ks/m2)

Body
Fat (o/o)

Middle
Blockers

t4 184.28
*.2.33

70.85
+1.99

2r.97
+ 1.45

1620
+ 0.85

Outside
Hitters

l8 l8l.6l
*.2.32

72.27
* 1.99

23.1r
* 1.48

17.21
* 1.10

Liberos l2 169.58
*2.50

56.16
*2.32

20.37
*.1.20

16.05
*.1.29

Seffers 12 175.08
+1.44

6s.33
*,2.53

21.47
*.0.77

16.69
+ 0.93

Total /
Averaqe

56 178.30
r 6.01

66.98
+ 6.60

21.89
*1.62

I 6.60
* l.l3



Demographic sample indicators of biornotor abitity according to positional differences

Playing Pmition ? Middle
Blockers

Outside
Hitters

Liberos Setters Team
AverageBiomotor abilitv ?

Explosive leg
streneth (mt)

2.48
+ 0.06

2.47
+ 0.05

2.49
+ 0.04

2.38
+ 0.M

2.46
+ 0.06

Explmive shoulder
strensth (mt)

13.24
* 0.58

t3.32
+4.47

I I
r 0.59

22. 12.08
* 0.60

12.78
+ 0.80

Speed
(sec)

7.36
+ 0"tr9

7.35
*0.24

7.12
+ 0.18

7.27
+ 0.15

7.28
+ 0.21

Endurance
(min)

l.5l
+ 0.ll

1.49
+0.12

1.37
+ 0.05

1.38
+ 0.03

I
+ 0.11

.45

Flexibility
(cm)

23.42
+2.59

22.6
* 2.08

n.t6
*.1.@

?i.58
*2.15

24.66
+2.87

Coordination
(sec)

17.30
+ 0.36

t7.32
+032

17.29
* 0.30

fi.28
*.0.26

17.30
+ 0.31

Dr, Krishnendu Pradhan

Table 2

Table 2 represents biomotor ability
components of inter univers ity male vol leyball
players in terms of their different playing
positions. The mean explosive leg shength of
middle blockers, outside hitters, liberos, setters

and team average were 2.48 * 0.06 mt,2.47 *
0.05 mt, 2.49 *,0.04 mt, 2.38 + 0.04 mt and

2.46 + 0.06 mt respectively. The mean

explosive shoulder shength of m idd le blockers,

ouBide hitters, liberos, setters and teiro average

were 13.24+ 0.58mt, 13.32+0.47 mt, 12.12*,

0.59 mt, 12.08 * 0.60 mt and12.78* 0.80 mt

respectively. The mean values of speed for
middle blockers, outside hitters, liberos, setters

and team average were 7 ,36 *,0.19 sec, 7 .35 +
0.24sec,7.12+ 0.18 sec, 7.27 + 0.15 sec and

7.28t 0.21 sec respectively.

In endurance ihe mean values of middle

blockers, outside hitters, liberos and setters

were l.5l + 0.ll sec, 1.49 +0.12 sec, 1.37 *
0.05 sec and 1.38 + 0.03 sec respectively,

whereas the team average shows 1.45 + 0.ll
sec. In flexibility the mean values of middle

blockers, outside hitters, liberos and setters

werc23.42+2.59 cm,22.66 + 2.08 cm,27.16
*,1.64 cm and 26.58 + 2.15 cm, whereas the

team average'shows 24.66 * 2.87 cm. The mean

coordination abitity of middle blockers, outside

hitters, liberos, setters and team average were

17.30 + 0.36 sec, I 7.32 * 0.32 sec, 17.29 * 0.30

sec, 17.28 + 0.26 sec and 17.30 + 0.31 sec

respectively. One way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) represents the positional differences

of biomotor ability components of inter
university male volleyball players, F values and

their significant levels in Table 3.
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Thble 3

ANOVA of Biomotor ability components in terms of their different playing positions

Biomotor ability
components

Sum of
squares df

Mean

square F sig.

Explosive
leg

strength

Between Groups 0.090 J 0.030
9.72 0.000Within Groups 0.161 52 0.003

Total 0.251 55

Explosive
shoulder
strength

Between Groups 19.364 J 6.455

20.72 0.000Within Groups 16.198 52 0.311

Total 35.562 55

Speed

Between Groups 0.495 J 0.165
3.974 0.013Within Groups 2.t59 52 0.042

Total 2.654 55

Endurance

Between Groups 0.207 3 0.069
7.68 0.000Within Groups 0.467 52 0.009

Total 0.674 55

Flexibility
Between Groups 2r2.542 3 70.847

tsi.zz 0.m0Within Groups 242.012 52 4.654

Total 454.554 55

Coordination
Between Groups 0.015 3 0.005

0.04 0.986Within Groups 5.385 52 0.104

Total s.400 55

Significant at .05 level.

The results of positional differences of Insignificant differences were found in

biomotorabilitycomponentsofeastzone inter coordination ability am6ng positional

university male volleyball ptayers in table 3 differences of east zone inter university male

revealed that significant differences (p<0.05) volleyball players. Table 4 represented the post

were observed in explosive leg strength, hocmultiplecomparisonsofdifferentbiomotor

explosive shoulder strength, speed, endurarrce abilitycomponents ofeastzone interuniversity

and flexibility ofbiorhotor ability compoileflts. male volleyball players.
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Tablg 4
Tirkey post hoc multiple comparisons of biomotorability of eastzone

inter university male volleyball players in terms of their playing positions

*Significant at .05 level.

Discussion of Findings
In the present study biomotor ability
components of male east zone inter university

volleyball players have been evaluated'and

compared among the different playing
positions. This study clearly indicates the
existence of biomotor ability components differ
among the different playing positions. The

results in table 3 reveals that significant
differences (p<0.05) were observed in
explosive leg strength, explosive shoulder
strength, speed, endurance, flexibility and

insignificant differences exist in coordination

ability among the groups.

The explosive leg strength of biomotor

ability component showed in table 2,tbattha
middle blockers, outside hitters and liberos

were stronger than the setter as compared to

their differint playing positions. Table 4

indicates that significant differences exist
between middle blockers and setters, outside

hitters and setters & liberos and setters and

insignificant differences were found between

middle blockers and outside hitters, middle

blockers and liberos & outside hitters and

liberos in explosive leg strength. The middle

blockers, outside hitters and liberos were

strongor may be due to the fact that stretch-

21

BMA Playing Position MD 'nt BMA Playing Position MD 'nt

l{ +.

rti rs l)
3EEei'-4Xtlrl rr)

MB osH 0.007 .705
!{
(J
z

z
frl

MB OSH 0.01I .988

MB L 0.009 .669 MB L 0.130' .005

MB s 0.097' .000 MB S 0.126- .007
OSH L 0.0I6 .418 osH L 0.119' .0fi7
osH s 0.089' .000 osH s 0.115' .010

L s 0.106- .000 L S 0.004 1.00

b)t*
,- Iil frAeuoJz
J iJ fr]ilocXEFtaou)

MB OSH 0.078 .695
t4
J
tr
X
rd
FIfr

MB OSH 0.760 .755

MB L 1.125 .000 MB L 3.730 .000
ME s 1.160' .000 MB s 3.150 .003
osH L 1.203' .000 OSH L 4.500 .000

OSH s 1.238- .000 OSH s 3.910 .000
L S 0.035 .879 L S 0.580 .911

A
H
frt
tr
(n

MB osH 0.006 r.000 z
o

8E
a
&
o

MB OSH 0.020 .614
MB L 0.240- .02t MB L 0.010 .663
MB S 0.091 .668 MB S 0.021 .997

osH L 0.234' .ofi OSH L 0.031 .t2s
OSH S 0.085 .679 OSH S 0.042 .754

L s 0.149 .288 L S 0.01l .594

'BMA'- Biomotor ability, 'MD'- Mean differenc€, 'p'- p value,
'MB'- Middle Blockcrs, 'OSH'- Outside Hiu.en, 'L'- Liberos & 'S'- Setters
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shortening and explosive repeatedjumping and

blocking of middle blockers & outside and

sudden diving movement patterns in different

sides of liberos are performed during game

situations whereas the setters are performed

moderate level maximal jumps during game.

This result is consonance with the study of
Marqhes et al., (2009).'r

The explosive shoulder strength of
biomotor ability in table 2 reveals that the

middle blockers and outside hitters were better

than liberos and setters. Table 4 indicates that

significant differences exist between middle

blockers and liberos, middle blockers and

setters, outside hitters and liberos as well as

outside hitters and setters in relation to
explosive shoulder strength. No significant
differences were found in explosive shoulder

strength between middle blockers and outside

hitters also between liberos and setters in
explosive shoulder strength. The possible

explanations: for the results of explosive
shoulder strength may be due to the fact that

the middle blockers and outside hitters are

frequently uses their explosive shoulder
strength for blocking, smashing and some time

for jump service, whereas the liberos and

setters are not uses their explosive shoulder

strength as frequent used by middle blockers

and outside hitters.

ln speed component of biomotor ability
significant differences were found between

middle blockers and liberos also between

outside hitters and liberos. There were no

significant differences were exist in speed

between middle blockers and outside hitters,

middle blockers and setters, outside hitters and

setters as well as liberos and setters in relation
to playing positions. The results indicated in
table 2, that the liberos are better in speed

compare with middle blockers, outside hitters

and setters according to playing positions may

be due to facts that liberos are only back court

specific defensive players having less height,

body weight and fat percent but better in
explosive leg strength and agility which fulfill
the favorable conditions to produce greater

momentum for speed in relation to volleyball
game. Table 4 represents of endurance of
biomotor ability that, significant differences

were found between middle blockers and

liberos, middle blockers and setters, outside

hitters and liberos as well as outside hitters and

setters. No significant differences were showed

between rhiddle blockers and outside hitters

also-,between liberos and setters in relation to

endurance abilify. The liberos and setters posses

better endurance ability may be due to the fact

that they are actively involve much more time

during the match as well as continuous
executing their performances than that of
middle blockers and outside hitters. Whereas

in top class competition the middle blockers

a0d outside hitters when switch over from front

court to back court due to rotation order, they

may have to substitute by the liberos or
defensive players by their coaches for energy

restoration ofnext powerful attack or sfiategies.

The flexibility of biomotor ability in table

2 reveals that, significant differences were

found between middle blockers and liberos,

middle blockers and setters, outside hitters and
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liberos as well as outside hitters and setters.

No significant differences were showed
between middle blockers and outside hitters as

well as liberos and setters in relation to
flexibility ability. The findings may be due to
the fact that the setters have to set a ball as a

second pass for predictable attack, that,s why
they have to take a suitable position inthe court
with dynamic balance by using top level
flexibility. Liberos are the specific defensive
back court players in the volleyball game. For
defense any attacked ball from opposite side

liberos have to agile, which is depend upon the

flexibility. They have to maintain top class

agilrty as well as acceleration ability too for
their fitness. To maintain the agitity anO

acceleration ability, the flexibility is also very
useful which is directly proportionate to agility
and acceleration ability. In volleyball game all
categories players are playing with a ball by
using their respective specific skills by the
application of coordinative ability ofeye-hand
coordination. Table 4 clearly indicated that no

significant differences were observed in eye-

hand coordination among all groups. The
coordination ability of each category of east

zone male volleyball players aecording to their
playing positions is more or less same.

Conclusion

The results of this study indicated that
significantdifferences were found in explosive
leg sffength, explosive shoulder strengtlr, speed,

endurance and flexibility components among
east zone inter university male volleyball
players in terms of their different playing

positions. Insignificant differences exist in
coordination ability among different playing
positions of volleyball court. In conclusion the
results of the present study confirmed that in
explosive leg stuength; middle blockers, outside

hitters and liberos are comparatively stronger

than setter accordingto their playing positions.

In explosive shoulder strength middle blockers

and outside hitters are performed better power

than liberos and setters. Positional players of
liberos and setters executed better
performances in endurance and flexibility of
biomotor ability. In speed component only
liberos are executed superior performer
compared to middle blockers, outside hitters

and setters.
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Enquiring the space for Muslim Women in Indian Panchayati Raj
System: A special reference to West Bengal

Md RejaAhammad*, Bipul Kumar Bhadra** & Asmita Bhattacharyya***

ABSTRACT

Since the ancient day, the Panchayati Raj Institutions have been playing an important role in Indian society. We get

enough evidences of the existence of the Panchayat system in ancient India. During the Muslim rule also the system

continued to operate unobstructed. However, the presence ofthe local selfgovernment is an offshoot ofthe British

govemance . The ideological framework of the Panchayat system was developed during Indian freedom movement.

The idea of 'Gram Swaraj' conceptualized by Mahanna Gandhi had received a huge support from the peopte. He

felt that 'power to the people' is the essence oftrue democracy. After independence, the Panchayati Raj System was

introduced in 1957 in India. The 73d Amendment of the Constitution (1992) provided the constitutional status of
the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs). The most significant part of thisAmendment is the reservation of one third

of its seats for women including those from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes women. Later, various steps

have been taken to strengthen the Panchayat System. But surprisingly, the existing literature reviews reveal that the

presence of women in Panchayat was very negligible. In the year 2011, the Govemment of West Bengal had

reserved half of its seats for women (S.C, S.T and OBC including Muslim women). Thig present paper

comprehensively captures the historical backdrop offanchay4li Raj Institutions and fheir gradual expansion to

empower the marginalized sections of society i.e. women, dalits, tribes and muslims with specific reference to the

Panchayat Raj system in West Bengal. The authors critically examine the participation trends of these vulnerable

sections in panchayat. Further, this paper has critically captures the intent and actual practice ofthe reservation

policies followed the grassroots level politics.

Keywords: Development, Minority, Constitutional Status, Grassroots Politics.

The issue of women's participation in politics roots. Peoples' participation is possible only
has become a crucial agenda throughout the whenthedecenhalizationofpowertakesplace.
world including India. Modern democracy it Iq India, Panchayati Raj system signifies the
presupposes, full participation of all citizens decentralised system of governance. It is

in politics. Success of democracy depends on entrusted with spearheading people
the participation of people in decision making participation in politics and organizing them
process atallthe levels startingfromlhe grass from local development. No other socio-

,
*t Prol Retd) Departnent ofSociolog, Jadaupar University, Kolkata

'iiAssistawProfessotiDepartnentofsociologshdyasagar Midnaporz.
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political organization other than Panchayati raj

has been able to exert such influence on people

and create interests in the masses after

independence. Mobilization of people at the

grass roots level is proved to be an important

means to bring about socio-economic and

political transformation in rural India.

Panchayat literally means an assembly or

gathering of five people who are elected or

selected by local villagers, to settle the issues

arising in the villages^or inhabitation in the

rural or distance place (1). Panchayati Raj is

an instrument of local governance. It is
formally different from Panchayat, which

implies government of a local body limited to

a geographical area. Jawaharlal Nehru did not

like the system of democratic decentralization.

According to him, democracy means power

coming up from the people. Panchayati Raj was

not imagined as a territorial government or

administrirtion; but rather an approach to

administration guided by and vested on fhe

peb,ple themselves (2).

The Panchayati Raj institutions have been

playing important role in Indian society since

the ancient days. We get enough reference to

this system in the Manusmriti, the Arthasastra

and the Mahabharata (3). The decentralization

of power in the kingdom of the Maurya and

the Gupta period was unique. Such a
decentralization of power was unknown to the

western world until the modern times. The

local governments, then, existed at different

levels and performed many functions, though

not very democratic, yet were sufficiently

autonomous. During the rule of Muslim's in

India, functioning of local institutions was

unobstructed. Mughal government was highly

centralized and autocratic. The king was the

driving force of the entire administration. As

the regions are larger in size, communication

amongthe districts became different and slow,

the transfer of local offices were more frequent

so, no political life or local initiatives were left

with the people. The local chiefs and

Zaminders were recognized by the Muslim

rulers as the store house of authority. In the

era of Mughal empire the villages and towns

had partial self-government with no local

autonomy. The offrce of the Kotwal was the

keystone of the municipal administration and

its functions were the most erodible and wider

than the present day municipal bodies. The

Mughals did not encourage local institutions,

but the institutions that existed at that time use

to function with the official authority of rulers

(4).

The present form of the local self
government is a result of the creative

imagination of the British Government. It
started with The Chawkidari Act which was

passed by Lord Mayo in I 870.The Chowkidari

Act marked the beginning of the revival ofthe

traditional panchayat system in Bengal. This

Act empowered the District Magistrates to set

up panchayats by nominated members in the

villages to collect taxes for maintenance of the

chowkidars or watchman (5). Later, Lord

Ripon laidthe foundation stone ofmodern local

government in India. The Ripon Resolution

1882 had directed the regioiral government to

transfer enough revenue to local bodies which
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were entrusted to deal with matters of local
importance. It was suggested further to
establish the local boards in each district. As
the area under a board was kept small, it was

quite easy to ascertain the needs ofthe local
people. The local self-government institutions
received further boost with the appointment of
Royal Commission on Decentralisation in 1907

under the Chairmanship of C.n.U. Hobhouse.

The Commission argued that local government

should start from the village level rather than

from the district level (6). The development of
local self-government institutions got further
impetus with the implementation of Montague

Chelmsford Report (1919) which made local
self-government a'transferred subj ect' under

the Scheme of Diarchy. The most significant

development of this ileriod was the
establishmint of the village panchayat in a
number'of provinces. During the 1920's

Gandhi made i strong plea for inhoduction of
self-governments in villages with a view to
improve their economy. He opined that the

independence must begin'at the bottom. Every
village should be a republic or a panchayat

should have more power. Howeyer, the British
government did not pay any attention to this
issue. It was only in 1937 wteu the Congress

ministries were formed at the provinces under

the Act of 1935, attention was paid for
establishment and recognisation of panchayat

(7). Gandhi gave an outline of his idea about

'Gram Swaraj' in the'Har[ian', dated 26e July,

1942. According to Gandhi, each village
should be basically self reliant, making
provision for all necessity of life, food,

j

clothing, clean watero Sanitation, housing,
Education and so on, including the Government

and self defense and all social amenities

required by a communiU (8). But it may be

observed that Dr B.R. Ambedkar had taken a

different standpoint and views regarding the

inhoduction of Panchayat system in India. Dr
Ambedkar opposed the concept ofPanchayat

system as he believed it won't be conducive to
ground realities ofthe Indian village. He argued

that the villages were ruled by the dominant
caste and according to him, ifthe powers were

given to the locals, the Varna system would be

continued, despite the fact the Indian
Constitution ensures equality to all in the
country (9). After long debates in the
Constituent Assembly, the village Panchayat

was included in Article 40. It states that "The
state shall take steps io organise village
panchayat and endow them with such powers

and authority as may be necessary to enable

them to function as unit of local self-
govemment"

The post-independence phase of the
Panchayati raj is marked rvith significant
development. The Government of India
launched a comprehensive Programme of
Community Development (CDP) in 1952 to
seek participation of the people and rural
transformation. The programme failed in its
mission with out any agency at the village level.

In January 1957, the Government of India
appointed a committee under the teadership of
Balwant Rai Mehta to examine the working of
the Community Development Programme
(1952) pnd the National Extension Service
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(1953) and to suggest measures for their better

working. The committee observed that the

failure of the CDP was due to absence of the

people participation. In order to secure

participation, the committee suggested that oa

set of institutional arrangement would had to

be created to make participation meaningful

and effective. The committee also suggested

the establishment of a three tier Panchayatrui

system like Gram Panchayat at the village

level, Panchayat Samity at the block level and

Zilla Parishad at the district level (10).The

recommendations of the Mehta committee

were accepted by the National Development

Council in January 1958. The council did not

force on a single rigid pattern Panchayat and

left it to the states to evolve their own patterns

suitable to their respective local conditions. But

the basic principles and the fundamentals

should be identical throughout the country. In

accordance with the recomrhendations of the

committee, Rajasthan was the first state to

ueate three tiers Panchayat system in India.

Rajasthan was followed by the Andhra

Pradesh, which also adopted the system in

1959. There after, most of the states adopted

the system. However there were many

differences among the states in the structure,

functions, finance and so on. For example

Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh adopted three

tier Panchayat system while Tamil Nadu,

Haryana adopted two tier systems. Some ofthe

states like Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala created

only one tier village Panchayat. West Bengal

adopted four tier Panchayat systems.

Panchayat Samity is a powerful unit of

planning and development at block level in

Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh whereas Zilla
Parishad is a powerful unit of planning and

development at district level in Maharashtra

and Gujarat. Some of the states like Haryan4

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh have formed

Nyaya Panchayat for solving the civil and

minor criminal cases (11).

Women in panchayat: But it is surprising

that despite the various initiatives taken to

strengthen the Panchayati Raj system, women

participation was not considered. The question

ofWomen's participation in Panchayat merited

attention of the Committee on the Status of
Women in India (CSWD in the year lg74.lt
favoured the establishment of all women

panchayat at the village level with autonomy

and resources oftheir own for the management

and admi4istration of women and children

development progrdmme (12). In 1975, the

global concerns of women participation was

noticed when.t IN declared that the years I 975-

85 as the women developmentdecade and also

took some resolutions for it.

In December 1977, the Government of
India appointed a committee for strengthening

the PanchayatRaj system. The committee was

popularly known as Ashok Mehta Committee.

The committee observed that the activities of
the Panchayati Raj Institutions, even at block

level, were meager, their resource base was

limited, and that they had been stagnating, if
not declining, since I965. The committee

further stated that the Panchayats were

mistrusted in Gujarat and Maharashtra by the

stafe government officials and that a growing
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range of developmental activities like the Small

Farmers Development Agency, the Drought

Prone Areas Programme and the Intensive

Tribal Development Project, were not being

brought under the preview of the electedZilla
Parishad. Further, the Panchayati Raj system

was also dominated by the socio-economically

privileged section of the society and it
facilitated the emergence of oligarchic foroes

yielding no benefits to the weaker sections

(13).The main recommendations of the
committee were decentralization of power to

district and below it and the constitutional
sanction of the Panchayati raj system which
stress to need for inclusion of women in this

institution (1a). The committee suggested for
co-option of two lady members from those

\ryomen who secured highest number of votes

among the women candidates. No action was

taken on the recommendation of Mehta
committee due to collapse of the lanata
Government before the completion of its term.

However, according to this report, the state like
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal

passed new a legislation to revitalize the

Panchayati Raj institutions.

In the year 1985 G. V. K. Rao Committee

was appointed bythePlanning Commission to

review the administrative arrangements for
rural development and poverty Alleviation
Programmes. The committee observed that the

development process was gradually
bureaucratized and divorced from 

lthe

Panchayati Raj. This phenomenon of
bureaucratization weakened the Panchayati Raj

institutions. The committee recommended

three tier Panchayat system and also focused

on election ofthose bodies that should be held

regularly, as the district as the basic unit of
planning and programme implementation. The

committee also suggested for reservation of
women (15).In June 1986, a committee was

appointed for Revitalization of Panchayati Raj

Institution for Democracy and Development

underthe Chairmanship ofl.. M. Singhvi. The

committee viewed that the Panchayati Raj

should be constitutionally recognised,
protected and preserved by the inclusion ofa
new chapter in the constitution. It also

suggested for the constifutional provisions to

ensure regular, free and fair elections to the

Panchayati raj bodies (16). In 1988, a sub-

commiffee was formed underthe chairmanship

of P. K. Thungon to examine the political and

administrative structure in the district for the

purpose of district planning. The committee

recommends the constitutional recognition,

reservation of seats in all the three tiers
Panchayat system and also suggested that thers

should be reservation for women (17).An

another committee on policy and programmes

was constituted in a same year under the

ohairmanship ofV. N. Gadgil. The committee

was asked to consider the issue "how best

Panchayati Raj Institutions could be made

effective" In this context; the committee
suggested that constitutional status should be

bestowed on the Panchayati Raj bodies,

Reservation for SC, ST and women. The

committee also suggested the Panchayati Raj

bodies should have the responsibility of
preparation and implementation of plan for
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socio econornie developffient (18).

The National Perspective of Plan for
Women rvhich is drvelt on the question of
political participation of women at the

grassroots level democratic institutions in

between 1988 * 2000. The tearn pointed out

that politieal power and entry to the decision

making prosess and authority are critical

obligatories for women's quality in the process

of nation building. The e ommittee

recommendedthat in rural loeal selfgoverning

bodies at all levels from the village Panchayat

to Zilla Parishad there should be 30 percent of
seats reserved for women. There should be

reservation of30 percent ofthe executive heads

of all bodies from Gram Panchayats to Zilla

Parishad for women. A certain percentage of
constituencies in the lower tier of Panchayati

Raj rvould be declared as women's

constituencies and in a eertain number of
territorial administrations reserved for rvonnen

candidate (19;. The a.bove recemrmendations

and suggestinns of various ec:mi'niitees heeoc$e

the basis for drafting amenctmreret hill svhieh

aimed at *cnf,eming the eo*stituctiona! s$at{}s

ard proteetion to tfue Pa*oi:layati Ra.!

Institutions" Therefore, the 64'h rtmendrnemt

Eill, 19Eg was introeimeee! in Elarliaffiel'tt flor

eonstituting Fanehayats tm *very state at the

village, intenmediaee **d Eiisfriet {ets?s" trt

praposcd that the negislature of ilie statc aouid

by law cndowthc Fanelrayats wath suehpowers

and authority as may he meeessary to emahlc

them to funetion as the institutions of the scif
government. Though tlie hiil got a two thirds

majority in Lok Sabha but it was stuek dovl,rl

in the Rajya Sabha on 15ft October, 1989 by

just tlvo votes (20). The 73rd Amendment

(1992) provides for certain far-reaching steps

to strengthen Panchayats. The Artiole 243 G

deals with the reeognisation of Panchayats as

institutions of self government with prime

responsihilities of promoting economic

development and ensuring social justice. The

Article 243 D provides reservation of thirty

three percent seats for lvomen (including the

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes) ofthe

total number of seats in every panchayat

through allotment by rotation of different

constituencies in a panchayat. The Act also

provides reservation ofone third ofthe total

number offiees of chairpersons in the

panehayats at eaeh level for women including

Sche<luled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. (21)'

Therefore, women especially rural women can

take part in deoision making which has so far

remained a far ery for them. Tire power

envisagr;d in the Aet has given them the

e$ns:titutioffial rigkts to eleXiberate debate and

dc*icEe an irrrportant pa!icy rnatters which

csil:l€r;iE tite"g}e*p!* ifi tl'c*ir day to day life in

ru:r*:{ avr;;:."

Many states irad i*trodus*d reservation of
seats fur rv$ffietl thrr:ugh tregislatives changes

hefcrc 73'd e*nstitutl*el Amendment Act came

E:lto haialg *ltltowgl'r t1",,; pereentage varies from

stat* of st*af*, the renge of variation being 10

perc*rit as i:l fuladhya Fradesh to 33 percent as

in West !3c*ga!. Atter this amendment came

rnt* beir:q &ll the states have ehanged their

IegisEatiorrs f*r implcm'Ientation of this

amenc$m:ent. T'he 1I0'r' Comstitutional
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Amendment Bill, 2009 was introduced for
increasing the reservation of Women from r/,

to tlrat all level of Panchayat. This involves
seats reseryed for women belonging to SC and

ST. Not less than t/, of the total number of in
the Panchayat at each level shall be reserved

for women. The state legislafure may make any
provision for reservation of seats in any
Panchayat or office ofthe chairperson in the

Panchayat atany level in favourofbackward
classes. However, it lapsed with the dissolution
of I 5th Lok Sabha. After that, any decision has

not been taken in this regard by the
government. In fact, the states of Andhra
Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat,

Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka,
Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashh4 Odisha"

Tripura and Telangana have 50 percent
reservation for women in their local bodies
(22).

Panchayats in Bengal I After discussing

in details the Panchayat system in India, I will
briefly discuss the Panchayat system in West

Bengal. During colonial rule, rural Bengal
witnessed a short spell of a type of Panchayats

called the Chowkidary Panchayat which was

introduced in 1870. The Chowkidary
Panchayat became very unpopular shortly after
its inhoduetion and went into disuse soon. The
Bengal Loeal SelfGovernmentAct was passed

in 1885 as a sequel to the famous Ripon
Resolution of 1882. The Act provided for two
tier of local government, one at the dishict level

and the other at the sub division level. It has

also provided forunion committees forgroups
of villages. The West Bengal Panchayat Act,

1957 was enacted to replace the village Self-
government Act of 1919 and restructured the

Iocal self-government in villages by
introducing two-tier Gram Panchayats and

Anchal Panchayats in place of the union
boards. In 1963, the West Bengal ZillaParishad
Act was passed to provide for the remodeling
oflocal government with aviewto bring about

democratic decentralisation and people's
participation in planning and development.

Under this Act, two corporate bodies were

created- viz. Anchalik Parishad at the block
level and Zilla Parishad at the district level
(23).The Congress lovernment inhoduced the

West Bengal Panchayat Act towards the end

of lg73,replacing the earlier Acts of I 957 and

1963. The Act of 1973 with several
amendments made fromtime to time remained

effective in the decades that followed. With
this Act, the State's Panchayat system fell in
line with the all-India pattern of a three-tier
system. The Aot however, was not
implemented and the panchayat system was in
a moribund state till 1977. ln June 1977 the

new goverrunent embarked upon a programme

of rural development based on land reforms

and decentralization of power through
Panchayats. The Act was arnended several

times (vi2.1992, 1994 and 1997) so as to
confirm the 73'd Constitutional amendment.

Beforethis amendment, there was no provision

Ofwomen reservation in Panchayat system and
'if they were not elected, they could be

nominated. There were less than I percent

women members elected to different tier of
panchayat bodies in West Bengal (24). Since
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then six times regular panchayat election had

been held in West Bengal through the year

1993,1998,2003,2008,2013and 2018

respectively. But it is worth nothing that upto

2008, the presence of Other Bacfward Classes

including Muslim were very poor in the

panchayat system. In 201 I ,half ofthe total seats

were reserve for women(SC,Sl and OBC

including Muslim).So it can be said that the

women belonging to OBCs including Muslim

did not get the advantage of 73'd Constitutional

Amendment and they have got such privileges

after two decades of this amendment. As we

know that the Muslims are marginal but the

Muslim women are more marginal out of this

marginal cbmmuflity.These double standard

marginality makes them more vulnerable in the

society. The recommendations of the Sachar

Table -1

Total
women

members
{%)

21489
(3s.22)

3182
JJ

Compiled by Author, Source: Munsi Vidya (2004), Political Participation in Jasodhara Bagchi

@d), The Changing Status of Women in West Bengal,l997-2000:The challenge A Head, Sage

Publication,pp.S4-85.

committee report (2006) have revealed the

ruined condition of Muslims in the country'

Especially after the recommendations of this

committee, the Government of West Bengal

had taken the initiative to uphold the conditions

of Muslim minority by providing reservation

.To some extent, this situationhas changedthe

condition of Muslim minorities including the

stafus of Muslim women

The picture will be clear if we see the

women representation in Panchayats in West

Bengal. Table-l shows that after reservation

of seats f,or women in 1993 elections, there

were 35.22 percent women in Gram

Panchayats,33.66 percent in Panchayat Samrty

and 34.1 5 percent in Zilla Parishad. So, it can

be said that women won more seats than the

reserved seats at all levels ofpanchayat.
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Name of
the tier

Num lrer
of PRIs

Total
no. of

memtre
rs/ No.
of seats

Total male
members

Categorv wise rvomen members
TotaI

women
members

(%')
General

Schedule
d Castes

(s.c.)

Schedule
d Tribes

(s.r.)

Gram
Panchavat

3227 49234
3 j,697

(64.38%)
1 0990

(22.32%',,
5 156

( 1A.470/"\
1391

(2.R3o/"\
17537
(35.62\

Panchiyat
Samity

329
8552

5649
(6s.98%)

1841

Qt.sa%)
850

( r0.04%)
212

(2.48o/o\
2913

G4.02\
Zilla
Parishad

17
716

473
(66.06%)

154
(21.51o/o)

74
(10.34o/o)

t5
(2.A9o/o\

2,43
(33.94)
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Table - 2

Women Representation in Panchayat Election, 1998

Compiled by Author,S ource : Panchayati Raj, 1 9 9 8,p. 5 -7

Table-2 shows that women members arc35.62

percent in Gram Panchayat, 34.02 percent in

Panchayat Samrty arrd33.94 percent inZilla
Parishad. Out of 35.62 percent there were 2.83

percent Scheduled Tribes, 10.47percent

Scheduled Castes arrd 22.32 General women

members in Gram Panchayat level. Out of
34.02 percent there were 2.48 percent
Scheduled Tribes, 10.04 percent Scheduled

Castes and 21.50 General women members in

Panchayat Samity. Out of 33.94 percent there

were 2.09 percent Schedule Tribes, 10.34

percent Scheduled Castes and 21.51 General

women members in Zilla Parishad. However

it can be mentioned here that the number of
seats in Gram Panchayat and Panchayat Samity

has decreasedby 19.37 and 9.95 respectively

as compare to 1993 election while it is 9.14

percent increased in Zilla Parishad. The

number of seats in Gram Panchayat has

decreased doubled as compare to Panchayat

Samity. The Amended Panchayat Act is mainly

responsible for decline ofseats in panchayat.

Compiled by Author, Source:

Disadvantaged Sections in West

Kalyani, Nadia.

Total
wom€n

mernbers
va

17615
5.84

Government of West Bengal (2003).Representation of
Bengal Panchayat, Government of West Bengal, SIPRD,

2944
34.64
243
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Total no.
of

member
s/ No. of

seats

wisewomen mennbers

Name of
the tire

Total
number
of PRIs
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Table- 3 shows that women members are

35.84 percent in Gram Panchayat, 34.64

percent in Panchayat Samity and 34.00

percent inZillaParishad. Out of 35.84 percent

there were 2.65 percent Schedule Tribes,

1 I .02 percent Schedule Caste, 15.15 and7 .02

respectively elected as General Hindu and

Muslim women members in Gram Panchayat.

Out of 34.64 percent there were 2.51 percent

Scheduled Tribes, 10.30 percent Scheduled

Caste, 14.16 and 5.67 elected as General

Hindu and Muslim women members in
Panchayat Samity respectively. Out of 34.00

Scheduled Tribes, 11.45 percent Schedule

Castes and2l.73 General women members in

Gram Panchayat level. Out of 34.72 percent in

Panchayat Samity there were 2.54 percent

Scheduled Tribes, 10.18 percent Scheduled

Castes and 21.99 General women members.

Out of 33.42 percent in Zilla Parishad there

were 3.07 percent Scheduled Tribes, 8.42

percent Scheduled Castes and2192 General

womenmembers. The percentage of Scheduled

Tribes women is the highestinZillaParishad.

The percentage of Scheduled Castes women

is the highest in Gram Panchayat. The

in Panchayat Samity andZillaParishad also.

So, it can be said that the representation of
Muslim women lvere very poor in the

panchayat system.

Table-4 shows that in 2008 election there were

women reptesentatives 35.96 percent in Gram

Panchayat, 34.72percent in Panchayat Samity

and 33.42 percent in Zilla Parishad.Out of
35.96 percent, there were 2.76 percent

ThbIe-4

Reservation wiie Woriien Representation in Panchayat Election,2008

Name of
the tier

Total
no of
PRIs

Total no
of

members
/No of
seats

Total no of
male

Members
("/o)

General
{%)

Scheduled
Castes
(%)

Scheduled
Tribes
(%)

Total
women

members
(%\

Gram
Panchayat

3354
41503

26s82
(64.04)

9022
(21.73\

4753
fi1.45)

tt46
(2.76\

14921
(3s.96)

Panchayat
Samity 341 8 801

5737
(6s.28)

1936
(2t.ee)

896

{ 10.1 8)
224

(2"s4\
3056

(34.72)

Zilla
Parishad l8 748

462
(66.58)

164
(2r.e2)

63
(8.42)

23
(3.0?)

250
(33.42)

Compiled by Authors sourced from Governrnent of West Bengal (2010), Panchayat and Rural

Development Department, Ko lkata.

percent there were 2.66 percent Scheduled

Tribes, 9.96 percent Scheduled Castes, 16.40

and 5.04 respectively elected as General

Hindu and Muslim women members. The

percentage of Schedule Tribes women is

highest in Zilla Parishad. The pbrcent2rge of
Scheduled Caste and Muslim women is

comparatively highest in Gram Panchayat.

The percentage of General women is highest
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percentage of General women is the highest in
Panchayat Samity. Though in this table there
is no reflection of Muslim women but a

representation from the marginalized
communities like Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes women has been recorded.

Md Reja Ahammad, Bipul Kumar Bhadra & Asmita Bhattacharyya

Muslim women are domesticated to rear and
care for children, and now, due to reservation

a compulsion is being created to employ them
inthe rally ofpolitics. The so called traditional
concept oflslam, that women will remain veil
covered. So the effort to confine them at home

Tafrle:4.1
Caste wise Representation in Panchayat Election,2008

Name of
the tier

Total
no of

membe
rs / No
of seats

Informa
tion

availabl
e

Gencral
(%)

Sch ed uled
Castes (%)

Sch edu le
d Tribes

('/o)
OBC
(%)

Muslim
(%)

Other
Minor

ities
(%)

Gram
Panchayat

41503 40330 10463
(2s.94)

i4463
(3 5.86)

3435
(8.52)

2314
(5.7 4\

9430
(23.38)

22s
(0.56)

Panchayat
Samiw

8 801 8259 2298
(27.86)

2919
(3 s.3 e)

677
(8.2r )

462
(5.60)

1849
(22.41)

44
(0.53)

Zillz
Parishad

748 657 214
(32.s7 )

226 (34.40\ 56
(8.52)

28
(4.26\

129
fl9.63)

4
(0.6 l )

Total 51052 49236 t297 5
(26.35)

l 7608
(3 5 ,76)

4 168
(8.47)

2804
(s.70)

r 1408
(23.17)

273
(0.55)

Compiled byAuthor, source: Panchayati Raj, May 200g, p. 23-25, panchayat and Rural
Development Department Report (2010), Government of West Bengal, Kolkata, p.ll4-119.

Thble-4.l sho*,s ti:at 35.76 percent n:en:trers

belong to Scheduled Castes, 26.35 pereent of
members come from Ger:eral category. Tlre
percentage af Scheduled Tribes anrtr Oiher
Backward Classes menibers is 8."{Tan.J 5.?0
respectively. Tlie percentage of Muslirn
members is 23.17 which maintain ciose
proximity with their population of 25"25 in the

state. However, share ofMuslim population in
the rural area is 30.38 in the state. So it can be

said that there were no Muslim members in
the panchayat in aceordance to proportion of
population in rural area.

Critical concluding reviews: Historical!y

h;ls bee* ch;*rging. Tltrough an overall
diseussion, it ca:r he said that lvomen have to
take a long journey to participate in the grass

root politics" It is true that accorciing to 73'd

Constitutional Amendment,lggZ as

rrtarginai iz*d ;teh eel u ! ed Caste and Schedut ed
"Iribes \vorlten got flie opportunity to
particii:ate in grass roct politics. Ilut it did not
give any chance to Muslim women" They are

deprived in every sphere of lif"e. In 201l, half
ofthe total seats rvere reseryed for rvomen (SC,

ST, and OBC inelriding Muslim). The
legislations are not enough to irnprove the
representation of Muslirn women in grass root
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politics rather the important issues like
education, self employment, better health,

family planning, right to work and equal pay

for equal work should be taken into account.

Apart from these, a social reform movement

among the Muslim community is needed to

address the issues of Muslim women. As well

as the secular political parties of India need to

play a constructive role in bringing Muslim

women in the mainstream ofgrass root politics.
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Gandhiji and Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy : A Brief Study of Their
Relationship

Susanta Kr. Mandal

ABSTRACT

The lives an$ works of Mahatma .Gandti and Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy have been extraordinary from various

aspects. Their ideal$ moials, notioiis and opinions ar,e unique and wonderful. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Rby was deeply

inspircd by Gandthiji's ideals of 'Truth and Non-violence'. He has alwals acknowledged the influence of Gandhi in

his work and life. Although the ideals and teachings of Gandhiji had enriched the life and thoughts Dr. Roy, his

profession as a doctor as well as his political view has always been marked by his individuality. He was against the

Gandhian decisions which might iqiure the emetions of Bengal. Though he was greatly attached to the ideals of

Gandhi, he had deep sympathy for the combative nationalism of Bengal. Dr. Roy had never involved himself in the

inner conflicJ of Bengal Congress. Rather he had always tried to resolve the conflict. Moreover he had nwer

accepted the Gandhian decisions unquestionably. This makes him distinct from most other Gandhian politicians.

Kewords:-Mutual attraction Truth and Non-violence, (Jntouchability :

One of the salient fe.atures of the Indian

civilization is io accept, reject and reform as

well as reconcile several ways and ideas

according to the demand of the age. Mahatma

Gandhi had included this feature in his

philosophy of life. The glorious scripture of
his life combines the precious thoughts and

ideals ofthe orient and the occident. Truth and

Non-violence are the main aspects ofGandhian

philosophy of life and Gandhian doctrine.

Gandhiji was the pioneer in the politics oflndia

who applied the weapon of Non-violence to

gain the proper right for the suppressed and

oppressed. SriNagendra Kumar Guharoy

writes, "Gandhiji, the inventor and applier of

this great weaBon, has inspired the countless

wariors ofthe freedom movement of India in

sacrificing, accepting the sorrow and self-

immolating."r Like various other renowned

leaders, the ideals and philosophy of Mahatma
t.

Gandhi too had a great impact upon Dr. Bidhan

Chandra Roy. He entered into politics by

following the path Deshbandhu Chittaranjan

Das and Gandhiji gave him the training in
political affairs as well. as life affairs. Saroj

Chakraborty writes, " Chittaranjan Das who

gave him (Dr, Bidhan Chandra Roy) early

tumingin politics andparliamentary affairs and

finally Mahatma Gandhi for his doctrine of
Truth and Non-violence and their application

Assistant ProJessor Garhbeta College, Department ol History, Paschim Medinipur, ll/est Bengal
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to the day to day problem of the state and to
his own individual self.'z

Many historians have acknowledged the
immense influence of Gandhi inthe life ofDr.
Bidhan Chandra Roy. Though in his early
political crueer Dr. Roy came to be known as

the intimate associate of Chittaranjan Das

whose political ideology differed from
Gandhiji, he gradually became an appreciator,

follower and devotee of Gandhi. He had
immense trust in the weapon ofNon-violence
as applied by the great leader Gandhiji. IIe had

ingrained in his his mind that Non-violence is
the only way to bring independence in future.

Therefore, he followed the footsteps ofGandhi
in the freedom stniggle of India. In spite of
having deep regards for Mahatmq he had never

ignored the emotions of Bengal. Though he

was a Gandhian leader, he had great respect

and sympathy for the armed revolutionaries of
the nation. Moreovei Dr. Roy acted as a
mediator in the inner conflict of Bengal
Congrgsq. K.P- Thomas writes, "It would not
quite true to say that Gandhiji influenced
niOnan in his professional life. Dr. Roy had

achieved the distinction of leadership in the

medical world long before he came to know
the Mahatma. Nevertheless, due to his intimate

association with Gandhi, Bidhan rcalized
clearer what he had already perceived in his
professional career that the mind through the
practice ofwill power could almost guide and

control the functions ofthe body.'3
The intimacy that developed between

Gandhiji and Dr. Roy was mainly based on

ideology. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy inherited

,:

the qualities of sacrifice, charity and faith in
God from his parents. Sir K.P. Thomas says,
o'Gandhiji believed in the doctrine preached in
Gita "Karmanye badhikaraste ma falesu
kadachanan" meaning "you have the right to
worlg butthe issues are not in yourhand."That
was also the life's philosophy of Bidhan
Chandra Roy, who confesses: "Throughout my
life I have undertaken responsibilities, of ten
times beyond my physical andmental capacity,

sometimes I have succeeded after I have

failed."a Gandhiji's approach to human
problems athactedBidhanto himas itdid many

others. Dr. Roy in his "My Medical Studies,,

writes, "...gave me the conviction that the
human body can only function by adjustrnents

between the activities of different organs of
the body and not by suppression or coercion

ofone organ overthe other. Ifthis principle be

true for human organs it must be true ofhuman
relations also. Such adjustments can only be

brought about if the organs worked truly and

without violence. This formula of Gandhi made

me feel that his solution ofailments ofthe body
politic must be the same as in the case of the
human body. Thus I was athacted to Gandhiji's
methods and technique due to my subconscious

obedience to Laws of Phisiolory."5

Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy met Gandhiji for
the first time at Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das's

residence. When Deshbandhu p"rr.i away in
Darjeeling on the 166 of June 1925, Dr. Roy
was in Shillong. Deshbandhu's dead body was

brought to his residence at Bhowanipore in
Kolkata, Dr. Roy met Gandhiji there. However
the name of renowned doctor and politician.
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Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy's name was known

to Gandhiji. It was Basanti Devi who

introduced him to Gandhiji. Since then

Gandhiji was affectionate towards Dr. Roy.

Bidhan Roy has written in his,memoir, "I don't

know why after meeting Gandhiji a

spontaneous tone of kinship began to play in

my mind and which rang in the same manner

for the next 23 years."6 Gandhiji enquired Dr.

Roy aboutthe will ofDeshbandhu. Desbandhu

had nominated Dr. Bidan Chandra Roy as a

trustee of his residence and it was not known

to Dr. Roy. Dr. Roy told Gandhiji that if a

hosipital could be established in that place and

arrangements of nursing training could be

made, Deshbandhu's desire would have been

fulfilled. Gandhiii notonly gave consenttothe

proposal but also decided to stay in Kolkata

for few days for the financial arrangements to

establish the hospital and training centre.

Gandhiji accompanied by Dr. Bidhan Chandra

Roy, moved rrom door to door to collect

money. Gandhiji was extremely pleased by the

activity and dedication of Dr. Roy and

gradually the intimacy increased between

them. Chittarailjan Seva Sadan was established

in Kolkata by their joint effort. Dr. Bidhan

Chandra Roy was appointed as the Secretary

of the Board of Trustee of the hospital upon

Gandhji's advice. Gandhiji collected a fund of
one lakh rupees for the institution. The next

year he sent some instruments for the hospital.

Sri Nagendra Kumar Guharoy writes, "If he

had not been sure about the honesty and

responsibility of Dr. Roy, he would not have

helped him in this way."7

Dr. Roy had been given a big responsibility

in 1928 when he was nominated as the General

Secretary of the Reception Committee in the

Calcutta Session of IndianNational Congress.

In this Session a dominant part of Congress

demanded that complete independence

proposal must be adopted',instead of the

dominion status. When a conflictrose between

the left and right wing leaders of Congress,

Gandhiji looked into the matter and Solved it.

Gandhiji accepted the proposal of complete

freedom. But it was accepted in 118-45 votes

that if the British granted India a dominion

stafus before 3 1't January of l929,it would be

accepted. A majority of those who voted

against it where the representatives ofBengal.s

Though,Dr. Roy had great reverence for
Gandhi, he wanted to maintain a good

relationshipwith all the groups of Bengal. On

the other didb the conflict between Subhas and

Jatindramohan emerged again in the

membership election of the All India Congress

Committee in the Lahore Congress. Although

Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy was included as one

ofthe BigFive members in Subhas Chandra's

team, he eamestly tried to solve the groupism.

He tried to convince both the group that the

groupism had been defaming the role of Bengal

in the freedom struggle of India. His proposal

was recommended inthe Election Committee

of the Lahore Session and it was temporarily

accepted. As a reward he was elected as the

member of Congress working committee in

1990. Since then he held the post for several

days.

, Duringthe Civil Disobedience Movement,
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Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy played a significant

role in some sessions of Congress Working

Commiffee. At that time the Congress Working

Committee opposed and condemned the

repression and oppression as well as the press

ordinances of the Government. Gandhiji
withdrew the Non-cooperation Movement after

several incidents of impingement between the

police and the agitators the Chauri Chaura

incident but he did not do the same during this

movement. Gandhiji's realism andhis decision

to wipe out the orthodoxy related to the Ahimsa

Satyagraha developed the intimacy between

Dr. Bidhan ChandraRoy and Gandhiji. Dr. Roy

was arrested in Delhi for taking part in the Civil
Disobedience Movement and on 20m August

he was sentenced to six months in prison. Soon

he was transferred to the New Alipore Jail in

Calcutta. Jail Super Major Panty requested Dr.

Roy to take charge of the 120 bed hospital in
the jail. Many prisoners recovered after
receiving Dr. Roy's treatment. As a result six

weeks were reduced from his term of
imprisolment In the rneanwhfle fell sick and

he wished Dr. Roy beside his bed. Dr. Roy

rushed to Allahabad. Motilal was brought to

Lucknow. But Motilal breathed his last on 29ft

January 193 l. Dr. Bidhan ChandraRoy himself

builtthe coffin with bamboo as MotilalNehru
had wished. Gandhiji mocked, "Bidhan, why

did you become a doctor instead of being an

architect?'D After Motilal's funeral ceremony

Dr. Roy and Gandhji went togethefto Ananda

Bhawan in Allahabad.

In the meanwhile Subhas Chaqdia Bose

protested as the Civil Disobedience Movement

was postponed by the Gandi'ii-Irrvin Pact. Tire

agreement appeared before Dr. Roy as a big

question mark. He directly questior:red Candhi

why he accepted the agreement. Gandhiji

straightforrvarCly spcke ter Dr. Bidhan Chandra

Ilay, "I suecumhed not tc Lcrcl lrivin, but to

the ironesty in him; I went ag:iust the directive

cf the rvorking committee."r0 Dr. tsidhan

Chandra Roy had nothing to say after
Mahatma's frank confession. At that time

British Prime L4inister Ramsey MacDonald

announced separate electoral system for the

scheduled community. The announcement

raised a strom of protest across the nation.

Gandhiji began a fast unto death in Poona.

Gandhiji appointed Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy

as the President of Bengal Branch ofAll india

AntiUntouchability League after Dr. Roy was

released from the jail and before tlre fast in

Poona. But tlvo famous Gandhian leaders of
Bengal Dr. Suresh Chandra Bandyopadhyay

and Satish Chandra Dasgupta opposed the

decisior.: of Gandhi. The olcl c*nflict of Ber:g;il

Congress restafied. C*n<Iji wrote a lefier to Dn

Roy to resign fiom the post fbr greater appeal.

In reply resent{ir! Bidhan Chandra wrote to

Candhi in airiglr-spirited but humble language

that he had never rvanted to be the President.

He added that if he had to give a sudden

resignation from the post of Fresident, tt ptoper

reason for that must bc brouglrt out to the

people. Because, he himself diil ttot demand

the post. Althougli Dr. Roy had deep respect

and adherence for Gandhiji, he was reluctant

to succumb before injustice. Realizing his

mistake, Gandhiji requested Dr. Roy to
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withdraw the resignation letter and continue

his work as the President. Gandhiji wrote

regretfully, "The mental hurtthatl have caused

you, you will generously forget. I shall not

easily forgive myself for writing that letter to

you.t"'

As Gandhiji started fast unto death in

Poona as a protest against MacDonald's

Communal Award, Dr. Roy took the charge of
Gandhiji's treatment upoh Dr. Ansari's request.

On the third day of the fast Dr. Roy arrived at

Poonabeside Gandhiji. As Gandhiji's life was

at stake, political leaders like Madanmohan

Malavya, B.R. Ambedkar became active and

stopped the fast by an agreement. During the

fast Gdndhiji signed an agreement with
Ambedkar aboui the Communal Award which

is known as the Poona Pact (1932) in the

history. After the pact, the Congress leaders

opined that Ambedkar had been benefitted a

lot by the Poona Pact than Communal Awar{

On 18th December 1932 Anti
Untouchability Day was celebrated across

India on Gandhiji's instruction. The day was

also celebrated in Bengal like the other states

of India under Dr, Bidhan Chandra Roy's

leadership. On that occasion several meetings

were held in the slums. Ahuge public meeting

was held in the Calcutta Town Hall. Dr. Bidhan

Chandra Roy, the mayor of Calcutta Municipal

Corporation, Devi Prasad Khaitan, Jogesh

Chandra Gupta, Dr. Ch_aruchandra

Bahdyopidhyay, Sachihdranath

Mukhopadhyay, Jnananjan Niyogi were

present in the meeting. Dr. Bidhan Chandra

Roy rvas the President of the meeting. The

social importance of Gandhiji's Anti
Untouchability Movement is undeniable. It can

be said from a deep observation that the

developntent done by the Gandhian leaders had

helped to increase the nationalism in the lower

caste, oppressed people ofthe rural society. But

according to the critics the contemporary

situation compelled Gandliiji to begin the

movement and the movement was limited to

the social reform at avery smallmeasure. They

also opine that Gandhi wanted to continue the

caste system prevalent in india. So, he did not

wanted to strike at the root of the system. And

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar viewed that, "Nothing but

the aboiishment of the caste system can give

lreedom to tlte untouchables,"r2

1939 was an important year in the Indian

politics. In that year the Gandhi-Subhas clash

was at, its high spirit regarding the incumbent

of Subiras Chanrlra Bose as the Congress

President foi" tire second term. Pattavi

Sitararira-r',va I'iled ltomination as the President

cancliclate against Subhas Cirandra Bose on

Gandhi!i's insist*nce. Stiil Subhas Chandra

rvon tire electicx't. Ol: January 1939, Gandhiji

made the controversiEl rernark,'ult is rny defeat,

not lris {Sitararnayya). I am none but a

representative of some principles and and

programmes. S* it seems that the

representatives o{'Congress do not approve of
my principles and programmes."r3 in 1939 the

conflict between the supporters and the

opponents of Subhas Chandra Bose rvas at its

peak and and can:e to biows during the AICC

Conf,erence of Congress in Calcutta.. The
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Gandhian leaders rvere afraid and tliey tcok
shelter at Dr. Bidhan Chandra R"oy's residence.

As Dr. Roy had not included hirnself in any of
the groups, he was very much dishrrbed atthose

incidents. In that vear Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy

was elected as the first unoffrcial president of
All India Medical Council. The World War Il
started in 1939. Congress opposed the decisicn

of Britain to join the war and the Congress

leaders decided to boycott the legislature. L)r.

Roy opposed the decision of Congress. He

resigened from the membersliip of the lV"orking

Comrnittee of Congress. in 1940-1941 he

actively took part in the programmes of
Congress.

In 1942 the British Government requested

Dr. Roy to help the government in the
construction of the medical team for the
military force. Bidhan Chandra wrote tc
Gandhi for suggestion. Gandhiji gave
permission to construct Congress Medical
Mission. Dr. Roy received the approval of the

Congress leaders including Gandhi. Not only
that, but he got the permission to add the name

of Congress with Medical Mission. 'fhe

Congress Medical Mission had his braaehrs

across lndia and in Kolkata he openeel the iiftir
unit of the Medical Mission for the treatment

ofthe refugees, affeeted and injured people in

the war. The Congress Medical Missicn and

the Bengal Medical Relief Coordination
Committee (BMRCC) which was established

later rvas engaged in the great service of
distributing quinine to the ill people. The

Congress Medical Mission which started its
journey in 1942 with Gandhiji's blessings

continue d its ciraritai:le work up to l5ih August
1946.

One of the most significant events cf l?42
rvas the Quit India l,rfo-r,ement rvhich was

Iau:rci:ed by Candhijiall *f I sudCen. O* 23',r

February 1943, CanEihiji startecl a t'ast fhr 2l
days dernanding the British to stop their torture

ancl quit the country. During the movement

Gandhiji was accollpanied try Kasturba,
Sarojini Naidr: and Mirabehn. Gandhiji's
deteriorated gradually. On 27nh February he was

unable to recogliize people and saliva was

dripping frorn his mouth, Tlre Government

requested Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy to take the

responsibility of Gandhiji's treatment. As

Gandhi was against allopathic treatment, the

doctors did not rvant to interrupt his peace. lt
is heard that the Government had collected lots

ofsandahvood in Poona for Gandhiji's funeral

as they had thoughtthat his death lvas knocking

at the door. Candhij i took allopathic rnediciues

on Dr. Roy's request and was saved from ti;e
hands of cleath. Sri I'{agendra Kurnar C*haroy

has decribed this irrciclenr rn his bcr:k.
"Gandhiii had maiaria during his eonfinenrent.

Sligtrt fev*r *long"*itli dys*r:tery. Ilr. Bidhnn

Chandra Roy went to Foona. to tr*iit Gandiriii

on Bombay Colernment's requ*sl" Gandhiii
was deliglrtecl to see Dr. ldov" but hearins airoui

treatmefii he said * oDr. Ridhrin. I can't r*ke

your treatment.' Bidilan tvix surprised, he s:ritl.

'May I knolv what is nry fauit?' Gandhi"ii

replied, 'When you can't treat the 40 crore

poor, distressed people of rny country; rvhy

shall I take your treatment then?' Biclhan

Chandra said, 'Tlrat's the matter! Mahatmaji,
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it is hue that I was unable to treat the 40 crore

people, but he is the hope and confidence of
the 40 crore people, the 40 crore people are

looking at his face....If he lives the 40 crore

people will live...'Gandhiji said, 'But Dr.

Bidhan,I can't take your allopathic treatment.'

Bidhan Chandra said, 'Mahatmaji, you say

that-everything in the world-even the dust

particles are the creation of God-Do liou really

be lieve this?' Mahatmaj i repl ied,' Yes, surely,

all are God's creation.'-'Then Mahatmaji, isn't

the allopathic treatment his creation?'

...Mahatmaji began to laugh; he said, 'I'm
incapable of arguing with yog, give me the

medicine, I will take.'. .."r+ Gandhlji recovered

within some days. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy

returned to Kolkata.

Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy was not a so

called professional politician. Still the politics

ofpre-independent as well as post-independent

Bengal revolved around him. Dr. Bidhan

Chandra Roy's philosophy of life as well as

his political ideals were inspired by Gandhi's

ideals. But sometimes he had dissidence with

the political policies and decisions of Gandhi

inthe political ground. Sometimes he had taken

the opposite path of Gandhiji for the sake of
Bengal. K.P. Thomas says, "Here it must be

said, that unlike many others, who came under

the Gandhian influence and were closely

associatedwith him, followinghim blindly and

accepting his views unquestioningly, Bidhan

always used to argue with the Mahatma

whenever he was not personally convinced of

his policy, programme or philosophy.

Therefore it would be highly interesting to have

Bidhan's valuation of the Gandhian creed in

his own words. To a question put to him on the

subjecthe wrote; "What is known as Gandhian

creed is his declaration of his faith in the

principles of Non-violence and Truth. All his

teachings to his followers, viz. Removal of
Untouchability, Hindu-Muslim Unity or use of
Khadi flew from this fundamental creed of
Gandhiji."t5
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Some fssues of Own Source Revenue of Panchayats: A Case Study on

few Panchayats of Bagnan-I Block of Howrah District in West Bengal

Dr. Suman Chakaborty

,. ABSTRACT

Own source revenue ofPanchayat is the combination oftax and non-tax receipts including voluntary contributions.

The land-building tax is the source oftax revenue ofpanchayats in West Bengal .Various issues relating to participation

ofpeople in own resource mobilization ofGram Panchayats were discussed at the disaggregate level involving 300

sample households randomly selected from 6 sample villages oi 3 Gru* Panchayats which are comparatively

developed, developing and underdeveloped ofBagnan-I blockofHowrah dishict in ths study period of20l5-'I6.
In this paper, i! has been trie! to analyze the several issles ofown source revenue ofPanchayats. The amounts of
tax paid were low and largely varied across the sample households. The low amount paid in the form of ta,r on land

and buildings is, according to the sample households, mainly due to the lack ofproper assessment on the value of
land and buildings, inegularity in collection oftax by the Panchayats and lack of political will of the Panchayat

members(Pal, M and S. Adak (2004). There are some institutional constraints on mobilization of tax revenue by

the Gram Panchayat (GP). The estimated ta:< per household as per Panchayat Rules was several times higher than

actqal attpunt realized atthe Gram P.anchayat level. The relatively low performanct of GPs in tax revelue mobilization

is attribuled tg thei.r unyjlliryness !n optimally applying the tax ins$unlent for fear of unpopularity at the Panchayat

lwel. Besides, inthe absenc€ oJanypostof .lx 
assessorGram Panchayat find it difficultto assessthe present value

of land and buildings on which the tax amount has to be scientifically assessed. Amount of fees paid by the sample

Keywords: Own source neienue, land-building tax, fion-tax revenue and own resourcb mobilization.

Introduction
Own source revenue of panchayats is the

resultant oftax revenue and non-tax revenue.

The tax revenue ofpanchayats in West Bengal

comes from land-building tax. On the revenue

side, a measure of autonomy captures the

extgnt to *hich local bodies can raise their

to tl'r*ir orvn prioritrv. Orvn revenue of local

bodies or self government is one component

of fiscal decentralization and consists of
revenue raised by way of tax as rvell as non-

tax receipts. On the expenditure side, a measure

ofautonomy reflects the extent ofthe right and

the capacity ofPRIs to alloe ate their resources.

revenue independently, that is on their own Own source revenue of panchayats can be

account with the freedom to spend according discussed at state, district, block and gram
W. College (A), Midnapore 72II02, (WB), India
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levels in Howrah dishict based on secondary

and primary data in many articles, papers and

journals. But in order to examine the issues

relating to own source revenue of Gram

Panchayats (GPs) there is a need for
disaggregate level analysis of own resource

mobilization of Panchayats at the household

level against their socio-economic

characteristics. This is done in this paperbased

on the primary datathat have been collected

from 300 sample households of developed,

developing and under developed gram

panchayats of Bagnan-I block of Howrqh

district.

In this paper the major objective is to

analyze the several issues ofown source

revenue ofpanchayats.

The plan ofthis paper is as follows. Section

1 presents the profile of sample villages.

Section 2 examines the socio-economio

conditions of sample"households. Section 3

presehts the r:xtent of housbholds' financial

contribution (payrhent as tax and non-tax

revenue) to Panchayats. Section 4 analyses the

opinions of sample households on Gram

Panchayat functioning in relation to own

resource mobilization of Panchayats and

presenls their suggestions so as toincrease the

own source revenue of Gram Panchayats.

Section 5 analysOs the tax reveflue of Gram

Panchayats ald its co-factors at the household

level. Section 6 summarizes the discussion

mfl6e edrlier in this ohapter.

Data Base & Methodology:

To bring about the concerned objectives ofour

study, primary data was collected (by using

Household Survey method). The primary data

that have been collected from 300 sample

households. These households are randomly

selected from 6 sample villages of 3 Gram

Panchayats (Bagnan-I , Bagnan-Il & Bainan)

of Bagnan-I block of the district on the basis

of socio-economic status (i.e, comparatively

developed, developing and under developed)

ofthe panchayats .

Important statistical techniques have used

to analyze and interpret the data. The various

tools such as ratio, compound annual growth

rate, regression analysis have been used.

To examine the factor relationship
regression analysis is used wherever it is

necessary.

Correlotion and Regression

To examine the factor relationship both

correlation and regression analysis are used.

wherever it is necessary. On the basis of
Pearsonian correlation coefficient a correlation

rnatrix is constructed which is used to

understand the interrelation among the

variables. Regression analysis is the most

important way to estimate the exact

relationship between dependent variable and

independent variable. The adjusted P and F

of the estimatdd regressibn equation of these

models are such that the relevant regression

model is fitted to the data set. Regression

analysis is the most important technique to

estimate the exact relationship between

dependent variable and explanatory variable.

Now, an equation of the linear regression line

can.be written as, Y= (a + bX); here Yis the
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dependent variabie andXis thi, *xpianarory/

variable. Here in this paper per capila payrn*nt

(PCP) to Gram Prnchayat is assumed as

dependent variable and per capita incc'me {PCI)
of sample households, percenta ge ef' I o n-tbrrn

workers (% of NFW), per capita landholiling
(PCL) as explanat*ry variables. 'b' euei '*' are

the siope and tire intercept oltlie regressicn

line respectively. Tlie adjusted R2 ar:d F of the

estimated regression equation r:fthis rnodel are

such that the relevant regression rnociel is fitted

to the data set.

Probit Model:
Probit models were introduced b3.Ciresier'

Bliss in 1934; a fast method for eomputing

maximum likelihood estimates for thern was

proposed by Ronald Fisher as alt apoerdix to

Bliss' rvork in 1935.

Tire Probit Model }:as used as per as

requirement. In statistics, a probit rnodel is a

type of regression lvlrere tl-re dependent

variable can only take trvo values, far exampl*

married or not married. 'llhe nail:*: is frorn
probahility + uni1. 'i'fue purpes* of tire :::i:dr:i

is to estimate the probal>ilily t}:,sf a:r

observation rvith par{icu iar charaeteris ties'-yii i
fall into a sp*cific nne of tire **ter*ries:
moreover, if estir:rated p:"r:!:abilities g,r*n1*i

than l12 are treated as e !assif.vir':g *n
observation into apr"eclictcd catcgcil,, llie p;'oi;it

model is a type of binary ciassification moeiel.

The steps involveci in the estitnaticn ofthe
probit model are as follows,

Now to.obtain norma! equivaler:t deviate

(n.e.d) (=Ii) frorn the standard normal
cumulative distributicn function (CDF"). That

is,li= F-r(Pi) = 0, + p,Xi"

I can use tjre estimatecl Ii obtained as the

d*pendent variable in the regressicn. i.e.

Ii: p, + p,Xi+Ui

rvhere Xi irrdicates the factors, namely
rrrl,a:'ei:es$ of activitS, *f Pancira;,ats. iiteracy

ral*, quaiiti, of woi'k rif Par:cirallats, proper

assessment of tax, fees anri utilization of t,:tal

fund, and also distance ofhousehold from town

of wiiiinEress of increased tax payrnent(As per

oanchayat iax rules & regulations) to Gram

panchayat by households. Ilere dependent

variable must be qualitative variable. Let Y=1

ifthe household is interested to pay increased

amount of tax to the Panchayat and Y=0 ifthe
liousehold is not interested to pay increased

amount of tax to the Panchayat and rvhether a

pelson al\,are about Panchayat perfarunance the

(Y=i) or'(Y:0). The or<trer variabies as their

rank on quality of Panchayat rvork such as

Exe eilent = 1, Very Good = 2, Good = 3... etc.

The distance of different sampl* v'illages fiom

'foryn, literaey rate and also 1it,a lcverue
r:nhancerrreni i:y '.:il typ*s of ilir:r*lii:yat asset

builCing cripaeity {Y=i) or (Y=0) as

i*clcperd*rt vari;ibles"

Cirren ti:* astui:rirtinn r{-normaliry. thu.

probabilitv that L* {i.e. Criiierl or'Ilrres!lold
level r:{'index} is less ti;an r:r equ;il fo I, can

be ccru puted Irorn thr: star;ri ai'ciizeri C DF :r:; :

P,=P ({:1/X) = P(I"- Ii) : i'{Ii(ij,+p,X,) '.
Ir(Br+p2xi)

One can coirduct hypottr"resis testirTg in the

usuai fashion, keeping in rnind that tlre
conelusions drawn will hold true
asymptotically, that is, in the large samples.
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11z as a measure of goodness of fit is not Scheduled caste population was relatively high

particularly well-suited for the dichotomous in Karia (30.3 per cent) followed by

dependent variable models, one suggested Tenpurnabasan (25 per cent) and Hijlak (18.5

alternative as the 12 test. Apply the X, test to per cent). Scheduled tribe population was

regression and comment on the resulting relatively low in sample village Hijlak (0.32

As per the Census of India 2011 the ChandrapurandKariaofBagnan-Iblockdon't

demographic structure of sample villages have any S.T population. Literacy rate was

varied widely. Two villages Khadinan and fairly high in four sample villages ofthe bloclg

Khajutti of Bagnan- I block had the size of e.g, Hijlak(83.69percent), chandrapur(75.8

population above five thousand. Total Number per cent), Khadinan (75.05 per cent), Khqiutti

of persons were relatively low in two villages, (75.03 per cent) and Tenpurnabasan (7 4.86per

Tenpurnabasan and Hijlak. Number of cent).

households also largely varied across sample Work participation rate is relatively high

villages. It varied between 7 44 in in two sample'villages of the block. It is near

Tenpurnabasan and 2059 in Khadinan (Table about 41.13 per cent in Tenpurnabasan and

goodness offit.
l.Profite of Sample Villages:

per cent) followed by Khadinan (0.08 per cent)

and Tenpurnabasan (0.06 per cent). Villages

40.32 per cent in Chandrapur of the G.Ps

Bagnan- I and Bagnan- II. Work participation

Table 1

Demographic Structure of SampleVillages of Bagnan- I block

GPs Nanie
of

the Vill*ges

*r: TO
POP

sc% ST% LTRo/o TWo/o MNW
Yo

CLV
of

MI{W

AL
of

MNW
Y,

oTw
of

MNW
%

%NW

c
6

6n

la

Hijlak 888 3808 l9 0.3 83.69 34.5 30 1.44 4.99 4.46 65.52

Tepur nabasan 744 3234 25 0.1 74.86 4t.l 33.9 2.35 1"82 '7.24 58.87

tr
bI)
d

ca

Chandra pur l0t9 4742 t7 0 75.88 40.3 3 1.8 3.12 2.53 8.54 59.68

Khadinan 2059 9297 t2 0.1 75.05 39.2 29.8 1.04 1.55 9.44 60.79

ct

ad

Khaiutti t425 7380 0.1 0 75.03 33.2 26"3 6.48 t).) 0.22 66.79

Karia 964 4737 30 0 61.14 30.4 24.5 1.54 6.48 5.91 69.64

Gr 'ndia 2011 ISources: of
l). Most of the sample villages were pre-

dominantly inhabited by general caste people'
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rate is relatively low in villages Karia (30.36

per cent), Khajutti (33.21per cent) of Bainan

GP. and Hijlak (34.48 per cent) of Bagnan- I
GP. In Khadinan village ofBagnan- II G.P that

rate is 39.21 per cent.

The percentage of cultivators to total
workers is relatively high in Khajutti and

Chandrapur villages of GPs Bagnan- II and

Bainanvillage ofBagnan-I block as compared

to other villages of the GPs of the block. It is
highest in Khajutti (10.25 per cent) of Bainan

followed by Chandrapw (3.29 per cent) of
Bagnan- tr. But the proportion of agricultural

labourers to total workers is relatively high in
Khajutti (22.37 per cent) of GP Bainan as

compared to other sample villages. The
proportion of other workers to total workers is

remarkably high in all the sample villages
except Hijlak ofBagnan- I, Karia and Khajutti
of Bainan. Thus non-agricultural employment

was relatively high in sample villages in GPs

Baguan- I and Bagnan- II of Bagnan- I block
(Table 1). There are some other noticeable

features of the sample villages that are taken

into consideration. Four villages, namely

Hijlak and Tenpurnabasan of GP Bagnan- [,

Khadinan and Chandrapur of G.P Bagnan- II
have well-developed communication. Other

two samplevillages ofGPBainan are faraway

from the town and the main road or railway

station. All the sample villages have electric

facilities and each village has primary schools

and high schools.

2. Socio-Economic Conditions of Sample

Households: Here I dwell on literacy rate,

economic livelihood and incomer of sample

households of the three GPs - Bagnan- I,
Bagnan- II and Bainan.

Literacy: Level of education affects the

quality ofdecision making ofthe members of
households. It is revealed that in the sample

villages 4.3 per cent of the household

Frequency Distribution of Respondents of 300 Sample Households of 6 Sample Villages
of 3 Sample GPs by their Educational Standard

GPs

I

Villages
ILTR Primary

Seconda
rv

Graduat,e
Post -

Graduat
e

Technic
al Total

Bagnan- I
Hiilak I 2 l8 25 J I 50

Tenpurnabasan I I l6 22 7 J 50
Total 2 3 34 47 t0 4 100

Bagnan- II
Chandrapur I 5 22 t7 J ) 50
Khadinan 2 ',2 20 t9 5 2 50

Total 3 7 42 36 8 4 100

Bainan
Karia 5 20 l9 5 I 0 50

Khaiutti J l0 25 l0 I I 50
Total 8 30 44 I5 2 I r00

Notes: ILTR= Illiterates.
Source: Ho'usehold Survey 2Ol 5-' I 6
Economic Livelihood of Sample Households
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respondents are illiterate, 40 per cent

respondents have secondary education and

only 32.6 per cent and 6.6 per cent of the total

300 respondents surveyed are graduates and

post-graduates respectively.

Only 1.33 per cent oftotal 300 respondents

surveyed are educated in technical stream. GP-

wise comparative analysis reveals that GP

Bagnan- I is developed interms of literacy rate

relative to other two sample GPs. GP Bainan

is relatively backward in this respect (Table

2).Frequency distuibution of sample households

by their occupational pattern reveals that

agriculture-allied activity is main source of
income for 15 sample households ofV, village,

for l0 households ofV,, Vu,, V,, villages and for

15 households ofV,i, whereas this figure is 3 in

sample village V,. Most of the households

belonging to six sample villages earn their

livelihood from services and from processing.

All the sample villages are not so much

dependent on agricultural labour except sample

households belonging to \and V, of Bainan.

It is also revealed that agriculture is the

major source of income for 44Yo all300 sample

households followed by services (36%) and

processing (20%).In other words, agriculture

still remains the mainstay of the sample rural

households. In terms of economic structure also

sample households of Bagnan- I GP where 56

per cent are non-agricultural excels those of
other two sample GPs(Table 3).

Income: A substantial proportion of sample

households belong to the class of monthly

income ofRs 1000-4900. It is seen that}7.3o/o

sample households have the monthly income

less tlran Rs 5000 while 2 5% and 18.3% sample

households have the monthly income Rs 5000-

Table 3

Major Occupational Patterns of Sample Households

GPs I Bagnan- II Bair:an Crand
total

Per

cent
Villages Hijlak Ienpurnab

asan

Total
pur

ftadi
n

Total I(aria Kliajutti Total

(v) (vr) (Vir ) (Vi,) (v,) ( vvi ,,

Cultivator 5 J 8 5 3 I 10 5 i5 3l l0

Agricultur
e Allied

l5 l0 25 10 l0 20 J 15 l6 4.1 2l

Agricultur
al Labour

J 2 5 5 5 10 15 l0 25 40 l3

Processing l0 7 17 i0 l0 20 t2 t2 24 6t 20

Services t7 28 45 20 22 42 10 8 l8 105 36

Iotal 50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 r00

Source: Household Survey 2015-'16
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&l:Le 4
Frequency Distribution of Sample Households by their Monthly Income (Rs)

Monthly
Income

(Rs)

Bagnan- I Bagnan- Il Bainan
Gran

d

Per
cent

H,ji
ak Tenpurnabasan

Total

Chandrapur

I{.hadina

n

Tctal

Karia

Khajutt

i

Tota

total

(Vi) (vii ) (viii) (vi") (v") (v"i )

1000-

4999 12 19 10 5 l5 2A t5 35 79 26t3

5000-

9999 15 o0 23 l5 10 25 12 l5 )1 75 25

10000-

14999 10 10 15 15 l0 ')( l0 10 20 60 20

I 5 000-

19999 10 5 15 5 10 15 6 8 t4 44 t4,7

20000 &
above 8 l5 l8 15 20 2 2 4 42 l4

Total 50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 100

Source: Household Survey 2015-'16

9900 and Rs 10000-14999 respectively. It is
also observed that only 15% sample

households belong to the rnonthly income elass

ofRs 20000 and above (Table 4).

3. Households'Fayment of Tax and Non-
Tax Revenue to Gram Panchayats

Gram Panehayat alone has been

empowered to assess and realize agy tax,viz.
tax on land and buildings (Sau, S.trt. (2004).
Households' payment to Gram Panch ay at may

be in the form of tax on land and buildings and

fees for different services ofPanchayats.

It is observed that 41.7 per cent sample

i;ousel'i*lcls pay Ter( on land an<! buildings to

the amrunt le ss than lts 10 while 44.3 per cent

salnple houseiiol,ls pay tlre amount varying

betrveen ni.s l0 and Rs 30. Only 8.7 per cent

families pay tax varying brgtrveen Rs 3l and

Rs 50 rvhile only 5.3 per cent of the sample

families pey within tlre range Rs 5l to Rs 100

as tax on land ancl buiidings. It is revealed that

the amouut of tax to 1he tune of Rs 71 to Rs

t00 is paid by tire maximum number of
households in Bagnan- I GP r,vhile thc
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minimum number ofhouseholds of GP Bainan

pay even this amount. As per contribution of
tax to Gram Panchayat Bagnan- I GP leads

sample GPs (Table 5).

The low amount paid in the form oftax on

land and buildings is, according to the sample

households, mainly due to the lack of proper

assessment on the value of land and buildings,

irregularity in collection of tax by the

Panchayats and lack of political will of the

Panchayat members. There are some

treated as potential tax revenue but acfually

the value of land and building is assessed and

the tax rate is fixed arbitrarily and hence the

actual tax amount for individual households is

far less than the potential tax amount

(Ghora,Jaydeb.2004).I here make an attempt

to compare the actual tax amount and the

potential tax amount based on relevant data

from 100 randomly selected households of
Bagnan- I GP.

Potential Tax Revenue: To estimate the

Source; Household SurveY 2015''16

institutional constraints on mobilization of tax

revenue by the Gram PanchaYat.

Inst itutional C onstraint s :As per Panchayat

Rules tax ought to be assessed on the basis of
existing market value of land and building and

annual value ofthe premises. The annual value

should be determined at the rate 6%o of the

market value of the land and building and the

rate of tax be varied between I and2 per cent

depending upon the annual value. This may be

;

potential tax revenue we need to study the

relevant provisions of the Panchayat Act.

Section 46 of the West Bengal Panchayat Act,

1973 as modified up to the 3l't January, 2004

specilies the tax rate as well as procedure for

assessment of the annual value of lands or

buildings.

It reads as:

46 (1) Subject to such rules as may be made in

this 
"behalf, 

a Gram Panchayat shall impose

52

Table 5

Ftequency Distribution of Sample Households by Payment of Tax to GP (Rs)

GPs Basnan- I Baenan- II Bainan
total

Per

cent

Amount of
Ta:<(Fs) Hiilak l enpurnabasiarl

Total

Chandra
pur Khndinar

Total

Karia Khajutti

Total(vi) (Vt ) (Viii) (vr ) (v") (V,i)

049 20 20 40 20 25 45 20 20 40 125 41.7

l0--30 20 25 45 l8 20 38 25 25 50 133 44.3

3l -50 5 3 I 9 4 13 3 2 5 26 8.7

5l -70 4 I 5 ) I 3 ) 2 4 12 4

7l-100 I I 2 I I 1 0 I I 4 13

l0 I & abovt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G
0 0

Total 50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 100

.t

a
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yearly -
(a) on lands and buildings within the local

limits of its jurisdiction, a tax -
(i) at the rate of (one per centum) of the annual
value of such lands and buildings when the
annual value does not exceed rupees one
thousand, and

(ii) atthe rate of(two per centum) ofthe annual

value of such lands and buildings when the
annual value exceeds rupees one thousand, to
be paid by the owners and occupiers there of:
"annual value", in relation to any lands or
buildings, means an amount equal to six per

cenfum of the market value of such land or
buildings at the time of assessment estimated

in the prescribed manner:

at the existing rate. They are reluctant and not
prepared torealize the full potential ofthe tax
on land and building for fear of loss of public
support. Thus the relatively low performance

of GPs in tax revenue mobilization is attributed

to their unwillingness in optimally applying the
tax instrument for fear of unpopularity at the
Panchayat level. Besides, in the absence ofany
post of assessor Gram Panchayat find it
diffrcult to assess the present value of land and

buildings on which the tax amount has to be

scientifically assessed. This may be treated as

institutional constraint on own resource
mobilization ofPanchayats in Howrah districts.

Payment of Fees: Amount of fees paid by

the sample households to Gram Panchayats is
low. Only 34 sample households pay fees to
the amount of Rs 30 and below while only one

household pays fees of Rs l0l. Voluntary
contribution of the sample households for
completion of development projects in terms

Thble 6
Estimated pnd Actual Tax Paid by 100 sample Households of Bagnan- I Gram

panchayat

Notes: 1 Katha =1.65 decimal.

source:Household survey 2ol5-'l6of 100 Households ofBagnan- I Gp.
l,

It is revealed that the estimated tax fer
household is several times higher than actual
amount rcalized at the GP level. The relevant

data are presented in Table 6.

Hence Panchayats reallr;e the amount of
tax very much less than their potential amount
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Number of Samplt
Households

Average land holding
per household (Katha)

Average annual valus of
land & building per

household
(Rs in lakh)

Avemge tax arnount
estimated /potential per

houehold (Rs)

.verage actual

t&\
paid per

horsehold
(Rs)

20 2.5 0.56 I 120 25

60 3.5 0.78 r 560 55

t2 4.47 l.0l 2020 90

8 5.5 1.23 2464 150
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of payment in kind or money has been either

zero or very meager. Their contributions

mainly relate to the projects like sinking and

repair oftube wells and construction of morum

Per Capita Payment

Per capita payment (PCP) in the form of
tax and fees etc. varies widely across the

selected households of the sample villages.

;{

PCP is the ratio of total tax and non-tax

payment to total population of selected

households. Siirie these villages vary widely

in respect of PCP to Panchayats, I may relate

Table 7

Frequency Distribution of Households by Payment of Fees to GP (Rs)

Source: Household Survey 2Al5-'16

roads. It is also observed'that only households

of GP Bagna.r-I have contributed to the

Panehayats in terms of fees of Rs 101 and

above (Table 7).

Table B

por Capita Payment to Grarn Panchayat in Relation to Per Capitri Income of Sample

Househoids, Pertbntage of Non-Farm Workers hnd Per Capita Landholding in Six

Notes: NFW = Non-Farm Worker. lKatha = 1.65 Decimal

54

Amount of
Fces(Rs)

Bagnan- I Bagnarr II Bainan

Grand
TotalF{ijlak

Tenpur
nabasan

Total Total Karia Khajutti
Total4ys \ltautl

(v) (Vri (vli) (Vi" (v,) (V,i )

0-10 2 5 7 4 J J 2 5 19"

l1-30 4 ) 6 2 5 7 I 1 2 15

31-50 I I 2 5 0 5 2 I J l0

5t-74 2 2 4 I 1 2 0 0 0 6

7 1-100 ) I J 2 I J 0 0 0 6

l0l &above I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

Total 12 l1 23 t4 l0 24 6 J l0 57

Sample Villages

Villages
Per Capita

Paymert (Rs)
Per Capita
income (Rs)

Percentage of
NFWto Total

Worker

per capita land
holding (Katha)

V1 32.7 3200 63.89 1.10

Y2 35.4 3800 72.41 r.55

V3 30.5 3 100 53.85 0.93

V4 20.2 2700 48.15 0.76

10.4 1800 31.14 0.43

15.6 2200 45.26. 0.66
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this variation in PCP to PCI, NWF and PLH at

the village level. The correlation matrix
concerningthe sample six villages is shown in
Table 8.

It is observed that the PCP is highest in
village I followed by village 2 and village 3,

the lowest value being witnessed in village 5

led by village 6 and village 4. PCI, PCL and

NFW are seen to be highest in village 2

followed by village l, the lowest being
observed in village 5 led by village 6 and

village 4. Intuitively, there appears to be high

correlation between the pairs of these values

ofthe variables.

Correlation Matrix concerning per capita

payment (PCP) to Gram Panchayat, per capita

income (PCI) of sample households,
percentage of non-farm workers (% of NFW)
and per capita landholding (PCL) is shown in

Table 9. It is observed that all the correlation

coefficients presented in Table 9 are

statistically significant at 1 per cent level.

The variation in PCP is significantly
explained by PCI, PCL andNFW to the extent

Ihble 9

Correlation Matrixconcerning PCB PCI, PCLand NF.W

Table 10

Regrcssions Equations Concerning Six Sample Villages

Repressions Eouations # AdiBT F
PCP:-14.2+ 0.014**PCI

c3.0, (s.s) 0.95 0.93 72.1**
PCP = 2.40 + 24.01 **PCL

(0.486) (4.? 0.84 0.81 22.3**
PCP= -10.8+ 0.66**NFW

(-1.8) (6.12) 0.9 0.88 37.5**

Notes; PCP = Per Capita Payment. PCI + Per Capita Income. NFW = Percentage of Non-Farni

Workers. PCL = Per Capita Land holding. I Katha = 1.65 Decimal.** lndicates sigpificance ai

1% level.

55

Variables PCP PCr I UrW PCL
PCP I r--.lPCI 0.973**
NFW 0.951**
PCL 0.921** 0.968** I 0.975** I

Notes: **Indicatesl% level of dignificant.
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of 93 per cent, 81 per cent and 88 per cent the class ofNFW below 75 per cent and PCI

respectively. The coeffrcient of the variables below Rs 5000. These class-wise dishibutions

PCL PCL and NFW are significant at I per ofPCRPCI,NFWandPCLmaybecorrelated.

cent level separately (Table 10). It is observed that correlation coefficients

Per capita income and percentage of non- between PCP and PCI, PCP and PCL and PCP

farm workers are treated as economic factors and NFW classes are 0.98, 0.96 and 0.95

and per capita land holditrg may be treated as respectively, whichare significantat I percent

. Table 11

Percentage Distribution of Sample 300 Households by Classes of Per Capita Payment to

Gram Panchayat, Per Capita Income, Per Capita Land Hotding and Percentage of
Non-Farm workers

Class of Per
capita

payment
(R0

Percentage
of ff Hs

Class of Per
Percentagt

of HHs

Class of
Darnantotr

Percentage
of HHs

Class of Per
Capita
Land

Holding
(Katha)

capita
Income(Rs)

of Non-
farm

Workers

rercen[agr
of HHs

0.5-9.9 6s.7 Below 1000 27.7 Below 50.0 50.0 Below 0.5 78.0

t0-29.9 'r1 ?,
1000-

4999.99
48.7 50.0-74.9 32.7 0.5-0.99 r5.0

30-49.9 4.4 5000-9999.9 21.0 75.0-99.9 15.0 t-t.499 4.3

50 and above 3.0
10000 and

-, above
2.7 100.0 2.3

1.5 And
Above

2.7

Total 100 Total 100 Total 100 Total 100

Notes: I Katta= 1.65 Decimal, HHs =Households. Source: Household Survey 2015-'16.

institutional factor. Alternatively I may go for
considering the values ofthe above-mentioned

four variables at the household level direct and

finding out the relationships among these

variables.

Percentage distribution of sample 300

households by classes of per capita payment

to Gram Panchayat, per capita income, per

capita land holding atrd percentage ofnon-farm

workers is shown in Table 11.

It is observed that most of the sample

households belong to the class of PCP below

Rs 10, to the class of PCL below 0.5 katha, to

level. i

The results of the regression equations

concerningthe PCP as a function ofPCI, PCL

afid NFW for 300 sample households are

preseiited in Table 12. The adjusted R2 and F

of the estimated rbgression equatlon are such

that the relevant regression model is fitted to

the data set. The result of the regression

equation concerning per capitapayment tothc

Panchayats indicates that the variation in PCP

is positively and significantly explained by per

capita income GCD, percentage of non farm

wor\ers to the total workers (I.IFW) and per
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capita land holding (PLID to the extent of 86 38.66 per centrespondents opine 'good' about

per cent. The model is significant atLYolevel. the quality ofwork done by Gram Panchayats

High level ofper oapita income, per capita land whereas 40.33 per cent respondents argue 'not
holding and high percentage of non-farm bad/averuge'. 19percentrespondentsarenot

Table 12

Regression equation Concerning PCP by 300 sample households

Regression Equation F-value R2 adj Ff

PCP= -20 1.4 + 0.002**PCI+ 2.24t'*ypw+0.78* *PLH

(-13.3) (r3.D 0.41 (4.6) 633.7** 87% 86%

Notes : ** 1 
o/olevel of significance.

The values within parenthesis indicate 't' ratios.

workers lead to eionomic prosperity of the

households, Per capita payment of households

to the Panchayat is positively influenced by

the economic prosperity of the households.

4. Opinion and Suggestions of Sample

Households: Here itcanbe considered thatthe

opinion and'suggestions of sample 300

households about the functioning of Gram

Panchayats,so as to incrdase own source

revenue ofGrarn Panohayatsl It is observed that

Tablel3 . , 
:

Frequepcy distrilution,gf sampJe._hoysehold respondents by their opinion qbout the

Source: Household Survey 2015-'16
Households'Opinion in respect of awareness

Wy more tax to Panchayat

satisfied at all in respect ofthe performance of
Gram Panchayats in overall development of
their areas. Only 1.66 per cent respondents are

fully satisfied about the functioning of Gram

Panchayats. Thus, near about 80 per cent

respondents are satisfied either partially or

fully about the functioning of Gram

Panchayats. So the households ofGPs Bagnan-

I and Bagnan- II express the knowledge

regarding Panchayat's own resource

af Panchayat Expenditures and Wllingness to
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quality of work done by Grarn Panchayats

GPs Basnan- I Basnan- II Bainan Gran
d

total

Per

@n

tVillages Hiilak
Tenpurna

basan
Tot
al

Chandrap
ur

Khadin
an

Tot
al Karia

Khqiut
ri

Tot
al

Excellent I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.3

Verv Gmd 2 3 0 1 0 I 1 1.7

Good 35 30 65 ,25 l5 40 6 5

11 l16 38.
7

Not Bad/
Averase 10 t4 24 t9 25 44 29 24

53 tzt 40.
3

Bad 2 5 7 5 10 15 l5 20 3s 57 l9

Total 5{) 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 r00

I I
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mobilization by their valuable opinions forthedevelopmentoftheirareaswhereasonly

whereas the sample households ofBainan are 34.7 per centrespondents havethe opinionthat

not so much pleased about Panchayat's Gram Panchayats should not increase the tax

performance (Table 13). rate and expand the tax base because oftheir

Table 14

Frequency Distribution of Sample Respondents by their Opinion in respect of
Awareness of Panehayat's Expenditure and Willing to Pay more Tax to Panchayat

GPs Baenan- I Basnan- II Bainan

Grandtotal
Per
centVillaees Hiilak

Ienpurr
abasan Total

randral
pur 

II{iadinar Total Karia I(raiutti Total
whether

house hold
have any idea

about
Panchayat

expeirditure?

Yes 45 40 85 35 30 o5 25 20 45 195 65.0

No 5 10 15 t<
IJ 20 35 25 30 55 105 35.0

Total 50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 100.0

are household
ready to

increase tax
rats & tax

base ?

Ye
S 40 35 75 30 25 55 39 27 66 196 65.3

No l0 15 25 20 25 45 l1 23 34 104 34.7

Total 50 50 100 50 50 I00 50 50 100 300 I 00.0

Source: Household Survey 2015-'16

It is expected that households have an idea

about PanchaJi at's expenditures. It is observed

that only 65 per cent respondents liave idea

about the pattern of expenditure of Gram

Panchayats whereas 35 per cent of the sampie

respondents (out of300 samples) have no idea

about their expenditure pattern.

Another important issue that needs to be

addressed is whether households are ready to

increase the tax rate and expand the tax base

of Gram Panchayats. I make a study about tireir

opinion in this respect. It is observed that 65.3

per cent ofthe sarnple respondents out of300

respondents of 6 sample villages argue in

favour ofincreasing the tax rate and expanding

the tax base provided that this must be spent
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inabiliiy to share the excess burden. Thus, it is

concluded thaf the Panchayats as well as

Government ltea.r atrrout B0 per cent

respondents are satisfled either partially or

fully about the functiclning of Gram

Panchayats. So the households ofGPs Bagnan-

I and Bagr:an- II express the knowledge

regarcling Fanchayat's otvn resource

mobilization by their valuable opinions

rvhereas the sample households of Bainan are

not so much pleased about Panchayat's

performance (Table 1 4).

Households' Suggestions to increuse in

Own Source Revenue of Gram Panchayats

The sLrggestions made by the sample

irouseholds to inorease olvn revenue of
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Panchayatsbasedontheopinionof300sample the creation of revenue building assets and

respondents of 6 sample villages of Bagnan- I 21.33 per cent respondents stressed on both

Block in Howrah District. proper assessment of tax and fees and

It is observed that all the sample Utilizationofownfund(Tablel5).
households recommended how to improve the

own fund and its mobilization through Households' Opinionaboutthe Basis of
Panchayats. It is observed that 30 per cent Taxutionof GramPanchaya$
respondents stressed on the proper assessment As mentioned earlier that annual value of
oftax and fees. 30 per cent respondents sfressed land and buildings is the only basis oftaxation
on the proper assessment of utilization of own ofthe Gram Panchayats. It is observed that out

fund. 18.33 per cent respondents stressed on of 300 respondents 31.3 per cent argue that

Table 15

Frequency Distribution of Sample Households by their Suggestions to Increase Own

' Source Revenue of Gram Panchayats

GPs Bagnan- I Bagnan- II Bainan

Grand
total

Per
cent

Suggestions
Hijlak

Ienpurna
basan Total

Chandra
pur

lrnaai
I nan TotaI

Karia Khajutti,
Total

(Vi) (Vl ) (vi) (Vr ) (vi) (vii)

Creation of
Revenie
Building
Assets

l0 10 20 5 l0 15 t5 20 18,3

Al Proper
Assesment

ofTax &
Fem

1< 20 Jf, x0 15 ,L) 20 10 30 90 30

BlUtilization
of Own
Fund

l0 l5 23 15 2A 35 l5 15 30 90 30

lA+Bl 1S 20 20 ?
J 25 l0 10 20 65 21.7

Total 50 50 100 50 5S 100 50 50 100 300 100

Source: Household Survey 2015-'i6
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value ofproductive assets should only be the fund, and also distance of household from

appropriate basis oftaxationand42.T per cent town. Probit model is called for to estimate the

arguethatthevalueoflandandbuildingshould coefftcients of independent variables which

Table 16

Frequency Distribution of Sample Respondents by thelr Opinion about the Basls of

Source: Household SurveY 2015-'16

only be the appropriate Lasis of taxation while influence households' willingness of increased

26 pei cent per cent respondents mentioned that amount oftax payment to Grarn Panchayat.The

household's income from non-agricultural,;'va-lues of mean, S'D, coeffrcient of variation

enterprises should be the basis of taxation (CV) and the notations used for the variables

(Table 16).

5. Analysis of Tax Revenue of GP and its Co-

factors at the Hodsehold Level

The empirical analysis of households'

willingness to pay tax to Gram Panchayat is

made on the basis ofthe theoretical background

of Probit model. The households'willingness

oftax payment to Gram Panchayat depends on

awareness of activity of Panchayats, literacy

rate, quality of work of Panchayats, proper

assessment of tax, fees and utilization of total

are also listed in the Table 17.

Now the regression equation can be written as,

y=B,x,* 0lr+ F,Xr+ B.&+ Pl, {whUre

Y-INTP. And X,=DST, &=aLw{+SST,
I {.=AW..}NS, X'=LTR. pi = Estimated
' coefficient)

Probit Estimates

It is observed thatthe increased amount of
tax payment is positively related with quality

work of Panchayat, assessment for tax (at 5%

level of signifi cance), awareness of Panclayat
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Taxation

GPs Bagnar I Bagnan- II Bainan

Grand
total

Per
ccntBasis of

taxation

Hijlak
Tenpur
nabasan Total ur an Total

Karia Khajutti
Total

(Vi) (Vii) (VJ (Vii) (v,) (V,r )

Value of
productive
assests

t7 l5 32 20 l5 35 l5 t2 27 94 3 1.3

Income
frcm non -
agriculture
enterprise

l3 ,1 23 l0 22 32 l0 l3 23, 78 26.0

Value of
land and
buildines

20 25 45 20 13 33 25 25 50 128 42.7

Total 50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100 300 100.0
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Table 17

Notation, Specification, Mean, S.D, CVof Variables used in Probit Estimation at the
Household Leyel

Yotation Specification Mean S"D CV Max-
Value

Min-
Value

rNTP

Dependent Variable

lMillingness to pay increased amount of
ax (Y=1&N=0)

0.4 0.49 1.23 I 0

Economic
Factors 0Lw

Independent Variables

Quahfi of Wgrk ofPanchayats (Order
Variable-l To 5)

3.76 0.8 0.21 5 I

ASST Proper Assesment of Tax & Fees &
Utilization of Total Fund(Y= I N=0)

0.19 0.4 2.tt I 0

Social
Factors

AWRNS
Awareness o f Panchayats
Activity(Y=lAl=0)

0.85 0.36 0.42 I 0

DSTH
Location of HHs Distance from Town 9.47 2.17 0.23 t2 5.8

LTR Literacy Rate (7d 8s.92 7.04 0.08 95.3 75.6

Notes: INTP= Willingness or Interested to pay increased amount of tax, QLW: Quality Of
Work Of Panchayats,l^S.9I: ProperAssesment of Tax & Fees & Utilization of Total Fund,
AWRNS= Awareness of Panchayats Activity, DSTH= Location of;[IHs Distance from Town,
LTRI titer_acy Rate i

activities, and literapy rate (at 107s leyel of
significance), where as it is observed that the

distance of households from toiryn is inversely

related with increased amount oftax payment

atlYolevel of significance (Table 18).

6. Summary: ,,t

Various issues relating to participation of
people in own resource mobilization of Gram
Panchayats were discussed atthe diiaggregate

level lnvolving 300 sample households
randomly selected from 6 sample villages of 3
Gram Panchayats ofBagnan-I block of Howrah
dishict. The amounts oftax paid were low and

largely varied across the sarnple households.

The low amount paid in the fonn oftax on land
and buildings is, according to the sample
households; mainly due to the lack of proper
assessment on the value of land and buildings,
irregularity in collection of tax by the
Panchayats and lack of political will of the
Panchayat members. There are some
institutional constraints on mobilization of tax
revenue by the Gram Panchayat (GP). The
estimated tax per household as per Panchayat

Rules was several times higher than actual

amount realized at the Gram Panchayat level.

The relatively low performance of GPs in tax
revenue mobilization is attributed to their
unwillingness in optimally applying the tax
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Table 18

Statistical Results of Probit Model

Variables Coefficient Standard z P>z Number of Observations =300

Error
LR chiz(5) : 87.05

DSTH -0.227 0.069 -3 0.001

oLw 0.001 0.114 0 0.995 Pseudo R' : 0.2152

ASST 0.52 0.209 2.5 0.013

LTR 0.03 7 0 .021 1.7 0.088 Los likelihood = -158.77 502

AWRNS 0.371 0.23t 1.6 0.108

Cons - 1.69 I 2.49 1 0.497 Prob>chi'?= 0.0000

Source : Household Survey

instrument for fear of unpopularity at the

Panchayat level. Besides, inthe absence ofany

post of tax assessor Gram Panchayat find it
difficultto assess the presentvalue of land and

buildings on which the tax amount has to be

scientifically assessed.

Amount of fees paid by the samPle

households to Gram Panchayats is also low.

Voluntary contribution of the sample

households for completion of development

projects in terms of iiayment in kind or rnoney

has been either zero or very meager. Their

contributions mainly relate to the projects like

sinking and repair of tube wells and

construction of morum roads. Here also it is
observed that only households of GP Bagnan-

I, the relatively developed one, have

contributed much to the Panchayats

Per capita payment (PCP) in the form of
tax and fees ete. varies widely across the

selected households of the sample villages.

Correlation Matrix conceming PCP of Gram

Panchayat, per capita income of sample

i

households, percentage of non-farm workers

and per capita landholding shows that all the

c6rrelation coefficients were statistically
significant at 1 per cent level.

The variation in PCP was positively and

significantly explained by per capita income

(PCD, percentage ofnon-farm workers to total

workers (NFW) and per capita land holding

(BIrfD to the extent of 86 per cent. The model

was sigrificant at 1% level.

Ngar about 80 per cent respondents of
sample villages ofthe trvo relatively developed

GPs, Bagnan- I and Bagnan- II, express their

satisfaction, more or less, with Panchayat's

development efforts and own resource

mobilization'whereas the sample households

of the economically not advanced GP Bainan

were not so much pleased about Panchayat's

performance. Most of household respondents

stressed on the proper assessment oftax and

fees and utilization of own fund, the creation

of revenue building assets.

;The empirical analysis of househglds'
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willingness to pay tax to Gram Panchayat was
made on the basis ofthe theoretical background
of Probit model. The households'willingness
oftax payment to Gram Panchayat depends on
awareness of activity of Panchayats, literacy
rate, quality of work of Panchayats, proper
assessment of tax, fees and utilization of total
fund, and also distance of household from
town. The analysis ofthe Probit model exhibits

that Panchayat revenue from tax is positively
related with quality work of Panchayat,
assessment for tax (at 5% level of significance),

awareness of Panchayat activities, and literacy
rate (at 10% level of significance) while the
distance of households from town is inversely

related with tax payment at l%o level of
significance because the long distance from
town indicates the high incidonce ofpoverty in
the region. Thus the tax revenue ofPanchayats

is significantly related to .the economic
conditions ofthe households under Panchayats.
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Sri Aurobindo's View on Integral Advaitism: an Analysis
Gargi Medda

ABSTRACT

Sri Aurobindo is one ofthe great exponents ofancient philosophy. He is a Yogin. He is ons ofthe renowned mystic

philosophers. Sri Aurobindo is a lover ofmankind, and a pnrphet oflife-divine. The philosophy ofSri Aurobindo can

be called an Integral Philosophy. Sri Aurobindo offers a philosophy in a spirit ofall-comprehensive synthesis. The

philosophy of Sri Aurobindo is called 'Integral Advaitism'. It is 'Advaita', becausq $ri Aurobindo regards Bratrman

orthe absolute as one and the fundamental reality. It is'Integral', for it does not deny the reality ofany ofthe aspects

of existence. The fundamental basis upon which the whole structure of the philosophy qf Sri Aurobindo stands is the

recognition ofthe reality ofbottr spirit and matter, thetwo extreme terms of existence. The philosophy of Sri Aurobindo

reconciles all the aspects ofreality in its all-embracing unity. Sri Aurobindo conceives that Brahman or the omnipresent

reality manifests itself to our consciousness as Saccidananda. Saccidananda is nothing bul a common name for the

trium principle ofexistence (Sat), conscious-force (chit) and bliss (ananda) or "truth, corlsciousnes, bliss", is an

epithet and description for the subjective experience of the ultimate unchanging reality, called Bratrman.

Key words: Integral Advaitism, Supermin{ Saccidananda, Brahman.

Sri Auroblirdo was an Indian nationalis!

freedom fighter, philosopher, yogi, Maharishi,

guru, port and a spiritual reformer. He believed

in a progress and spiritual evolution. He

believed in a spiritual realization that not only

liberated man but also transformed his naturer:

enabling a divine life on earth. The philosophy

of Sri Aurobindo can be called an Integral

Philosophy. Sri Aurobindo offers a philosophy

in a spirit of all-comprehensive synthesis.

According to Aurobindo the absolute as a pure

Existent is a fact and it is the fundamental

reality. Again the movement, the enerry, the

becoming is equally a reality. We have to

recognize, thereforq two fundamerttal facts of
pure existence and of world-existence - a fact

tbf Being and a fact of Becoming. The Absolute

is neither Being nor Becoming, neither one nor

many, but is beyond both.

Sri Aurobindo's philosophy is a full-
fledggd system of Vedantic Advaitism. Sri

Aurobindo's system of philosophy will clearly

show that his view of the Absolute or Brahman

is in full consonanbe with the Upanisadic View.

By his Irrtegral Advaitism, Sri Aurobindo gles

a new meaning and reorientation to the

philosophy of the ancient Vedantic texts - the

Upanisads and the Bhagavad-Gita. In Sri

Associate Professr)4 Department of Philosophy, Raja N.L. Khan Wonenb College, Paschim Medinipur
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Aurobindo's Philosophy one can also find a
deep appreciation ofthe modern scientific and

philosophic thought. In his theory ofevolution,
Sri Aurobindo betrays an undeniable modern

influence, both scientific and philosophic.
Though his theory evolution differs
fundamentally from that of the other great

modern evolutionists, yet his very belief in the

fact of cosmic evolution dnd his faith in the

higher destiny of man and the world are

essentially modern in nature. Thus Sri
Aurobindo's system combines in itself the best

elements of the ancient and modern thought.

In his system one can find a harmonious fusion
of absolutism and evolutionism.

Advaitism means the doctrine of oneness

of the supreme reality or Brahman by denying

the reality of the World. Sankara is a well
known exponent of this doctrine. Sankara

denies the reality of the world to establish the

Advaitic stind point. According to him,
Brahman and the World are opposed to each

other. Brahman is the knower, while the world
is the object of knowledge. The Brahman is
pure consciousness while the world is
unconscious. The Brahman is changeless, while

the world is subject to change. Thus Brahman

and the world are regarded by Sankara as

opposed to each other. Failing to establish any

relationship between Brahman and the world

Sankara has to deny the reality of the world.
Though Sankara regards the world as realfrom
the empirical stand point, he denies its reality
from the transcendental stand point.

To admit the reality of the world there are

two possibilities. The firstpossibility is to admit

the reality of the world as independent as

Brahman. The second possibility is admitting
the world as the integral part of Brahman. If
we admit the first possibility then it will lead

to an inevitable dualism of Sankhyan type.

Sankhya system is one ofthe oldest systems of
Indian Philosophy. It maintains a clear-cut
dualism between Purusha and Prakriti. This

uncompromising dualism cannot satisfu the

curiosity of mind since it creates another
problem by making it impossible to relate the

two poles of the duality. Any such duality
cannot be resolved unless one conceives of
another element while comprehends the two
dual elements. The fundamental mistake of
Sankhya is to treat,Prakriti and Purusa as

absolute separate and independent realities.

Like the two sides of the same coin Prakriti
and Purusa are the two aspects of the same

reality. To dig a chasm between them is to
undermine them both. And that is what Sankhya

has done. Therefore dualism does not solve the

problem.

Now if the second possibility is accepted

it will affect the unity of Brahman, according

to Sankara. The world being subject to change

and destruction will affect the immutable and

imperishable nature ofBrahman. To regardthe

world as an integral part of Brahman will be to
introduce spatio- temporal limitations in it
which will inevitably reduce Brahman to the

level ofthe finite. Thus the sesond possibility,

to regard the world as an integral part of
Brahman is self-contradicting, according to

Sankara. Therefore, to escape from this self.

contradiction and to maintain Advaitic
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standpoint the denial of the reality of world is and ignorance and so on, by giving a deeper

inevitable. and wider meaning.

Sri Aurobindo challenges the view of the

Sankara and believes that Advaitism can be

established even while admitting the reality of
the world. He disagrees with the teaching of
Sankara's Advaita that denies the real existence

of the reality of the world. Aurobindo could

synthesize both the Absolute and the cosmos.

According to his integral stand point, the

Absolute is both Being and Becoming, one and

many, infinite and finite, and at the same time

transcending them all. The Absolute contains

the truth of all aspects of existence - the

individuals the universal and the transcendent.

There is a unity among the three aspects, and

the unifying principle is God Himself.

Aurobindo has said that "The Universe is a

manifestation of an infinite and eternal All
existence; the Divine Being dwells in all that

is; we ourselves all that in ourself, in our own

deepest beirig; our soul, the secret indwelling

psychic is a portion of the Divine

Consciousness and Essence"(1 ).

According to Sri Aurobindo, the

contradictions that seem to exist between

Brahman and the world are not real

conhadictions; they are apparent. The Brahman

and the World seem to be irreconcilable only

to the finite reason. The contradictions can be

solved by a higher and more plastic reason

which gives a deeper and a wider meaning to

the categories. Thus the higher reason

reconciling the so-called opposites or

contradictories, such as one and many, being

and becoming, infinite and finite, knowledge

Sri Aurobindo argues that the

contradictions are there because we make an

approach to reality through mind which is

responsible for all sorts ofcontradictions. So,

we approach reality through higher reason,

called by Sri Aurobindo, the logic of the

Infinite, then we shall be able to reconcile the

so called opposition between the Brahman and

the world. Then we shall be able to maintain

the Advaitic stand point without denying the

reality of the world.

'The logic of the Infinite, as the name

suggests, is the logic of the Divine or the

supreme being. It is the reason which lies

inherent in the consciousness of the divine

being. The Divine acts in accordance with its

own law of reason called the Logic of the

infinite. The nature and working ofthis higher

reason or logio can be realized by man only if
he attains the supermental consciousness.

Oidinarily the working of the Logic of Infinite

appears as magic to the human reason. It is

through the lower reason that we are to make

an approach to the higher reason.

The Integral Advaitism of Sri Aurobindo

holds the integral reality can be known only by

an Irttegral knowledge and not by any partial

and limited:consciousness whether it is

sensuous, mental or intuitional. Sri Aurobindo

points out that the infinite is not an opposite of
the finite understood as the many, nor

contradictory to them. The finite is a veiled

form of the infinite. Matter is nothing but the

concealed spirit. Sri Aurobindo feels that, the
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cosmic consciousness reveals spirit in relation
to matter. There is still ahigher kind ofspiritual
experience which discloses Reality as the
transcendental silence, pure and luminous,
super cosmic Brahman. Sri Aurobindo holds

that Brahman is not only 'one without second',

but also 'All this is Brahman'. Reality as

transcendental silence and as cosmic activity
are complementary aspects of one all-
comprehensive Brahman. The silent and active

Brahman are one Brahman in two aspects,

positive and negative and each is necessary to
the other. According to Sri Aurobindo, an

omnipresent reality is the Brahman, not an

omnipresent cause of persistent illusions.

For, Aurobindo, the beginning and the end

of all developments is the one Absolute spirit,

and the various developments are the modes

of divine manifestations. Aurobindo presents

the spiritas the ultimate and eternal reality with
its three modes of Saccidananda, i.e. Existence,

Consciousness and Bliss. But is does not mean

that Saccidananda is constituted ofthese three

separate principles. The Absolute or
Saccidananda is an indivisible reality. What is
called existence is also consciousness and what

is consciousness is also bliss. These tluee terms

have got a special significance and throw a

flood oflight on the nature ofSaccidananda or
the Absolute. Saccidananda is the infinite
beyond atrl its manifestations, and it is through

evolution-involution that the whole world
process has to be explained. All developments

are the unfolding of the Absolute Spirit. The

spirit has othered itself in such a way as to take

inthe appearance "ofaVoid, an infinite ofNon-

existence, an interminate inconscient, an

intensive blissless zerc" (2). The beginning of
the movement is from the inconscient energy,

and it is from such a primordial matter that life
and mind later developed. Each activity in the

lower sphere tends towards the emergence of
the spirit, i.e., the divinization of the material

world. According to Sri Aurobindo,
Saccidananda is not merely existence,
consciousness and bliss but it is also power or
force. It is not merely Cit or Cit-Sakti. But is
also consciousness Force. As reason is
constrained to posit pure Being or Existence

underlyingthe phenomena, so it is conshained

to posit a force as constitutihgthe phenomenq

the world is the creation of force. Therefore

the Absolute is both movement and pure

Existence. We are aware of the Absolute as

movement or Becoming but the Absolute is not

subject to movement or Becoming. It is an

Existence which iemains immutable and

unaffected by any movement.

TheAbsolute is both Existence and Force.

The Absolute manifests itself as the world and

the individuals by means of Force. Sri
Aurobindo says Force'is conscious. And this

consciousness is present in a latent manner in
plant and matter also. All Mind is Brahman,

life is Brahman, Matter is Brahman, Brahman

is the power that underlies, sustains and

supports and controls everything inthe universe

- the man, the demon, the beast and the bird -
in short both the animate and inanimate. He is

conscious beings and the consciousness in the

inconscient entities too.

The creation of a finite Woild out of the
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Infinite Consciousness requires an intermediate

principle. This intermediate principle is called

by Sri Aurobindo supermind. It is the creative

aspect of Saccidananda. It is through the

supermind that Saccidananda manifests the

universe out of its indivisible unity. The

supermind is not only the principle of
knowledge but the principle of will also. Sri

Aurobindo calls it Truth-Consciousness or

Real-Idea. It is the supermind which reconciles

the opposition between the Brahman and the

World. It is the link between Saccidananda and

the finite-world.
Aurobindo says, Saccidananda is the

ultimate reality. The world owes its origin to

the Absolute. According to Aurobindo the

Absolute is'onot arigid indeterminable oneness,

not an infinity, vacant of all that is not a pure

self-existence."(3) It is an integral absolute. It is

pure existence and at the same time movemen!

process and energy. But according to Sankar4

the transcende.rtal Brahman can not be thought

to evolve in the world process and therefore \
becoming is an appearance and not a reality. respectively.

manifested it is his own infinite Being"(5).

There is a complete synthesis between matter

and spirit between the impersonal and the

personal. Sri Aurobindo envisions that the

whole universe is to be supramentalized as it

is a descent of the Divine. The involution is

the result of the self-concealment of the Divine

in the universe.

It is only the one side ofthe truth. The spirit

has to return to itself. There should be ascent

from the lesser perfect to the more perfect. The

evolution of the principle of matter, life and

mind into the status of spirit is possible on

account ofthe involution of spirit in them. The

whole cssmic order, is explained by Sri

Aurobindo by the double process of involution

and evolution. The higher principle evolves out

ofthe lower simply because it is already present

in the lower in a latent manher. The lower

principles are the subordinate forms of the

higher principle Mind, Psyche, Life and Matter

are the subordinate forms of supermind, bliss,

cbnsciousness-Force and Existence

The process ofascent and descent is thus

r4nged.

Existence

Consciousness-Force

Bliss

Supermind

The order of involution is as follows:

Existence, Consciousness-Force, Bliss,

Supefmind, Mind, Psyche, Life, Matter' The

order of evolution will therefore be. Matter,

Life, Psyche, Mind, Supermind, Bliss,
Consciousness, Force, Existence. The first four

According to Aurobindo Brahman is

changeless. The changeless does not mean that

it is incapable of change rather it means it is
unaffected by change orbecomingofthe world.

Brahman is "a boundless totality and a

multitude"(4).

Aurobindo says that, "World is a

manifestation on of the Real and therefore is

itself real. The reality is the finite and eternal

Divine, infinite and eternal Being,

Consciousness-Force and Bliss. The Divine by

his power has created the world or rather

Matter

Life
Psyche

Mind
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constitute the lower hemisphere, while the last

four constitute the upper hemisphere. The

stages in the lower hemisphere constitute the

subordinate forms of those in the upper
hemisphere.

Sri Aurobindo believes in the graded

manifestation of the Divine from matter to
spirit. He thus skongly opposed the Advaita

tendencies to regard appearances as cosmic

illusion. Aurobindo opines that "individual
salvation can have no real sense ifexistence in

the cosmos is itself an illusion."(6) Sri
Aurobindo prefers to call the cosmic illusion

lita. For him, the whole universe is a gradual

unfolding of Saccidananda or the play of the

Divine and therefore there cannot be any

multiplicity. Everything has to be understood

as Brahman.

Sri Aurobindo calls his system Advaita for

the reason that he regards the Brahman or the

Absolute as one and the fundamental reality.

His advaitism is called integral for the reason

that it does not deny the reality of any of the

aspects ofexistence. It is notbased on thedenial

of the reality of the world and the individual.

The integral Advaitism of Sri Aurobindo
reconciles all the opposition between Infinite
and finite, one and many, being and becoming,

indeterminate and determinate or Nirguna

Brahman and Saguna Brahman. Thus Sri
Aurobindo's Integral Advaitism differs from the

Advaitism of Sankara. Whereas the Advaitism

of Sankara is based on the denial of the reality

of the world, the Advaitism of Sri Aurobindo

does not deny the reality of the world or the

individual. The Advaitism of Sankara is

abstract and all-exclusive in nature. But Sri

Aurobindo's Advaitism is integral and all
inclusive. It includes all the aspects of reality

in its all-embracing unity. The real monism

according to Sri Aurobindo is that which admits

all things as the one Brahman. If it be true that

the self alone exists, it must also be true that

all is the self.
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'Memory' and 'Trauma' in UrvashiButalia'sThe Other Side of
Silence: Voices from tlte Partition

Supromit Maiti

ABSTRACT

The gruesomeness of partition has survived like a tegacy through the annals of memories and continues to exercise

undesirable effect on the survivors. While UrvashiButalia took up the project of constructing an altemative history

ofpartition,relying exclusively on the oral nanatives ofthe survivors ofpartition, little did she know about the

significance and consequences of the act of memory-reading that she was about to initiate. Reminiscing of the old

experiences proved to be intensely traumatic for the survivors and the families of the victims every time any such

attempt lvas made.This paper would, therefore, altempt to thrive on Butalia's7"lr e Other Side of Silence: l'oicesfrom

the Partition in negotiating the nuances involved in memory-reading rvhile also mapping the rvays in which trauma

is induced by the act ofjuggling rvith the memories from the days of partition.

Key words : trauma, memory, psyche, partition.

Memory is the modality of our relation to the as gloomy as a cloud-stricken monsoon

past. (Terdiman 7) evening. One such memory in the history of
Richard Terdiman's claim does count for the nation is the catastrophic decree of

quite a degre,: of legitimacy when the impact partitioning the nation and the havoc that

of memory comes into consideration. Having ensued since its implementation. Changingthe

lived a life full of experiences, past continues lives of millions at once, the bloody event did

to live in us in the fonn of memories of the find plenty of manifestations in lileraV works

lived reality, highlightingthe crossroads of life. as well as the official records and documents

True, memory has been intrinsically connected maintained by the government. However, the

to human existence since its inception; a abundanceofrepresentationsdidnotnegotiate

meticulous journey tracing the contours of the dearth in recording first-hand accounts of
humanhistorylvoulddojusticetomagnifuthe the survivor, and that is precisely where

impact it has on modalities of human life. UrvashiButalia's attempt to construct an

The effect memories can have on alternativehistoryofpartitionrelying,heavily

individualsmightvarydrastically.Whilesome on oral narratives of the survivors and their

memories migtrt brighten one's face like a family calls for appreciation.

summer morning, some might paint a picture Butalia, through her book, recaptures "in

Cuest Lectto?r, Deptt. of Englisl4 Rajo N.L. Khan llbnen'sCollege, lvlidnapore, Paschint illedinipur, ll/.8. lndia.
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all its intensity the schizophrenic crisis which
still haunts these survivors, mostly in their
private moments"(Banerj ee 251 8).With The

Other Side ofSilence in mind, Butalia launched

her investigation and started interviewing the
families of the victims and the survivors, and

that is where all hell broke loose.Recollecting

the old memories and narrating them many
years later was away of re-livingthe horror all
over again. Butalia, thereby came to the
realization that the effect these memories were

creating on the narrators were certainly enough

to traumatize them. Ifthis past begins to talkto
peoplg, for whom partition was never a closed

chapter, the families of the survivor, or the
victims, what follows is atraumatic experience.

They begrn to feel traumatized all over again

when the memories of the dreadful past they
once had to confront is brought out
uncerqmoniously from the sealed vault
designated to be forgotten. Memories of
violence, of bone-qhilling terror, of horrible
deeds continued ts haunt and mar their life in
hideous ways. Whenever they are asked about
their past or are requested to narrate any event
from the past, from their memory, the images

ofblood=shed, the threat and horror ofpartition
overpowers them even years later.

When UrvashiButalia, in The Other Side
of Silence: Voices from the Partition oflndia,
attempted to write an alternative history of
partition, highlighting those aspects ofpartition
which,were previously. unheeded, she relied
mostly on oral history and narratiyes. And it
was no wonder, therefore, that the survivors
would enquire the worth of resurrecting those

memories from a time in the pasffhat would
once again stir a tender spot in their heart and

traumatize them.This is well evident when
Butalia writes:

A friend of mine described how, after
remaining silent many years her
mother spoke of her experience of
partition to a persuasive researcher. For
weeks after she had done so, she was

unable to sleep, remembering the pain

and anguish ofthe time. The researcher

who had prompted her to speak was

by then elsewhere, probably involved
in another interview. Thus it is never a

simple question of silence and speech,

for speech is not always cathartic, not
always liberating. (Butalia 54)

From this confession we see how a person

is inevitably traumatized by the memory of
events. Such intense memory's traumatizing
effect was that it lingered for days and months

after the memory was first triggered.
Traumatized again, she was unable to sleep for
weeks while the horific images of incidents,

its pain and anguish continued to haunt her by
its perpetual presence in her consciousness. Her
self-assertif're silence no longer worked as aveil
hiding her traumatizing past, dissociating it
from her memory. This often acts as a force
that prompts the survivors to abstain from this
process of memory reading, being well aware

about the qgnsequences it is bound to have upon

theirpsyche :

Memory, like in many other genres and

sub-genres of literature, plays a pivotal role in
partition fiction. It is the figments of memory

that makes the narrative of partition possible.

But since partition and trauma can never be

mufually exclusive, so is the case with memory

and trauma. Meriiory, according to David
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Shields is "the past rewritten in the direction

of feelings" (32). This explains how
intrinsically memory is tied to the human

feelings of pain and anxiety that an individual
suffered during partition. Shields continues:

Memories have a quasi-narrative
structure constituting a story an inbuilt
successiveness strong enough to keep

the narrative the same on each act of
remembering but not strong enough to
ensure that the ordering of events is

the ordering which originally took
place. (32)

Therefore we have an individual going

through the same kind oftraurha ev6ry time he

tries to remember his experience of the
partition, not necessarily in the same order.

Every instance ofthe story the real experience

being played in their psyche would be potential

enough to re-traumatize the survivor.

The narrative never changes, nor does it
become less painful. The intenstty of pain it
inflicts even )rears after partition strangely

never diminishes. Shields goes on to say:

Through the loss of the real, the

passing of the actual motnent into

history and through the selective and

transformative qualities of memory I
construct a representation- a shadow,

an image of that experience which
stands for the experience- yet one that

allows me to access it as if it were a

reality. (34)

This shows how the image of the real

experience is akin to that ofthe real incident,

and howthis representation, which is a.creation

of our memory can produce a similar extent of
trauma that the real incident produced.

Memories of partition is, therefore, no less

traumatic than the real event. This trauma can

be said to be a memory effect if we consider

Terdiman's statement "whenever anything is

conserved and reappears in a representation,

we are in the presence of a memory effect" (8).

This representation ofthe real trauma produced

by an event in the past is the memory effect of
partition.

Aclose readingofButalia's work is bound

to reveal a treatise hidden in the lines of the

text that breathes of trauma induced by

memory concretizing the traumatizing effect

that memory has on an individual. We often

find the survivors and their family trying to
suppress their memory. Silence plays its cards

and a sort of temporary peace if achieved,

putting away the traumatic past by not speaking

about it. But once the silence unleashes the blast

of memories, the consequences are severe and

intense.

Through Butalia'sinteractions with the

survivors and their family, we have a

'rememoration' through their individual
narratives, i.e. memoration of the past that was

otherwise silenced. Through her interviews, for

The Other Side of Silence,Butalia is initiating

a dialogue with thepast which was carefully
guarded since years. Shields argues,

"consciously or unconsciously, we manipulate

ourmbmories to include oromit certainthings"

(32). This is well evident if we read Butalia's

work carefully and we see her strong affiliation

to the women's cause. She, being a feminist

historian, a large part of the textual space is

devoted to women, boththe victims ofpartition

violence as well as women social workers who

wosked for rehabilitation of the abducted
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women. Butalia writes, learning from her

conversations with DamayantiSahgal, a

prominent social worker of the time, and from
her own conversations with the families that

suffered during partition, that the memory of
the past is often not the real past. She found

during her research that stories of women of
the family are, in most cases, deliberately
silenced. The women of the family who were

abducted, raped or murdered during partition

findno mention inthe narratives ofthe family.

Theirs' is a forgotten history which better

remains that way.

Similar is the fate of the women who were

killed by their own family members in order to
prevent abduction or other misfortunes, and

thereby saving thehonour of the family by

assigning the4 death. In her essay

'oCornrnunity, State and Gender: On Women's

Agency during Partition", Butalia rvrites: 
:

There ar€ any number of such stories,

ofboth men and womeft olthough the

nlmbers of women are much larger

than those of men-offering themselves

up for death, or simply being killed, in
an att€mpt to protecl the 'purity' and

. lsanctity' of the religion. (WS 14)

Such was the story of all the womgn in

BasantKaur's village. These women are never

talked of. These families always try to erase

these dark patches in the hislory of the family.
Even if they are mentioned, they afo'

remembered as marlyrs. Butalia writes o'the

women and children had offered themsqlves up

for death because death was preferable to what

would almost certainly have happened:

conversion and rape" (l95).Mangal Singh, a

survivor who hailed from a family that killed

seventeen of its own children and women,

refused to accept their death as killing. He was

more eager to use the term 'marbred'.

Friggallaug, while talking about "memory
work" mentions "Our own past experience may

offer some insight into the ways in which
individuals construct themselves into existing

relations, thereby themselves reproducing a

social formation" (34). This is seen in the way

a group of Sikh people is seen making it a

tradition to meet on a particular day in a year

to celebrate the heroic marlyrdom ofthe women

of the village. Their deeds were saluted and

their tales were told with noted admiration. This

was how a social formation was constructed in
order to maintain their comfort zone.

Cathy Caruth, in the introduction of her

edited volume Trauma: Explorations in
Memory, writes of trauma as "a response,

sometimes delayed, to an overwhelming event

ofevents, which takes the form ofrepeated,

intrusive hallucinations, dreams, thoughts or
behaviors stemming fromthe event, alongwith
numbing that may have begun during or after

the experience, and possibly also increased

arousal to (and avoidance of) stimuli recalling

the event" (a). This is precisely what is seen in

the survivors who were interviewed by
UrvashiButalia. Kulwant Singh's wife when

she conversed with Butalia, informed, Kulwant

"still had nightmares, that he woke in the

middle ofthe night feeling an intense heat rising

up around him, the flames which surrounded

him as he lay by his father's body in 1947"

@utalia 259). Caruthcontinues :

To be haumatized is precisely to be

possessed by an image or event. And
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thus the traumatic symptom cannot be

interpreted, simply, as a distortion of
reality, nor as the lending of
unconscious meaning to a reality it
wishes to ignore, nor as the repression

of what once was wished.(?auma 4-

5)

Through her psychoanalytic reading of
hauma in human psyche, Caruth curates trauma

as something that is born out of the very
existence of the images of the real event,
somewhere in the fabrics ofthe psyche and not
a representation of a distorted reality. It was,

therefore, the workings ofthese images etched

deep in the memories of the survivors that
might be responsible in inducing intense
trauma, even when years have passed since the

occurrence of the real event. Caruth writes,

"The traumatized, we might say, carry an

imposdibh history within them, orthey become

themselves the symptom of a history that they

cannot entirely possess."(S) This shows how
the survivors carries within them, figments of
history and their self-arvareness about its
existence within their consciousness brings tlp
trauma that would accompany them to their
grave. This personal history is somethingwhich

no other individual can decipher the way the

past is lived by that particular subject. Talking

about the "traumatic neurosis" after the

"incubation period", Freud considers trauma

as the successive movement from an event to
its repression to its return. (Freud M&M 84)

According to Caruth, the historical
efficiency oftrauma lies not in the fact that the

traumatic experience is repeated after its
forgeffing, but also that it is only through its

inherent capacity of forgeffing that it is first

experienced at all. Caruth goes on to say that
according to Freud, those who undergo trauma,
the passing out of the event is equally traumatic,
ifnot more, thanthe moment ofthe acfual event

that causes the trauma. This legitimizes that
survival itself can be a crisis. roManifestation

of this could be found in all the narratives of
the survivbrs that Butalia received during her

investigation.

Indeed it is seen that an overwhelming
number of the survivors could never get back

to their previous pleasant self. They seem to
be perpetually haunted by a lingering effect.

Paul Verhareghe, while talking about this
traumatic neurosis writes "a trauma installs a

conflictual division within the psyche" (52).

This conflictual division inherent in the
patients, plays an important role throughout
their life and they tend to deal with other
situations while these conflicts continues to be

a deciding factor lying in the underbelly oftheir
unconscious. The iridrnories of the partition
proved to be the factor that initiated this
conflictual division in the survivors.

In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, while
talking about dream in traumatic neuroses,

., Freud very diligently notes, o'Dreams occurring

in traumatic neuroses have the characteristic

ofrepeatedly bringing the patient back into the

sifuation ofhis acciden! a situation from which
he wakes up into another ffight'(7).This is
precisely what happens to the survivors of
partition. Every time they are reminded of the

.ihcident, or made to hark back at memory the

same terror and fright engulfs them. Freud

continues "the traumatic experience is
constantly forcing itself upon the patient even

in his sleep is a proofofthe strength ofthat
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experience; the patient is, onemight say, fixated
to his traumd' (7).

While Freud used the examples of war
survivors in abattlefield forhis research, Cathy
Caruth in her another work Unclaimed
Experience writes 'oFreud wonders at the
peculiar and often uncanny way in which
catastrophic events seem to repeat themselves
for those who have passed through them,, (1).
These repetitions are in most cases triggered
by memory and the survivors of the partition
whom Butalia met during her journey into the
culmination of her project were the perpetual
victims of their memories. Shields might as well
betue whenhe writes, "The genius ofmemory
is ttrat it is,choosy, ch44cy, andtemperamental,,
(34)

In conglusion, we are gnly left to rememter
howRabindra{lath Tagore writes abo.ut the past
in his poem "Atit":

Yourpmember the life ofthe forgotten 
,

and the obscure.

You are the mute carrier of the burden
of their lost history.
Make them talk.,..(Tagore, 421),
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Status of Women in the Higher Education as A Victim of Gender
Discrimination: Issues And Challenges

Dr. Papia Gupta

ABSTRACT

According to Indian Census 201l, 35% women are illiterate and out of 65% literate women, the percentage of their

participation in higher education is very depressing. Present Government has provided countless facilities and

scholarships for the education of women like BETI BACHAO BETI PADHAO ABHIJAN, UDAAN, PRAGATI'

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA SINGLE GIRL CHILD SCHOLARSHIP FOR RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE With

a great hope to decrease the inferior situation of ttrem keeping in mind woman is a precious human resource as man

for a county.This paper aimed at exploring the present scenario of the status of women in the higher education sectors

of India and also the reasons behind that along with the view that education is one of the most powerful instruments

for empowering women to promote gender equality towards social justice.

Keywords : Gender inequality, Higher edueation, Women eripowerment,Social iustice.

constitution also certain provisiong- are declared

solely for the well-being and development of
women and girl child. It is stated inArticle no.

14,15 & l6 that men and women are not only

equal.but they should be treated in equal

manner uRder the law and state government has

a special provision to make affirmative

discrimination for the development of women.

But the actual scenario in family, society,

politics or economy, everywhere, is men's

sovereignty, his monopoly and women's

unconditional and forced obedience as avictim

of gender inequality. Irrespective of cast,

religion and social status rnale child is prefened

over a girl, child due to religious as well as

socio-economical reason that only son has the

Professor, Dept. of Philosophy & Direclor lfomenb Studies Centre, Wdyasagar University.
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Though it is accepted universally that male and

female are the two basic components ofhuman

society, still rvomen are oppressed, suppressed

and always rejected from their rights in male

dominated society which proves that high

gender inequalitystill persists in every sphere,

like in family, social position. work situation

and in literacy level also. Twomain inequalities

are educational inequality and health inequality,

as pointed out byAmartya Sen, which indicate

clearly the actual situation ofcountry's socio-

economic progress. Now, most of the

constitutions of the world declare Right to life,

Equality, Dignity as the fundamental rights,

must be available to every individual
irrespective of gender difference. In Indian
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right to keep clan or continue the family line,

look after parents or provide financial and

emotional care in their old age or has the right
to perform rituals in their last rites, so the birth
of a boy is celebrated as a blessings of God in
the family. Whereas the birth of a girl child is

treated as a disaster or curses due to the

common beliefthat she is nothing but a liability

or burden rather than an asset like boy child,

mostly because of dowry system. lnspite ofthe
fact that women possess a biological advantage

over men for longevity and survival yet of the

India's total population, women
constitute4S .18% in20l7, as reported by World

Bank collection of development indicators

compiled frorn offrcially recognized sources.

Basically gender differences are rooted in our

socio-cultural mentality. Biologicat or sexual

diffeiences are natural but Gender is
constructed by the patriarchal society which

imposed different types'of roles or behavior to

men & women that intends to reduce women

to a status of second class citizen, I must

mention here that patriarchy is not the
discipline or rule of father or individual man-

but a social trick to continue the male'"

domination over women. We can define it
following Sylvia Walby JA system of'soqial

structures and practices in which men

dominate, oppress and exploit women".tSo.
pahiarchalsociety always has an elil intention'
to issues autocratii whip over women's entire

life.

Report of Indian Education Commission

(196+66) focused the view that for any country

education plays a significant role forthe rapid
process to acquire a sustainable social and

human development by stating "The re alizatron

ofthe country's aspiration involves changes in
the knowledge, skills and values ofthe people

as a whole. If this 'change in a grand scale' is

to be achieved without a violent revolution,

there is one and only instrument that be used-

Education". Atthe same time it is also the most

vital instrument for the empowerment of
women, the power of which can reduce the

uqiustified gender difference or gap between

male and female not only within family but in

social standard, economy, culture and other
pspect also. After the completion of primary

& secondary education, higher education is

essentially needed for them to achieve social

and occupational mobility. Financial
independence of women on the one handcan.

change the societal attitude of son preference

for then parents have the option to depend on

them regarding responsibility and care like a
male child and the evil of dowry system also

be eradicated gradually on the other. In fact

eduiation is one of the major conditions for
women's employment, enjoymentof legal and

constitutional rights and equal status. In the

view of Amartya Sen, the underlying
importance ofeducation and health is that they

are closely related to human success and

independence.

Now take a look of census report'which

focus the wide gap in between male literacy

and female literacy in spite of different
initiatives taken by the Government.

.t ,
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Male/Female Literacyrate in India from 1971 to20ll2

Year
Percentage of

Literacy in total
7o of male
Literacy

96 of Female
Literacy

M/tr'Literacy

t97t 34.45 45.96 21.98 23.98

l98l 43.57 56.37 29.75 26.62

t99t 52.21 64.t3 39.29 24_84

2001 63.38 75.26 53.67 21.69

201 I 14.04 82.14 65.46 16.68

Therefore, as per census 2011, L6.68%

gender gap exist in the field of literacy. But

some significant $oints also deserve to mention

here for considering the fact that the progress

of Women's education had in a positive mode

at Pre-independent period.

1. The systemiz,sd educational data collection

was started on 1882 that openedthe close

door of assessing the progress of status

women's education.

2. During 1882-1947, under the British rule,

in the formal educational institution, the

emolment of female students was increased

from 0% to25Yo of the total enrolrnent, the

credit ofwhich goes to the foreign rulers for

their good intention to initiate the necessary

infrastructure & conditions for the

improvement ofwomen's education in India.

3. TWo Indian women graduated in I 883 & the

number of students in women's school

established at Bombay, now"known as

shrimati Nathibai Damodar Thackersey

Women's University that can be treated as

a milestone in the history of women's

education in India because of its unique

objectives and perception of making
provision ofhigher education through the

mother tongue as a mode of teaching.

So.the initiatives taken by the British on

the matters relating to women's education

appeared to strengthen the rights ofwomen but

the overall picture of Pre-independent India

regarding higher education was not so very

bright for the limited access for women.

The followiflg table can reflect the actual

status higher education from Pre-independence

to post independence3

It should be noted that ancient India, from

4th Century B.C to 3'd Century B.C. male -

female both had option to receive universal

Year 1883 1928 1947 r96t-62

No of Colleee 139 347 591 2282

No of Enmlment 16,088 90.677 2.28.881 rt.77.245

andcolleges increase from 1.27 lakhs in

1882 to 3.93 lakhs in 1902.

4. In 1916 an Indian Womert's University was

eduiation even though the early Vedic family

was,patriarchal in nature it never deprived

wornen from their rights or privilege they
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deserved. Both of them went through the
ceremony of upanayana before entering
Gurukul for studying. As a result, that time a
number of women, known as Brahmavidinis,
dedicatedly spent their whole life in studying
philosophy & theology and committed to
involved in debates challenging the nature of
Brahman also. That time of women had also

the right like men to pursue her brahmachari

life without any constraints of getting
married.Apala, Ghosha, Vishwavara,
Lopamudra are the renowned lady scholars of
that period, who used to compose the mantras

and hymns of Rgveda of which Vishwavara,s

hymn is dedicated to Agni, Apala's to Indra and

Lopamudra's hymn, consisting of sex verses

ar,!idedicatedto Goddess Rati. From the above
1,.1.

discussion, undoubtedly Womenos sugcess

along with their intellect has reflected with a
strongtonctision that'fedii women were given

equal status & opportunities in education in
copryarison to man. But after that gradually

many other rights, including right to education,

began to be taken away from women.

Now, a$er in{ependence, the rightto enter

in higher eduCation is not only neglected but
almost rejected which was reflected in the

suggeslion o{ University Education
Commission pport that vehemently oppole the

system of women's education as nothing but
wastage of money- "Women's present
education is entirely irrelevant to the life they

have to lead. It is not only a waste but often a

definite disability".a(Report of the University

Education Commission, Government of India
1.948-49. Vol (i), Chapter XII). What a

depressing perception of the so called
intellectual mind. The scenario was changed

in 1958, when a national committee for the

education ofwomen was constituted & ahuge
number of recommendations in favor of
women's education is submitted for execution.

As per the 2011, Census, over 80 per cent

ofthe young female population (age7 to29)is
literate. But although the female literacy rate

in India is increasing rapidly, it is much lower
than that of men. In urban zones of the country,
girls are almost equal to boy in terms of child
education. However, in rural areas girls are still
less educated. According to the Educational

Statistics Report released by MHRD in 2011,

the overall literacy rate in Urban India is 79.5

per cent in which 74.8 per cent female and 83.7

per cent male are literate. But in Rural India,
the overall literacy rate is 64.7 per cent among

which females are 56.8 per cent and males are

72,3 per cent. It can be said from the above

statistics that gender Sap in literacy rate still
persists in India.

In spite ofvarious types ofprevention or
barriers the rate of participation of women in
higher education in a slow but steady process

has bien increasing in almost allthe states of
Indiasince 2011with the increase inthe number

of Women's Higher Education lnstitutions.
The table below shows the percentage of

women participation in Higher Education
Institutes from the year 2011 to year 2015.
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STATE xll xl2 x13 xt4
Andhra Pradesh 8.94 8.99 8.15 7.84 7.84

Assam 8.40 7.58 6.94 6.91 6.90

Bihar 8.44 9.09 10.49 11.02 ll20
Chardiearh 3 r.82 29.17 30.43 25.00

Chhattisgarh 116 7.6t 6.95 6.61

Delhi I 6.15 16. r3 r 6.89 14.65 14.57

Goa 2.17 2.04 t.96 3.5 t 3.5r

fuiarat 8.33 8.3 r 8.17 7.89 7.89

Haryana 16.41 16.20 15.34 14.51 14.62

Himachal Pradesh 6.93 7.35 8.23 8il 6 8.

Jammu and Kashmir 6.47 6.53 5.30 5-28 5.26

Jharkhand 12.05 11.66 8.91 8.93 ,7

Karnataka 6.12 6.22 7.11 7.32 7.32

Kerala 7.01 6.93 6.51 6.25

MadhyaPradesh 8.30 7.60 7.39 5.76 5.74

Maharastra 6.8r 6.1I 6.17 7.10 7.10

Odisha 8.24 9.89 8.89 8.62 8.62

Puducherry I 1.63 10.26 I1.11 9.30 9.30

Puniab 18.50 19.65 21.45 20.48 20.56

Rajasthan 24.97 25.44 25.45 25.43 25.50

Tamilnadu t5.57 15.70 t5.76 15.57 15.57

Telangana 12.05 tl.79 11.32 9.97 9.97

Tripura 4.76 4.t7 4.44 3.77 3.77

Uttar Pradesh 1.18 12.36: 12.61 13.08

Uttaranchal 8.24 7.92 6.76 6.96 6.96

West Bengal 10.40 10.04 9.49 8.5 2 8-52

INDIA 10.r7 r0.03 10.20 10.70 10.72

Anudhyan An lnternational Journal ol Social Sciences (AIJSS)

As well as the followingtable focuses the ranks inrespect ofwomen enrolment in highereducation

of India at that period.
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STATE REWIl REM2 REIYI3 REW14 REWI5

Andka Pradesh t7 22 24 2t 2l
Assam 5 4 5 6 6

Bihar 24 24 23 25 24

Chardiearh 2 t4 4 3 3

Chhattisgarh 8 ll l3 8 8

Delhi 15 t2 t2 l9 l9

Goa J 2 2 4 4

Guiarat 23 23 22 24 25

Haryana 16 19 2t l6 t6

Himachal Pradesh 6 5 7 2 2

Iammu and Kashmir A J J 5 5

Jhafthand r3 6 l5 t4 t4

Karnataka ll t0 8 7 7

Kerala I I I I I

MadhvaPradesh 25 26 25 23 23

Maharastra 22 2t t9 22 22

Odistn 19 16 l6 l8 l8

Puducherry 9 9 l0 9 9

Punjab 20 t7 9 t2 ll
Rajasthan 26 25 26 20 20

Tamilnadu t2 l3 ll l1 t2

Telangana t4 15 t7 l5 l5

Tripura 21 20 2A 26 26

Uttar Pradesh l0 7 6 l0 r0

Uttaranchal 7 8 l4 l3 l3

West Bengal ll8 l8 l8 t7 l7

REW= rank corresponding to women

This increasing rate of participation and

improvement in rank proves that in this modern

erano one feels hesitation to acknowledge that

higher education is necessary and appreciable

for both men and women for the same reason

and undoubtedly women can acquire same

grade of maturity or understanding through

proper education.But still now some traditional

conservative attitude believes that women must

be educated for playingherrole better as wives

or mothers in family.

As per All India Survey on Higher
Education released by the Ministry of Human

Resource Development in 2015, the effolment

in higher education has been estimated to be

33.3 million, of which 17.9 million were male

and 15.4 million females. Present Govt. has

made a strong commitment to improve the

aceess of women,in Higher Education levpl
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through introducing different Policies and

Yo.iana. Some of them are as follows,
Swami Vivekananda Scholarship for single

girl child to research in social sciences in
intention of to compensate direct costs of
Higher Education especially for the girls who

happen to be the only girl child in their family.

Pragati is another such scholarship for girls

in technical Education with an aim to encourage

them to pursue their technical Education.

Govt. has also introduced Post-doctoral

Fellowship for SC/ST and Women. Residential

CoachingAcademy for SC/ST, Minorities ahd

Women in Universities and Colleges are

established also by the Govt. to prepare students

for NET and All India & State Civil Services

Examinations.

Ministry ofHuman resource Development,

Government of India in its Draft National
Education Policy 2019 recommends to set up

a Gender lnclusion Fund to build the nations

capacity to provide quality and equitable

education for all girls.

But we have to agree with the fact that

women participation remains almost same as

before at many sectors of higher education,

especially in technical and scientific research

field despite the increasing rate of enrolment.

The reasons of which primarily as follows
l.Limited access to primary education due to

poverly and stereo type mentality.

2.As a victim of gender inequality femaie

students face different types of adverse and

negative situations and are afraid to come

forward in higher education. This is actually

one ofthe countless reasons behind the fact

that presence of women in primary and

secondary level is higher than higher
education. According to a research study,

female students began to lack their
confidence in secondary school due to the

bad faith that they are less intelligent in
Science than male students which originated

from a socio-cultural root.s So a large number

of them take admission in Humanities or
Business branch instead ofScience branch.

3.Due to the commitment for family
, responsibilities and restrictions cannot afford

much time for laboratory work what is most

essential for science

4.Discouraging phenomena including the

biased consideration thatArts and medicine

are the most appropriate, safe and dignified
;profession for women.

S.Unable to avail the opportunities of going,

abroad for higher studies or to participate in

Seminar/ workshop and even field work due

to lack of security or family objection.

6.In spite of being eligible most of the time

womenhave no rightto express theirdecision

of choice for higher studies under the
reshicted socialstigma based family sfiucture

wherb the parental family before marriage

and family of groom after marriage play the

super hirective role in each and every
decision of their life including education.

7.Lack ofhigher educational institution in rural

and hibal area.

S.Impact of conservative patriarchal attitude

that secondary education is enough for them

to become a caring wife and ideal mother.

More importantly, it is expected in society
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that wife should be less qualifiedthan her

husband in fear ofuhat parents try to avoid
higher education for daughters.

9.Under financial constraints, families tend to
pursue higher education for male ohild rather

than daughters because they are future bread-

winner for the family and so it seemed wise

to invest in his education.

I 0. Low cost and the short duration ofArts and

Humanities sometimes athact women rather

than any other professional course.

So, there are various hindrances including
psychological and social factors that have to
be overcome to ensure female participation in
higher education system and the following
policies may recommended for the above

purpose.

l.Most ofthe women atthe Post Graduate and

PhD 'level are involved in family
responsibilities and child rearing that often
interferes in their rese#ch proiess. Now, if
the responsibility of parenting is shared by

both male and female then a women scientist

can continue her research practice smoothly.

2.More athactive scholarship for financially
poor but intelligent student to continue her

study.

3.More Women's University need to be
establishe4 so that the conservative families
do not object to their female member's higher

education. As stated in the All lndia Survey

on Higher Education 201 5- I 6, 14

Universities are thereexclusively for women,

4 in Rajasth an,2 inTamil Nadu & leach in
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Delhi, Haryana,

Karnataka, Maharashtra, Uttarakhand and

WestBengal.

4.Increase the number of women teachers in
Institution of Higher Education. According
to the All India Survey of Higher Education
(AISI{E) by the HRD Ministry 2018-19, the

total number of teachers are 14,16,299, out
of which about 57.8 per cent are male
teachers and 4Z.Zpercent are female teachers.

The lowest gender gap is recorded in Bihar
where 78.97 percent are male teachers when

only 21.03 percent are females.

5.Post-Secondary Vocational Training
Instifution is needed for the women.

6.Increasehostel and transport facilitiesfor
female students.

And the most important point

T.Society should change the depriving and

neglecting attitude towards women.

In this moderir age, none is there to deny

the factual truth that man & woman have the

same ability and intellectual power that can be

flourished and manifested through proper
nurture in a gender- equal iocioeconomic
environment. So, every country should plan the

shatery that can encourage their member- states

C fu inprovidingopportunities to strengthen

the participation ofwomen in Higher education

because it helps women to be mentally shonger

and to face challenges as well as to overcome

the obstacles in life. Not only with the help of
formulation andimplementation of powerfu I

laws and policies but also by breaking all kinds

of stereo type, the gender gap in academics and

gender discrimination in a wider respect can

be'reduced. Basically higher education is

neither ap investment norany additional criteria
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for marriage as it is believed still that women Referrcnces

mustbeeducatedforplayingherrolebetteras l. \lValby Sylvia, (1990), Theorizing Patriarchy,

wives,or mothers in family, rather in individual Basil Blackwell, Oxford, London, P-I6.

level, as an enhancement, it empowers women 2. Census 2011, India 2016

with knowledge and skillthat enables them to 3. http:/www.education.nic.in/cd 50 years

cultivate confidence, power of understanding 4. ReportoftheUniversityEducationCommission,

and capacity of handling adverse situations Government of India 1948-49. Vol (i), Chapter

with a hope of better fufure.Whereas at the XIL

national level gender equal higher education 5. Pajares, F (1996), Self-efficiency beliefs and

system will ultimately leads to a suceessful mathematicalproblem-solvingofgiftedstudents,

economy because ofthe increased availability Contemporary Educational Psycholory, 24(4):

of skilled and talented human resources. 32544.
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Yearning ForAWalk Reading Fiction in an Obstinate Dystopia
Medhashri Mahanty

ABSTRACT

Text is a living organism and it is more about that, than its enterprise as an object. The following essay attempts to

read two texts, namely Italo Calvino's [f on awinterb night a traveller in tandem with Samath Banerjee's graphic

novelCorridors primarily from ayearning to gaze and move around. The dystopia that we are currently residing in

has been playing with our dwelling structures for a long time. Our presence is simply a matter of being present, our

dialogues are processed by screens and it is this overwhelming realization that ifone lives, one lives perhaps in

misconstrued totalitarian fiction. It is in such atime that one looks forward to an all-encompassing fiction, to search

for a kind of solace that comes from dwelling in 'heterotopias' and 'heterochronies'. This essay does that in an

intimate way to belong into a life where space is not a mere restriction, a living in solitude and protection but one

where desire sublimates to the extent that space becomes an incredibly personalized amorphous organism.

Key words: Fiction, reading, city, detenence, collection.

l'A,man wJrom I do not know was to mqet me would go off toward different trains, each

as soon as I got off'the train, if everything pushing his suitcase in his own direction. No
hadn't gone wroog. A man with a suitcase on one would have noticed, but I would have left
wheels, exactly like mine, empty. The two with the other man's suitcase and he would

suitcases would bump into each other as if have taken away mine."r

accidentally in the bustle of travellers on the I ',

platfonn" between one train and another. An The thinking of space, its process of
event that can happen by chance, but there production and existence incorporates a very

would have been a password that that man cerebralfunction.Itisnotsimplyanintellectual
would have said to me, a comment on the pursuitbutalsoghoosingawaytoperformthat
headlineofthenewspaperstickingoutofmy pursuit. It is physical in its existence, very
pocket, on the results ofthe horse races. *Ah, 'rhythmanalytical'2, to use the words of the

ZenoofEleacamefirst!"Andatthesametime French philosopher Henry Lefebvre. In this

we would disentangle our suitcases, shifting way, it is cerebral. Very much akin to de

the metal poles, perhaps also exchanging Certeau's understanding of the function of
remarks on horses, forecasts, odds; and we Wandersmannet', it is essentially in moving

M.phil fellow, Department oJ English, Jadavpur University.
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around the text of the city that the thinking andevenheterochronies.sThisbookshowsthe

space ofthe city acquires a very textual space. crafting of the textual space by situating the

Calvino illustrates this excellently in his reader and the protagonist as urban dwellers.

novellf On a Winter 3 Night A Traveller with In defining the space urban, what is intended

the use of space within space, books leading is that urbanrty is a very given thing in the

to books, the reader running from one city to language of power because language, like the

another to finally get one concrete story to get city is marked by intrusions or 'implosions6,

hold of, getting kidnapped by the police to be thus very fundamental yet invisible movements

taken to a library of banned books, to finally within the fabric of its existence.

coming back to ih, .pur. of a bed, beside his Thus, the essay will look at space from the

belovJ and fellow i.ude, who had iniiirilty gontext of textual urbanity that occupies the

*ir.n this need for pursuit in him. Ludmilla 'polyvalent' space and illustrates its

and the reader has one vital connection and deterrence?. Calvino's novel is an exercise in

perhaps the only connection, that is they want this deterrence in the sense that it demonstrates

io be engrossed by the totality of a fiction such the goal and mechanism of fiction using fiction.

that they are unable to, or perhaps desire not The author not only employs language to

to classiS the challenge thrown by it. They indicate the forming of the spectacle but also

want to be like these walkers who are is aware that the reader is willingly

continuously walking because there is an participating in this game. Here, the entire

abserice of aesiirfrtioii as .rvdf1 as the city is spqce inhabited by the characters, authors and

both becoming and it is almosthn irrrpossibility each one ofthem often interchanging the roles,

to have the pert'ect city. is a poetic image that renders the desire of the

similarly, they are also like the laterally readers p_os_sibl-e..r*..|.tr-rt is.to read an

inverted images of the author as they too are improbable book, just like the author dreams

trying to find a fiction that stays in an of placing his book in an improbable book

improbable book shelf.a In the excerpt above, shelf.sAs Gaston Bachelard writes in his

taken from Calvino's text, the story illustrates introductionto The Poetics of Space,this awe

one of its techniques to disintegrate to the for the poetic image is perhaps one of the

reader. The station is the heterotopia that r.rns 'phenomebological benefits' of the readerthat

in ieSpect with tirhe {nd also at tire Same time places her on the same line as the author. After

containing both reat and producedspaces. It losing hact of every book, the.reader meets

becomes thg first space for the reader to lose another reader and they discuss these

sight of the story as well as the space for the discrepancies together. ,.n" 
":Y.*ader 

who

narrator in that Story to disappear. The reader is a woman and who also fulfils 
th: 

,?
thereafter sets on a trail induced by his reader- condition in the discourse wliich is giving the

friendandfindshimselfinseveralheterotopias first reader his purpose and the narrative a
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closure, is crucial.

Like the two sides in ruin and progress

inhabiting Benjamin's Angelus Novus,
Ludmilla and Lotaria, her sisteq become the

twin spaces of past and future, while the lover

and the former lover dance between the zones

ofreader and non-reader sharing a coterminous

space in the realm of the reader. The reader

faces towards Ludmiila, his other, who he has

met in a book shop and bought the same book.

They are both facingihe dilemmaofunfinished

novels giving away to new ones under the guise

of the fabric of one novel they are trying to
read. On the other side is Lotaria, a professor

in literature at the university, and she struggles

with each word of the texts, deciphering the

signs and assigning them a network where they

exist in harmony, because of a very
patemalistic function. The orders are named-

she employs tools to decimate the text by
tracing and segregatin g the threads of the story,

thereby not even considering the totality ofthe
poetic image.

The space of the poetic irnage for Lotaria
then is suspended, because she cannot submit
herself to the 'felicity'e of the poetic image.

Lotaria constantly claims that the efforts of
Ludmilla and the reader are nothing but futile
and romantic. For Lotaria is a truth seeker, and

instead ofthejourney, her aim is her destination

in the future that makes it totalizing. The non-

reader here is the translator, deceiver and

former lover of Ludmilla who believes that the
i::

author while nanating the fiction might become

invisible and at the same time, someone else.

He wasjealous ofludmilla's constant gaze on

the books and therefore decided to unveil the

figure ofthe author and replaced pages aft+r
pages of various books in a characteristic

manner. He would only use translations.
Therefore at the very beginning, the text that

the reader gets is in translation.

II
There is no way of reading, while

investigating, the real book. Through
simulations of this technique, the deterrence

enunciates itself when the reader as his last

resort from these constant kidnappings and

threat and simulacra of discovering translations

like opening up ofMatryoshka dolls, finds
hiinself in th9 library. It,is the library as yet

anotherheterotopic archive that explains to him

the increasing poetic space as he looks at the
past. These shall turn into ruins once he is
drawn backwards into the future by the
progress storm manifested by Lotaria's vigilant
gaze and the translator's constant game of hide

and seek. The'space oith6= poeii" image
increases as he looks into the pas! till he sees

that all stories actually combine to nothing but

his struggle as a reader and traveller.

He walks from one story to another, like a

flaneur, connecting the threads of the city into
a text using the 'synecdochic' function and at

the same time, existing in a recluse of coffee

shop, or street or Ludmilla's house or a library
and in the very end the bed, as a very
'asyndeton"0, a space where he leaps over,
glides casually and yet pass6s through ,r, ,.ry
ordinarity, a space for which he is
unansweiable. These are the spaces that
illustrates the spaCe of thinking aboui these
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technical procedures. These spaces are

representationalr in the sense thatthey are so

cerebral that they are detached and hidden by

the constant passing by of the represented

textual space.

In the library the reader learns that not

only this increasing poetic space indicates the

ever increasing nigbts ofonethousand and one

more nights of the Arabian Nigh*bntthat none

of these stories are really different. This is the

momentthe deterrence enunciates itself as the

reader recognizes his primary character as that

of a traveller walking to the book store and

thereafter like a dete';tive, travelling in search

ofclues. The past engages in an 'anterior order

of simulacra' that now continues to provide an

endless sequence ofcoritents that have learned

the function of prodqction sowell, that really

it is an all-engrossing flow where the signifiers

and the signified, the form and the contents

are not differentiated. The mass participates

in this preciscly because mass becomes the

space of its operation just like reader. The

reader is celebrating as well as the mass

because the 'labour of ihe death'r2 of the

production of that one fiction is enacted. It is
precisely for this reason that in the library, one

of tn. characters say that the story of the

Arabian Nights started when the king Haroun

Al Rashid's life rvas at stake'when a woman,

from whose lot he drew a black pearl and was

asked him to kill the khalifa, after which she
I

shall bed him. This threat kept him alive arrd

he asked her the reason for this. There in, began

a story.

The 'implosion', by virtue of which the
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very constituents break out internally causing

a very intimate violence is understood when

the reader realizes that he is no more diffe,rent

from the very space ofthe poetic imagination.

It is a very immersion of selftrood that occurs,

in the space of poetic imagination, because as

Baudrillard notes in his essay, '[...] All
philosophies of the release of enerry, of the

radiation of intensity, and of the

molecularization of desire tend in the same

direction: that networks are capable of infinite

and interstitial saturation. "3
Calvino writes towards the end,

"But, look here, there's a

niisunderstanding," you try to warn him. "This

isn't a book...these are only titles...the
Traveler..."

"Oh, the traveller always appeared only in

the full pages and then was never mentioned

again- he had fulfilled his function, the novel

wasn't his story."

III
The library remirids one of the collector.

The collector of books, Walter Benjamin writes

in his essay 'Unpacking the Library', is the one

who has c,ollected books he himself has

composed because he doesn't like the books

he can afford. Therefore the author is again

situated before his desire ofa secret shelf,

where he rvants his book to be seen with books

that have never been written yet. It is an

improbable shelf, as C"alvino writestnThe Uses
i

of Literature.ra Yet because of the creation of
this personali-ed fluid space of the collector,

the library can fully execute the operation of
deterrence to the reader. Collection for
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Benjamin thus not only becomes a way to
comprehend the function ofthe author but also

becomes a represented space where these very
collections holds memories of space, of cities
that he has been to. The books themselves take

the representational space since they create the

space of reminiscence by makingthe collector
re-enact his past.

Benjamin writes,'Not thoughts; images,

memories. Memories of the cities where I
found so many of these things: Riga, Naples,

Munich, Danzig Moscow, Florence, Basel,

Paris[...]" Since this is a deliberate struggle

to comprehend the uncountable structures of
expansion and production of space flowing
from one domain to another, topoanalysis (in
order to understand the space of the,poetic
image) gives'way'to topophilia, which is
described byYi-Fu Tuan as aterm that "couples
sentiment with place. " I ssarnath B anerj ee, the
graphic novelist, describes this love for cities
very evidently in the interview published

online by the Guernica on April I't, 2016.

Banerjee compared his organizing principle of
telling his story by comparing the city as a
libraiy filled with a set of catalogues. He

organizes his story as a compilation of 'tonal
history' of the city that he receives through
pursuing these catalogues. It is perhaps for this
non-informational nature of the book that
archives history collecting it on the streets like
a flaneur, that Coruidor, Banerjee's first
graphic novel comes to mind.

Scott Mc Cloud says in Understanding
Comics that in the depiction ofthe comic strip,
there is progression of images and words in

space and that while doing so, the very basic
expressions ofthe physique renders itself at
disposal for the artist. They are very simple
and precise expressions that are moulded and
given an animated quality which progresses

over space. In Banerjee's novel, this quality is
obviously present given the medium ofthe text,
but the author's topophilia has rendered these

animations very memorable, almost like a
collection in the space of the text. In
Bachelard's words, these characters must be

viewed through the lens of topoanalysis.
Another thing is the site of this topophilia is
Delhi. The narrator needs to go to Delhi for a
book he intends to collect and he meets the

second hand book seller, wise man and
generous tea giver, JehangirRangoonwalla.

He not only searches for the books, he does

what a collector of cityscapes do-he illustrates
the everyday things of the city-the Amul milk
stores, the metro where he meets the girl he

will never see, even in the coffee house, he

talks of Ibn Batuta. There is a very general

awareness ofthe fabric ofeveryday life through

the very activities of the narrator, namely
walking in Lutyens' Delhi, going to old Delhi
book shops, refering to Ibn Batuta, runiihating
about lost love in ametro. He is simply passing

his way through oriental wares to a more
Beauborg'6like state (Beauborg also holds the
Public Library) and while doing so, like the

collector and the walker, he doesn't stop.

This walking is his way of archiving the
spaces of microhistories, for example the
advertisements that claimed to solve Shintu's
erectile dysftinction with magic and ointment.
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Theyarehighlyheterotopicplaces,asFoucault uncertainty, free association also gathers

contends, because they are linked with time in momentum in the space ofcollecting by virtue

a way of fleeting, of lying in a constant state of which various artefacts are organized in a

of being overlooked because of their temporal way which might resemble entropy only to the

nafuretT.Thus like the author, flaneur and readu outsider. Therefore the collector or the walker

facedtowards the fiction, the authorcreates a only gathers object from the continuous past

visual representative of himself, a participant that structures their unconscious2o.The

in the parody of the deterrbnce of culture, penultimate page of Banerjee's novel shows

where the 'polyvalence' of the city is lost panels where Brighu goes to Rangoonwallals

precisely because the narrator acts out the role shop and upon contemplating there, comes

ofthemass.Hereachesthatspotofthereader, back and illustrates, and as he stands up,

the mass that itself becomes site for the holding the illustrations, a voice comes from

implosion, the space of solitude for the walker far, 'Who will know, who has time?'2r The very

as he never reaches his destination and the last page shows 'a single panel of Kali, a

narrator, Brighu, finds his way back to photograph of Kali with Brighu's thumb

Rangoonwalla once again. touching the forehead rvith his index finger, as

Thus graphic illustration at this point, if he is pinning it to something. He has broken

becomesintegralbecauseBanerjeeputsavery up with her, and in the metro ride, he has

private space, like the asyndeton, in a visual understood that life is a series of 'missed

spectrum. This is where the graphic novel, opportunities' of continuous waiting for the

precisely because of its form, becomes avisual other to arrive, while the waiting is actually a

catalogue wl,ich is indispensable to the formofsearchthattakesonetovariousplaces.

learning ofthe city. The poetic image that arises It is this same search of a reader in Calvino's

fromsuchtextliterallyholdsaspaceinavery text, to find another reader of similar
tangible way. Each column becomes a propinquitytoreading,whocollectsstoriesjust

catalogue ofthe city's whereabouts. The poetic like him. It is the addition of every text and

consciousness is such that it is entirely therebythelextualspaceinhabitingthejourney

prevailed by the image and creates a new of the reader that leads him to the final text hc

language with the language alidady imposed reads with Ludmilla on the bed. The story he

as a part of the narrative.ts 
::.id*q]r 

not important as is his bed because

Mt is here that he will engage in a conversation

The essay will draw to a completion by with the lover-reader, about what he has

gazing over the last two scenes ofthe two texts. thought all this while. At this moment it is a

Before this it must be remembered that for the very personal poetic image that gives the bed

collector, writer, reader and lover, fate plays a very private space of what has never becn

an important rolere. In assigning the value of expgrienced yet, but has only been considered
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in the moment of an absolute 9.

sublimation.22This absolute sublimation
reverberates with one particularly striking
panel in Banerjee's work when in the coffee

house, Kali tells Brighu that people say they
prefer to be single before speaking about their
ex-lovers, and he simply keeps silent and

imagines himself as Ibn Batuta, the medieval

geographer, traveller and observer, in a panel

within the panel, holding coffee cups in both
of the panels.23

Gaston Bachelard, "lntroduction" in The
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Importance of Online Teaching - Learning Process in
Covid-l9 Pandemic

Dr. Susanta Kumar Samanta

Due to outbreak of corona-virus the disastrous the economy as a whole. Most alarming matter

disease has spread all over our country as well is the education system is messed up due to

as almost all other countries of the world. In long term closure of the school, college and

lieu of taking outright standard steps and universities all along the country. All the

measures, Covid-19 pandemic situation important academic issues like classes, plans,

remains huge and prime. Responsible people assessment, evaluation, examinations have

like epidemiologist, virologist, scientist, doctor, been held up considering the safety and health

nurse and other supportive people have ofthestudents,teachersandotherstakeholders.

dedicated their lives and struggling to get rid So, we urge to explore feasible and suitable

of the crucial condition at any cost. Most of ways or mechanism to tackle or handle the

the countries also have already taken various critical situation and to resume normal activities

effrcient efforts in pioducing safe as well as of the educational institutions along with
effective vaccine and medicine which are under others.

advanced clinical trials and experiment. But While spending everyday with panic,

general people are in no way but dilemma to anxiety and restlessness it has become very

compromise life with life-style. Rather, they much difficult to anticipate when and how the

are feeling great trouble to Combat with the revival of class-room education is possible,

devastating character of the corona-virus. In bringingintouseof,properandadequateonline

this situation, if we do not maintain discipline teaching-learning process has come up with its
or become desperate in our attitude and advantages to cope up with the recent crisis at

livelihood, all the effdrts wilt go in vain. ln fact, least for the time being and not compulsorily

there is no other alternative but to continue to for all along. If the most obstructing factor i.e.

follow precautionary habits such as physical lack ofpersonal interaction ofthis system is

distancing, use of masks, sanitizing and all ignored, the online education system may get

other preventives as well as hygienic support. first and foremost priority in
Crisis has been prevailing in all the areas like continuing of classes by anyone at

healtlUagriculture,commerce,ffavel&tourand anywhere and at any time. Loss of time may

Khan Womenb Cotlege, Paschim Medinipua West Bengal. lndia.
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also be adjusted, solved and managed easily

through this device.

We are all sure that class-room education

system has a long tradition and it is an

indispensable one. Actually, it has no

alternative. Class-room oriented teaching-

learning has a wide range to inculcate

knowledge and wisdom. There is ample scope

to discover and ensure the protectoral
governance of the teacher along with his love

and affection. Study by group of pupils in the

single platform has the enhancing ability to
build up self- awareness, fellow-feeling ofthem

etc. quiet easily and effe':tively. Face to face

activities in the classroom make students feel

more connected or keenly related with the

teacher as well as between themselves. Since,

there is good opportunity to interact directly,

instantly and lively, students face no problem

to intensiff their thinking, debating skill etc.

which help to conceive ideas, to formulate

opinions, put up arguments at the right time.

From the socialising point ofview also it adds

better perspective towards fostering individual

progress as well as colleciive progress. Class-

room is such an amicable centre of study, it
creates the ambience of growing up altogether

in a cordial atmosphere. Besides, we cannot

ignore that education is not in any way confined

in the class-room only or limited with the

capacity ofthe space ofthe class, it goes beyond

the class-room boundary Again, on the way of
journey towards school, college and university,

the students have every opportunity to be

acquainted with different and yariety classes

of people of the society, to be in close touch

with them which helps in improving their social

thought and behaviour through nourishment of
their mind. As a whole, it enables to evolve

standard way of living, preparation for future

life keeping pace with the time and eventually

the students acquire the ability to become a

social man and a good citizen. All kinds of
possibilities are available in this format of
teaching-learning to shape the future
generations through psychological expression

as well as exchange of views and ideas. The

most unique and unparalleled feature of this

system is that the blooming mind somehow

finds the rhythm of manifestation on its way.

Nevertheless, to overcome the corona-

distressed circumstances in education domain

as well as to revive the teaching-learning

system immediately, we have no other option

but to welcome the online teaching-learning

process without

any delay further. To make up the

individual loss and the collective loss as a

whole, we cannot waste time furthermore only

in preparing our mind. Online teaching-

learning process may have some limitations,

but got some remarkable benefits in changing

the nature of education and knowledge sharing.

It helps to promote the scope of restructuring

the remaining teaching-learning process by

providing lot of information from unlimited

resources and opporfunities ofthe virtual world

and optimization of the system for optimum

result. Already we are aware that diverse set of
educational tools or devices are usually used

to ensure the quality of education by storing

and managing information, by creating. and
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communicating information as well as by
disseminating information adequately. From

the experience we also know, how the powerful

use of potential information and
communication technologies enables to fill the

gap of direct human mode ofeducation as well
as to reach a large number of learners
simultaneously. To maintain the learning
environment as it were and to extend
educational opportunities as a whole online
education system is necessary to transfer
education to the leamers instantly.

Now, the question is how could we assure

that none of the students is deprived of the

benefit ofknowledge revolution of2l st.century

and ensure that all inclusive as well as equitable

quality education is easily available for all. For
this, the primary importance is to be given on

the infrastructural competence of the online
system as well as the convenience and
inconvenience in accepting this pattern of
learning by each and every student of different
parts of the country. It is evident that our
country is not ready, in every respect from the

view point of infrastructure and educational

atmosphere, to reach the opportunity of
transforming education system to each and

every corner of the society. It cannot be

forgotten that on an averag e 68-7 0% people still
lying below poverty line and they live in the

villages ofthis country. In bringing students of
different sections under such multidimensional

education method, proper and clear attention
as well as carefulness is required to ensure that

the'digital divide'would not take place in any

way. A larger part ofthe learners come out from
remote corner of the villages where internet

connectivity is very poor rather unavailable.

Again, there is lack of financial ability to
purchase digital- platform oriented devices like
computer, smart phone, laptop etc. by most of
the parents. Even, due to hardship most of the

learner lack ofcapacity for bearing the cost of
everyday net-service. In spite of

geographical limitation, social limitation
and financial limitation, the use of digital-
platform becomes totrgh and problematic when

audio-visual quality fails or does not support

adequately in course of te;ching-learning
period resulting inattention and loss of
concentration in study. Another remarkable

thing which could not be ignored that there is

dearth of adequate number ofproperly hained
teacher in this respect. Disiontent from both

the side i.e. students side as well as the teacher

side regarding this mode of teaching-learning

can never be lingered, it must be eradicated in
the root. In this regard, the active and adequate

role of Government as well as its associates

towards initiative, involvement and investment

is highly solicited to introduce the new system

and make it effective. Equity along with justice

only may help us to improve ourselves as well
as to carry the education system beyondthe time.
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Guru in Indian Classical Music: Reassessment of Tradition
Dr. Sujata Roy Manna

ABSTRACT

Gura is more than a teacher or a trainer in the perspective of Indian Classical Music, especially in the practical

knowledge, since the ancient era till date in India (both in North & South)'

Keywotds: Classical music, Gharano, Ustad, Pandtt, Taalim

creativity and constructive thoughts of the

students through their allowance, acceptance

and guidance.

In connection of the meaning of Guru in

ancient Sanskrit explanation, a Guru is only a

spiritual guide. Bpt, later this concept was

changed and its meaningbecomes broader. The

Guru is not only a sage as previously regarded;

ratherhe or she is always absorbed in own inner

self and always eager to reach to the supreme

thoughts. Guru is very meaningful as well as

important to a disciple. Guru is too reliable to

accepttheirwords to be confident, genuine and

quality element to their disciples. A Guru is the

pathfinder for a disciple: - how to live life,

how to learn something wisely to achieve the

lessons and how to apply those in works. So,

Curu is the precious gift or valuable part of a

disciple, to whom he or she is found as a true

Guru. Hence, we can easily get the idea that

Guru is a Cuide, Expert, Master and more than

a Teacher.

Assistant Professori Department of Music (IJC) & Hindustani Vocal Mnsic (PG), Raja Narendra Lal Khan Womenb College,

Paschim Medinipur West Bengal, India.
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Indian Classical Music has its own pedigree of
alongjoumey withthe rich and strictguidance

of Guru. Guru is not only a Teacher, but more

than that, who is responsible for importing the

acceptance ofMusic, as a lifestyle to a disciple.

In the ancient era'Guru' (in Hinduism) means

a personal spiritual teacher or guide. The

knowledge of Guru is actually transmitted to

the educational system since the Vedic period.

There are some important differences between

a Guru and a teacher. Firstly, a Guru makes a

disciple wise, whereas a Teacher gives the

student knowledge. Secondly, a Guru wants

never-ending trust and endless dedication from

his or her disciples, whereas a Teacher demands

or requires utmost obedience and firm
discipline from his or her students. Thirdly and

mostly, a Guru has the capability to explain

one's nature and he or she wishes soulful-good-

wishes by any means forthe disciples, whereas

a teacher explains and informs the aspects of
the world and he or she may not enhance the
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Now, we are in the stage to understand the

tradition of G uru-Shishya. It actually means a

succession between teachers and disciples in

our ancient era-Vedic culture and religions.

The concept ofGuru is broader and different

in Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism and Sikhism

with their separate views in'Gurukula' and

'Akhra'. Hence, we can name this tradition as

'Guru-Shishya-Parampara'. In this system

disciples can achieve the Jnan' (deeper than

outward knowledge) through soulful surrender,

trust and dedication to their Gurus. In ancient

age, this methodwas specifically maintainedby

them with the strict discipline of residential

training or Taalirn staying in the house ofGurus.

Now-a-days, the Government of most of
the states in our country wants to bring back

this hadition with the help of our society, to

teach the students through this system, in the

residential institutions. Some of these modern

institrntions are as similar as ancient era in their

residential environment; but they have all the

facilities of using technology, by which the

disciples can connect the whole world and can

communicate with others, too.

For a better apprehension ofthe concept

of Guru, we need to have a look into the other

similar terms such as Trainer, Master, Tutor,

Leader, Mentor, Sage, Swami, Maharishi ,

Pandit and Acharya :

Trainer: One who gives practicaltraining

mostly in one or few areas.

Master: One who has the excellence in his

teaching and he or she rules over or dominates

the students to obey his or her instructions.

Tutor: Generally, who teaches in the

theoretical ground, of,ten in the practica!
ground.

Leader'. One lvho leads the follorvers in

certain activity or schernes.

Mentor: One rvho involves himseli or

herself for groomingtlie candidates to enhance

their skills specially in practical ground, less

in theoretical.

,Sage: They are always abscrbed within

themselves to reacir tlreir spiritual goals or

involving thern rvith Meditation and Yoga.

Thr,rugh their silent activities. they sometimes

ask his or her foliorvers to follow those. But a

sage takes no liability to force or to teach

someone rvith mandatory methods.

Swami: One rvho serves themselves

specially to the Cod or Ahnighty, being

attaciied rvith the people of society regarding

various upliftrnents or help of the peopie, by

organising an association or group of people.

Maltari,shi: This is a name of an

unannouncecl upgradation of a Rishi or Sage.

He (F'emaie sages lvere too rare in the ancient

age) -is the greater one than a ltishi . lvho

achieves most of the philosophical kriorvledge

or spiritual ultimate in one birth. He used to

analyse the scenario of life in the vieu, of
philosophy and he ean sacrifice his all eternal

luxuries for his goal. Frorn lrim one can proceed

or enhance one's porver of spirituality and

phi losophical thoughts.

Pandit: He (the masculine gender) is
actually meant a too-much wise and pure in

his knorvledge and mind. especially in Hindu

religion. tle seems to be great and ultimate to

his knorvledge that he teaches to his disciples
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regarding any one or more subjects. Pandit is

used to mean as the same in Indian Classical

Music. Similarly, Ustad is the person just like

a Pandit in Muslim religion. Later, this word

Pandit adorned the outstanding performance or

the Artist relevant to the area of Indian Classical

Music. Similarly Ustad adorned the Muslim

outstanding artist.

Acharya: Usually, when Gurubecomes idol

by all means to his or her disciples with his

behaviour and activities, than he is called

Acharya. Actually an Acharya who speaks or
gives advice to his disciples by uttered lessons

or by theoretical knowledge, his activities and

practical expressions should have the keen

similarly or oneness with his verbal
instructions and theories with the firm belief
and extreme innovative excellence of the

subject matter orthe topic. Here, the residential

'Guru-Shishya-Parampara' is the ideal system,

where the disciples can be able to follow their

Gurus and Acharyas from dawn to dusk. In

this way, a Guru, the supremo of knowledge,

may become Acharya, the icon of the same to

his disciples or admirers or to the nation.

In the conservative paramparas)the styles

and the methods ofteaching -leaming of music

should not be revealed by the Gurus because

they have limitations in their minds as well as

the reservations in teaching. Even in the era of
the Charyapad andthe Charyageeti, we get a

clear picture that the Gurus (Luipad,

Bhasukupad, Domburipad and so on) used to

apply the Sandhya -Bhasha (the half cleared

languages or lyrics) while teaching their
disciples or followers, because they didn't want

to reveal their teaching as well as the core of
the subject matter to any of the outsiders or

other than their own schools. In spite of these

reasons, their teaching-methods and their
creations were destroyed or deformed by the

aggressive rulers or the enemies. So, the Gurus

or the Ustads used to try to conceal their actual-

creations in half-uttered or h alf-taught for their

disciples.

After that time, when the Muslim Emperors

become the ruler of our country, the Ustads

(same as the Gurus ) usually deliberately

maintained their conservativeness regarding

their teaching (Taalim : Activities that impart

knowledge or skill during educating or

inshucting ) to their disciples. There were four

types of Taalim: i) 'Aam- Taalim'(Ordinary

teaching for ordinary and non-Muslim
students) ; i i)' Khaas-Taalim' (Spec ial teaching

for the Muslim students); iii) 'Khaas-E-khaas

Taalim' (Best teaching for the students, who

are the family members). Those types ofTaalim

were found not only among the Ustads, but also

among the Gurus.

All of us, more or less, know that 'sangeet'

means the Vocal, Instrumental, rhythmic Music

intrio. There are differentGurus in every item

as said above. Usually, the Gurus of Dance

are the Hindus, lesS in Muslims. All streams of
Classical Vocal, Classical Dance, Classical

Instrumentals and Rhythm-instrumentals have

their different Gurus or Ustads. From their

teaching-methods andthe places in which they

resided, we have Gharana (school orhadition)

such as Gwalior Gharana, Lucknow Gharana,

Banaras Gharana, Senia Gharana, Kirana
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Gharana, Patiala Gharana, Betiya Gharana,
Farukabad Gharana, Agra Gharana and so on.

Most of the Gurus or Ustads used to be
patronised by the Sultan, Badshah, Raja and

Zamindar since our ancient era. Many of the
others used to teach their students by their own
expense. Few of them received their
remunerations from their disciples by collecting
rupees or vegetables or groceries or physical

labour from those students.

Later, after much decades the 'Guru-
Shishya Parampara' was partly disrupted by
the socio-economical issue and the internal
destructive mentality of both of Guru and

disciples. The concept oftraining was changed

into academic status at the schools, colleges

and universities, being applied in the syllabus

of music. So, there are more than one teacher

ortrainerofthe said Institution, who are usually

from the different Gharanas (schools of the

Gurus oi Ustadg or from the different Gurus.
The students or the trainees are taught from
those teachers; they complete their lessons and

courses and then they usually are not in touch
with those teachers. In this situation, the
teachers have no scope to be a Guru or Ustad

of those students. Similarly, the students do

not feel or realise to keep in touch of their
teachers and recognise the teachers as their
Guru. ft means if there is at least a scope of
showing respect to them, the scenario is not
as special or as equal of Guru-Shishya-
Parampara. Hence, 'respect' is classified into
many forms with diffcrent intensity. In this way,

Guru -Parampara is hampered but the existence

ofthem is still now in India and abroad, because

music is always a performing art to be taught
from Gurus.

It should be mentioned with a great
pleasure that the students of Indian Classical
Music are not only in our country, but in abroad

too. Moreover, since many years many ofthem
become true dedicated renowned artist inVocal,
Instrumental and rhythmic instrumental. The

inheritance ofthe Guru cannot be grasped until
the tradition and the scenario ofthe roots of
Indian culfure have been examined. Even when

transcribed in Staff-Notation in the Western-

Style of Music, Indian Classical Music has no

true existence until sung. In connection with
Hindustani Classical Music is true where atext
of a Vandish (couple of lines) is written only,

but it is not cleared until it is sung. So, it is
needed that only a good and efficient and

moreoveq a knowledgeable Guru can teach the

exact music with proper form and rendition.
The Hindustani Classical Music is not kept in
the classroom-format since it is not based on a

set of curriculum. The limitations of time of a
classroom of iny curriculum-oriented-
institution are not sufficient for teachino-
learning in the ocean oflndian Classical Music.
But, in front ofGuru in his residential- hainino6t

the perfection and the satisfaetion ofthe both

are more valuable and justified. Indian
Classical Music is mainly based on Ragas, but
we use to forget or being ignorant, we are in
the firm-belief that, it is far from Indian
Folklore. Actually, only the knowledgeable

Guru is capable to explain to his or her disciples

regarding the aforesaid characteristics with
appropliate illustration with the help of
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practical effrciency. Learning aboutthe Ragas Gurursakshat ParamBrahmatasmai Shree

only through the Vocal demonstrations by the Gurave Namaha..." .

Gurus, who were usually illiterate, is too

amazing since the ancient era. The Ragas Reference
become immortal and the Gurus also. So, this l.Raghava R. Menon. Indian Classical Music: An

Guru-shishya-Parampara is almost against the Invitation. New Delhi: Vision Books, 1996.

syllabus, the Semester-system; and it mocks at 2. Swami Prajnanananda.l History of Indian Music.

the instifutional class-rooms. so,Indian classical Kolkata: Ramakrishna vedanta Math ' 1963'

Music always utters according to our Vedas: 3 ' utpala Goswami' I*ctures on Music Appeciatlon

..GururBrahma Gururvishnu GururDer course' Kolkata: west Bengal State Music

Maheshwarah, '*tvlsnnu 
uururuevo 

Academy' 1989'
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aw< aBffirAa-< cfo qrfir qHat at1qelsrtr{smflFrqfr-qmfr<-"qffiw1afio+r<;linovr<1a<Bcr< aicu qrsFr

srglR+ stqqffi qF ed a6-qq-r !i-<r<IK r ft<r-*q a& em't !trsstM+ vmrffit corc+ qmiq fr?.q-{ qols atrssfi EqqlRE

<ftq<d\${tcs< T6{ q{ r

{ri{fi, fr<-dv.< aBretq, filT{ W, $-$rr diB"wl&-s \ercEREr, W frflK.ra fifil r

{ffitqo|$nfirq-{slE-fiRslss.t<qxt{fr.e frffist, -qsl6 critrgs aF+ r <lie! .!$tr,s-f, ft*q4 Rxrx {TltI

cqForqefi{cermesr6TB$<{esFt tr{qTtcTK TB-{ qfrrrr-frArtq.qro{r,l'&-q4-{scperr(ilqfr€Rxa

sifs'()bta) qstr6-{Crq {Cq-<lffit qsns-{ 
"laEqt 

\es I fr"{E{ 4 sI&-rr<]?;q ir< c.sm firq-{ Sffl ulfio efgcsq;

mq Tl{ q-<-ds< \qq$$ {F-s rs-+l qr+E.;t I 1?q.r\rT.<E-{ ffi Etrnr r+trn w"tr.f EI-<l Elhs q;l fi I ,& fr's'{-sm

t?-fui< q'.1tF (em {(st qsts 33 s*{E$q wffi1 +m 1 a6{l-g frro'< efls a.Boeft s3"I{- .q1f"R ffi sr-{"TI

1&-d sr$' qr 
"t;r ccrr+'q6si{ql< ccrsg, cqnffi s<qriFE I

csrqeg,;ffiTilEcc{ag,tfrfftqcmeq,R$ir$EW l?"iqsfti-<tiqt fi1^qoi e lqTft< qr<H vlEls

eFraFPlRft,qtdHq{rfl{qlTn,oamR'frr-s<;TTq,ftw T{ftlBs -4q &'}xmrq,$rerr fi}frrrs qq \\ &",rird,

sW,Trr.KqiEW,E-dftEtftq,$qfis,fuqh-s, )bevrqrj.Tl <tiEE?T ir gar! @f,lr qr'r"S)-$ rtqTqti

Es'E Es, mrfu u6rqr$x, <Iqq {fl$E- \qfrq qqi?ll Seqs aIFr I uvpuq6lta iis ,s-.Iq ${aft frq.{ (q* c"sfi

4E<rsE <lffi qolrs-{ sl€frco c{q sfficEa | fr{ wTsB Effiq firo I } b B 1 qlr1 ii{nfuttrf( 'reqe AI fin:*I qftaa

kqTftf,{ TkET-d-$ qFro-<err.t* T(qi q"{]s! c(Er- s4r{ <tiEta qltqt 1?mi r :bs1 qiFI d-nr-s "nfrqft+
Ttro-sF 8t wcqm frq r 8I fi-q \quiFltr "tfrq- Ttsffi Emitcq 'ap6qs qxft'qeAs {rfr'.{ r ,{EE:tzaig fiI,Fr

'lt"ft{ft crmfrs qwl.{,-q qos i1?$ TDqt, s[RI,r{i € flq:i fi'(i;ilEJ]kH r q,rE€lqq.'cl qfF* 1tf,liaBr f?'*ii
qF+s sr<rqqIT(n^l-q fiq q-<as< cq<rd ifmr qfr cffis3a-s-dt?,B'ffi5ta6ftq,Tl'aqrr".,firgr;iBsBrc

fi-d !r{dt6t€ sr{rffit anfq +r<-q ft;;TFco-{ w frx €lR-qqtrtqar*gfimtiivfuia FfiIfudr"I IqDR\iK aen

ffiffig.nnmrrceqq<{s:< rQ-<a<{Sro&fi q.ftsq{ r )bao 4-rl rirc'Kinq{ q?rm 4iol"ilkv-t<sl-<.s{Fi'

fi-fiqgqv[6q e{ ft[ggqtr, 6ryqu: ffi Cfu-{ firlzqa D-ffi \5tlrr{, qfuxi.('{ <}rff{ Etr {'rg;r. I ) b a o qffi a$q;q

q<p41gr<x,$n r6ma<l1B lym6tc{qq'' (:ncu) qFur<rm<ffi<$ltn:r,c5ru,T{BED6Frfifrco-sl"'

llfrvl, mfriltt
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sffi qrs "Plrt[ri Bs srffr r qtcr{ (qc+t6r< fuIq{
q-<ra< 

1u-* r Rqran ffi Gfi RBq qqm <ftq-{q

,tTK< tryr< {FI'e \srsffi'{Eco q&ffi s(<-cE{ |

rrdrq ft{cK em< frcs frfr {Erffi aB {q-<qr< qlT?

q{ r qQw& : tcc rilrq q-cq{frrq< fiI{ oirg 6otr.n

1rB1'qFIq-{ I 5bc1-cs Tvr-rcq'\xfu{sr*R{ r )hcb-

6s 5-a61sl ffiqrlqG-{ q.F{ Rsfta< ql.q 8t fiq @TFI-q

ffik-<i cffi sfr'bgtm q$cs 4cglr <Erq< qrq'et

wc &fr frGa {q{c+ qB+s\s sr*cqrr )bcb qfcrr

fffit-{ crytt-<' esls qtr$ dffitgti qrmm-{' s'c< r

Qf fr-q q<i q{i-fi ' qR affitqm q<+t<q-< w{' ;iEm-{

qq?rc<l{ st<;r r ) bab qt6{ <fut <qa <scc 8t fiq rml
+mq 6rE EaF Ttrs lEK crtct qE'{ffi r efi ,asfs

aF+ r eo.$ affiMs 5Iq<n' et {Bs q&qr oK
e<i d&mFiqs aaFr EE qfrsr{ Ec< r et rFc+-s q&ffi

cl+-{, A frq m "rr-{q TEr <u-aH, q&{cn, $6qrq-{B

w1afiu s[1 ersr{- {K qR.tkn AIfrG< Erco <Gs

qcrcqq-cr?l] srqq-fr qFs rcm ftEr <c< frR {ffi
<Iwfr'm q'qirll Egs"s6r s clfureq qqfrs <Ii6il Ttrs

E,r{< frcscql rfr<qq{ffi {Eco-< qrsSg cqrsrE{ I

vt< +r{e rdqBs qsrsm qG Tcircqr 6-<cq-{ q{s.B

egrf< nxlra Gfi ci<f6 {asrE{ r q-fto qBs ,{fiosfi'
,g*a<, aFu:r<x:K-d-G-{ c{d {Erdr<r{ "Ir$F, 

q-{<-{

6+rs' r StE@< qRrR e q$r{ c{ 6qtrll xtgs< ffi
?{ftsrqTfl qrrc{ sr{ sr.T-sm qsrs rtrcEr{ ae Ift
qffi6t s-sce= ER r qrsrfr{ mn ?qr' Errt 8'l frq Etfrv

RrdH {, 6iq541 Bfi Q-<-ds< str-qlr<fficE{ r ft<rr*
{+tr+< tr"n{6t SEr atr+r e? qs<S c{:r{ q.M qRqr{

tf{ {Ecs effirm+ reqfr esrce-{ qllilr\s q q+tstE

Esrfts rffi6 rFcor {cqrq frcq-{ st-s-siB df.efifq

tftr e$Es-{qtretr+qTfl ff< ft<-+-<rrE qREr tq
"fltsTR 

(DEIO-+r< e?qr(ElE-{lT r

qmq fr@-{ aqm <6s qffirg scfi qsn[ TIEo WK
co.tc{ q-d'1 !q<I' {Elritff )bab qrFK cqrtr< atcc

lqrr o1c{ qE' aqq qGrr +r<, qffiMs qri{q6i

s6( q<\ Eqq eff+'F El-s s,c l lgr< 6k"l qE'qrls
qrlm frqm Q-<GK frc+ eiicg frrlte" 6l(s rfu6F,
qBrLs, smrq-{F w1afi u rerrcq | lgla otcrt qcr' TrtIq

fim.l {aEIE, aql qw 1ft-st qq,€ EeE skFrr<Hl;t

amqrilqfrqmwqffis+r< em+r

!gr{ ort qq'qFr+ c{F ctoft ufr-q erqsvt({
qde-{ ctlrq Eq@ <qzq e<i <R s qffqf{ qstrE

q\sRiK q{qgl-{ ?r<-?r 'tN{t c6lcq qfr6Et s6q 1fr65 s165

dBfs$il{ fi qE'$F rqErs-{ +rRfi qmnq'{ qGfrcfi

qBqfrGv e$E frl{r 1a <Rn-* aG tn qR{I6r{

1frsfrm rtrsot{ qrltq fr-q ffi€r< grE {r<cqql

Iq <frn< nQ< &{I-t eq{Ers< sqFq fi'ffq $r{rs I

Iq <R{, <ft'6{-{ S, <frm< w qre fi, <R{ A sftol,

nfu sRW <R{ \{T{ cqrE e<i <Bctrd <t&-< uml

"lffit € ultsE cq-dF fir{ aFl-+qn<vfiffi qcscqtr€-<

<86tr{F{ 16 <frr q<qrBrTqrE({.tfrv,6qfi-sc sr{
Q<t c{\o ET$, cq qR-{rfi{ sot"Er stq cqcs qftc<<|,

4ffi e v.fmFlrtl cotrc Elir; m cor*rvn< fr<q< onq

qr{FpEAql r<lB<qorq, qxqftqqr* mqs ,ICqN

$ <frqrs fic* Gfrs;nt, srrt csrtr <R e +Floa

E-{eE qvnrs frc* 6frsrg <kn-* 1at fr ftqr{ €

<Rrrs fr6{ Gfu ffi 1 tR<rrtr{ {s6ffi 1a <fr'cr-* aG

ffi$ wiltst{ affi q'6s 1 Tc6-{ \tr{{slrm 6+t q{wt
<rq q& $r{ n'tr q-qE fq <Bnrs vq-El&-dr sr{l
q-{K qqrNG qs{q ora <R-* q-{els cwn r 

qFr<t{ em
cq{t{Er,q-o[E{c-{ oil gdoc< <fr-s qo nr*tiim-cq;

q"rdfrrs {$ms fl\s eFFrc-?r Er+mt }rq on Iq <Rt

119rrs qfRr-r frmq r 1a <frr nG< IW {+* c,rcnef

fuL<< ffi cqr+ fiq qlGn Tgr{ qs[i 6c fiqco 'tfr{
qrrs ftq-d <Rrcs arj-a1-E:il6qrn q-{t El'tm*, <Bl
Stq'{< qfis oBtEr<rrffir cxrc{ qfi{rfi qssB

TEffiI-{ "Xm ffi Aqr<< cffitc't*E orE frcrcq{,

"...6$fi yfi stfuT ct€ sffi, qlTrt1Era ,{ EGr qfits

do qlEf' 1a-$K 6-{q {st qffx wrotx qq rF-[s

Eefrfrsecrqr<frrq< @rq <ft <t.tE <t <R-< S q<i

ute ma c+E-t1a-< q{EoE q*dr 6fu m ; 
qs@ fttsfi'{
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qqgm q-ql EfrE I xr-<rfr Tf,$-{T6rH cvtr{s frvB{

fu:Im <ll"Is efcs ,s<( ffv6q 15 Ftot-qlslr$ &4sl
vrs aFRqS{Erq{ slRfrcs cEqtHl w'cEl

:{mq fr-q ffi ftft r fr-+re-< frfi ffi
Errtr<ot[srrft<rr* scFr i6s {Eroe ftfi q<rq"

q{fi-{ c6kscq4l qR<IGK c$'Fr{ sIR 16 <Rtl-c rt,
afiorir 6$t6{t qdt q{ ql; ftE {trs-sm g <frqq 456
firqa r 

qmlfts rfr< csF {rfl (rRtu41ffi frqil {frfr
:Rnqslrrd{ rft <t rwc-{q{EGsrr agir6e<R<
rtvt6t-?r IYIF-{T{R| <ct cfts 4lr{ I 1q <frqrs :rsrq

{rcdccr cwnfiLqEq rfte o&sfuffi crfc{q-q fi?tt

FfcmEil'C< 1grcs I IW' csl s& {s, s1'qcfl erB
ry1 I oQlpr< aft+ot Arl {Frs qRs <crmg <fttr-*

uffi rft{qr*-<t <qr q{q cqcme {rn<m vt{H cDAr

m d6 -?i1q, rR <t {qrq-{ rfi qorctB {cfsm firfl <fr{

ftewr;K Iw I 1ftq q&T[< Ih <frniT rbo-sl( {rqtq

fr'q {Ec{ ncscs'{r $rq( E& qmq Eftrfl<m ffirq
frcos qnm qr+o qBro cqqt Ttr I ?Mt6{t <tfilc{?'

<qmxrsqlrct iffit6Ls ma e@rc< r 1n <Rqr+

c6cn qnns Sn et dLD elFol-r $eII r aa-< a& q? ffi
Bc'fql, q-{k<, q?rwt qt:iljr'{ qcu;Il T{, v-1s lq.*l cftu

ttr+ t 1EJ rcQffi cqrc n c+a E.l;r ofH-?r s-d $n'W,
qi. oBE qrdK Bm.g qp. rq* ;n c+-a q? qfuun efr"d

fir ftrs {Es-sE lyr{ cutc{ qa'ftL<rflTr$ qqqf+q

SGTCFI JilCFFgI[< 
I

tFr$6fr"E' est{frcs m'r$ <-dl mcu "[G I nrr*$B

)bbtqlrq<Gg; )bbsp Tqrlrrd'qfrfi'{ q$FN q<q

eR <rfr E{$rcr erotfis r 
qEr+.< ukq cial {m, g;.roB

6cru EfroEs c\Tk "iltsTt 
qN qEa "fid I

?rs ER-E' qfitrs orRfivr{ mg Ed,E qFicqw

cglT6p.r 64fr$ e esF sl+'m cs-E srg r cflq(o.t {trs
6dr{r Afu qre I c{ skgqd< cr6aEion r mtBt{
aEqB t*smtawcq 6sS qFr+t< ftcr< 1 6qwrot ffi a
sR c< w qbl-sn-m, qBl-<u-ils qv qrcs r qFfii{

EFN fi{t sH m esfi ilDs fr"rcq, qffi ffi ffi qtr

,sffiR eFFllrsc(Etab+E em fir<r{qr{t aFfingl{mt

fr6q- effi aqq.ssB sm,qtn 6siw(sq dfrce< GsF

sraft'+fl &.-{fi pepqrscqIgirc{fl {-rsiin?slcsuia

a-qa rFs rq(s cr?Kcu. Glqrat €$erEm qt{t Ec{ v-tt

carltl ffr<-{ft, ffi ryffi-ffi q-a4q ctntr3"sr s-F
,r<i <tBs "iRrE Tlvlg 6rpap frupgr+Q cqRrs q'ffi,.Q

ffi sm aEr+< ;liis I cgtn-rFq om aqa a,Erqs ktt
GE+gr rron s{icr s-rcs sfc+ r fi iqt BqF rqiss qStel

+r+E csfrmw q{i ftrx'qtrq esB:ilfrqn{ftcs rsfs
TIfr -ql rm c<Iqcorirs tr.r', r<rHm,t frrqr xtfr -fl rl E.'rcs

ftrF I cqrer{ Ei.rs frm wq esffi Tq-d.s-+E fi13 saq r

GInT.qr.tGere qn-< srs frF"ri cqe ffie$6 r firF{
srmq c< cqrt erq c<ilTr$rrr{vr{dl <rE Tt{ frq"{$
xqrm ,{<s cq firqs cq.n ag.i rm Ery aryffi I FIWffi{

ftq<ne:r6fl 4tst cqrmT<r+ lqn;flTrs <m1c Etr fi
s'KqFmr

c<iTq'm-q d,ltrffi sl(q,{-.Tf{ vfs'R qH (Iwe

r{nrrcsrrco ft-q cefrq]m< 'qftw'Bmtsrm qlTqq

qnlrotgtsrr an eftqfrl< qs cFfiqI ilsftfti ql+B

sffi$1a-66o eflrs, RsA +efi<'Mf<erm {rm I qqq Bra

r<rt{r<i{ sr{ nq-{ aB'rc-g r<rqB ur'T{ cqt.q {Rr srr
nV4 qBr$( ftrst qcs Erq"cc.cq vlEK q,Er cdlt{(fi
qlfs fr?rcs Es s-ffi, vlq'r:r qH EF Tm. sr?F ![rqB

FIf{rS['rS Si(q U',Cq Eil-CCtTIS qC4 qEE sr$I3t Cl"t

q$sa 
'xft r q<r{€ ffirir[Erq-s 6E"fi <ltleg qr, cc €Tv;l

1fu,c vm ari:oa rfl-?rc <r-.I(s Eiir at; s(E sl-(fi B"R .F

fr.<r'e $ I ,s( 
'rr.{ fiiEltrcrfi +rtB E"r.F eITrE lqrsin

'e\3 ql{'3 'elI (:tra]l taq* f,torrc r.tJl]I< r3rrstq.-l clfis
's]g qtlxr3 :fl.sgr ?.3r&TlliFll qr.'l *+rr s.a"{ i ,*( oiri .}i4

qtn c]Sl c+'iEI il{ixr rff <rm ,{qi +1{,8 c{s rfr ]tl$
ffieltsq6 r,Iit, dird+ ("1'l"{T* 6lsat q]iiff eicg lCit( sirtE

m'4 ersH eii{, ilt$ rrfl FM.1 EtrbE {K q<( cq?ird (alrs

,nfr'm eR i 6{r{cf,,,{ ;fltre ft{cs qr",m qt, aF+ oqm

Rlx {"ffi em il i srst rff$ trrT{ qtfr; {ElFrrs{ 6rll{
urqrg fiTfn sm qqfifr qF$ m*fl {rr il ts(<, s.ffis

frra-s xrsrsm {rBs ffi=ltqm- um q{wft.< mta

ffc{ c{ilEls{ I
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c$:rcsrt q?F sl-rs-{ sffifi 6.69, q65n $tcq qq-
fr{t frr-s qtr+ 6{qn fut er$H s'r{t$FF c{tl5r6Fr|.6$

qF{l'{ frrE< qr{ ffifrT T6q qsB 68ffi seff sy6q,

sfGrf<Hfir selt <ErR- ,{h {trs {{? ,ie s?It sr{
C{nTCrCfi {rl 3e:Fl Tlfipl6q q6n {F; sFF CqIlT6srt6E

qfnT cGr safi frq(s ctcc Et{t sts ficq-{ <m{
ffifrrE-{ <lwtcs <V o.-s<ts EFl3r safi vtfrm rrq, 'tl
ffii vt< 1c.n{R ttvtis qcE .. s" qrflr& TFrs-{ }m& 

1

>rcTcl5E-{ ft<Ary[EE{ qFffild 6t{ ffi esIr6'

.{$fr olffi {rt ft-q q{rq< ssGeefim ffi +r<rqq

mlirRt {l{F6t mil-"trrcw {.1fiL'{ c{ w $ettT{kat
qv{ Er{i {t $t,s-{ W=l ffi sepfr wurv a.it fr"o

cGsGs <arer n[a& trqt-d dtg {trIsk 6<rlvs,t
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6t< TfrE fifis r ?rsrtr{ dlef{t' sM (q/q) (q/c)
q{fursrn cqrfi r s-{r{F< stbttTr* Gfi <tE-+ncrd q@t

{sil sFI Ts[m ilr{r< 6EI srftE{ r cqfi,
' qR. pr qt1crre/<cae qFor c/q
qrq qs</T;u as- \la
mfi sGI qt€Affir$ <fr utng c/q

sNkwF\c/{C{ ffi1"c: \ld
a{<!4Isffi , 

qarlEqrqe ffi qKa-{'eT{ qfux mcrnqq r

mH a{ ctr6{ {lr fter"rc-;r'sffi-
'ffi qqr{71q cn{R

T{ cElTslr/fi@l"r(q

e<Stqfi7qqq6a[

<-q-{qfr i cEtF{-{qBg

ffiqrtst/+mqedr
frwl"r{,/l\ ilf{lGl l"ar

aqq IffiE sEEs w q6{re TR-vrfiK s(a[,t16

<WroEt sFI Bw.Rr*r e<fi 1l-T{t snnrsf $ReT{

Evfr{-Q-dvt" Tdr-ets eldcl sr< frcmq r 
q< frqr IEIrv

ffi wr< wq-s wrmM dmt{ srfffrs <r-ErEq <tliqler<q

wnsr<"ETl;l-s-qlvm{q-{ I

<l(fl $R-s't< $flT rrq cqq flqffi, ffi$,
TsrEBt, o-{fffi +R r ffi cva-s Be[qEr$ qsfl{-,ffi

{c< sfr$ ffi{ crei EfiE or< fim-cc{r smlY-{ff

ffi cqr{ fi'csqrftsr q{s e fr{fi{ <€A e <wft

fi"t, Nnfi gtm .IlFrs qq-{H, q'sr{ dqNE, {ft'-$
ta"trrtatr+fusqqr{ $rgqq re< ffi, firsBfr<tqt
sfugqB"nq efr Tfts,r-l($ aGh o-*co qm qmrq{ I

E$$:
! r{st cslq, <fist qss{, :r {e,ftaefr <tsetr', t6'fi',

6i'q,fRBBi yq{ q$-dd ql'{-E 58o), t \b I

\ r 1q c${, sfist c(sd ){ qe,fi-tefi fleefi', tcq,.t scqilt

afrqstrd',1. sq 1

s r .ls{ cqF, $fu q(dq, >n qs,fi{efr ilwfi', k{,fl q|G

cffilr', !fi q? c& ca qfi', 1. qa) r

8 r rts{ cslrr, {Rst qtdd >l qs,fr-{efi rtsefi', !fi ret

Cw* 6ffi q's','trdqa', t. ))b I

ar .tcf cqR, Tfu c(sq, )c qe,t-+ofr atsefr', fr-*efr
Ttstsfr', t{fl<q', 'qr< <kcs', t e}-eb r

v I {e{ fiFt, lfiq cr6{, cr qs,hflt6Qfra;n qm', Efi 59R

crs', mk ffiftr, frOr q(s-dq,tw'6 )8oq, 1.50o,
1l {ci csFI, +Rq cid{, >q "te,fi-{'efr ilg.efr', Aqrt {e,

tr{rtr{ qt{*t', t{,coffi', r.ooa'
vr qc{ csFr, +Fst ftd{, >n {s,fr{sfr flveG', q,ilv'o

*ttfuffiH', -qnra-* affa', ffi,1. tes r

b r lq csm, sfrq c(sq, :r qg,ftdgfi nseA', qHtsE
,flfu€Ioi', t{|.{rird ql?ftI,, ffi, t. \ea I

>o r rlsf 6sls, sfu ci?rq, tr qe,'er{3rq'lgl frE-rs',
frq|fi1A',hefi', t. vsr

!) t{sf ctrt,lRvt xot, \{ qs,'t{ cEgtllqdq<5{6', 3,,
\qtilqm', 

"1. 
)lb I

> r t.lq (ql{, sR'sR {S', ffisld {S', q{q{ em,{fr, aq{
q(s'{.|, qr{ila bb}1, 1.) 1 r

)e I rlsf c.lFr, frr{ W, {. sv-vt I

)s rrs{ (sFr,<fistcis{ x "lp,filtsfrav€fr', tqr<ff',
tlm$'1 c> r

)a r.ttlfrl{,ifislcidq, x qe,q{<6gt,qHfu T{', tEFt-{',
frfi< fism t[+tm', twrcqrf,{' el.)bq I

)s I .lsf fiFI, Tfu qioR, :{ rfe,S{L?rd dFfu', "qlrcnsR',

1 tqst
) c r {sl cqFi,sFsl cisq >n q€,hFEF {S', ftc{cn cfufi',

qtt{ ersHft, aqlc x+r.t ut$tff, )bt/l, t >tl-)e) r

rv I 
qq 6qR, sfiq sis{. )c 1e,hfrErr {S', 'sRsr{ W',

wfit er+nil, u*oiqrqqrt$fr, sbbl,I. ss r

>r t {sil cqF, sRq ci$d >x 1R,?FrGcr a?fiil', tffi',
.qt"llsEltl&ffil.i" t. \e8 I

e,o r.t's{ cq{, ffiq c\dq q{ qs,T{ carcqts fr6ptrd', @Irtrd
6110',,1. vs r
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